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A B S T R A C T .

The approved title of my thesis is 'VAn_ Index of the 
trad it i onists quoted in Kitab al Kharaj of Abu Yusuf togetner 
with a biography of the author." The thesis is composed of 
two chapters and a bibliography.

The first chapter gives a brief account of every 
traditionist with the sources for the biography of each. It 
is divided into two sections:

The first contains 99 direct and named authorities, 
and the second covers 327 indirect authorities.

Every effort has been made to identify these tradi- 
tionists with the dates of their birth and death, and to 
indicate the various schools to which they belonged.

The list of the trad itionists, prepared by the 
Editor of the Cairo (1346) edition of Kitab al Kharaj , has 
been used as a basis, Many mistakes, made by him, have been 
corrected, confusions removed, doubts cleared up, omissions 
rectified, blanks filled up and solutions suggested in doubt
ful cases. IIo such study has as yet been made of any other 
early work of Islamic tradition or Law.

The second chapter, divided into 11 sections, deals 
with the biography of Abu Yusuf, based throughout upon the 
critical study and investigation of the original sources, in 
greater detail than in any of the existing biographies.

The object of the thesis is to make an original 
contribution towards the study of the origin of Hanafite law 
in general and Kitab al Kharaj in particular along the lines 
of an investigation into the hadlth materials which have been 
utilised in their compilation*, towards which the biographical 
data contained in the thesis serves as a first step. These 
historical and biographical data have been carefully studied 
in the original Arabic sources, a list of which is contained 
in the bibliography.
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P R E F A G E .

It has long been recognized, by scholars that the 
term ashab ar ra‘ y applied to the Hanafite school, while not 
devoid of foundation, has tended to obscure the large element 
of tradition which enters into their system. On the other 
hand, no attempt has as yet been made to investigate the 
actual traditional materials which they utilized, whether 
from the point of view of the study of Fiqh or from that of 
the study of Hadlth. Until such an investigation has been 
thoroughly carried out, no final judgement on the origins of 
Hanafite Fiqh and its relations with the Muhaddithun can be 
reached. The essential part of this task, namely the 
comparison of the actual traditions cited by early Hanafite 
Jurists, with those of other schools of law, cannot be 
adequately carried out until the publication of the concordance 
to the Hadlth now in course of preparation. In the meantime, 
however, tne investigation into the character of the traditional 
material used by these jurists may serve as a first step in 
this direction, and the object of the present Thesis is to 
make an investigation of this kind into the sources utilized 
for one of the earliest of their works, namely Kitab al- 
Kharaj of Abu Yusuf. The first chapter accordingly, contains 
a list of all the traditionists cited in this work, some 
430 of whom are named, together with brief biographical
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details relating to each, with their sources, and the 
reputation which they bore in the circle of the Muhaddjthun.
No such study has yet been made of any other work of tradition 
or Fiqh. It is thus impossible as yet to institute any 
immediate comparison of Abu Yusuf's sources with those of 
other works, which would otherwise have been the natural 
supplement to this index. It will, however, serve to 
indicate the general character of these sources and the place 
taken by the Schools of Madlnah, KQfah and Syria in the 
building up of Abu Yusuf's system.

The second chapter contains a biographical study 
of Abu Yusuf himself, on a more elaborate scale than any 
study made hitherto.

In addition to the sources which have been commonly 
utilized for this purpose, a number of other Arabic works, 
printed and manuscript, have been consulted.

The edition of K’itab al-Kharaj to which references 
are made is that edited anonymously and published at Cairo 
(Salafiyah Press) in A.H. 1346 - A.D. 1927-8, which is 
based upon the Bulaq edition of 1302 compared with a manu

script in the Taimurlyah library at Cairo.
I take this opportunity to tender my most sincere and 

respectful thanks to my learned teacher and supervisor, 
Professor H.A.R. Gibb. This difficult study could never have 
been accomplished without his valuable advice and help, 
sympathetic encouragement and uniform kindness*



CHAPTER I.

Biographical Index of the Traditionists cited in Kitab al KharaJ

The traditionista are arranged in two sections:- 
Section I.: Direct authorities, from whom Abu Yusuf quotes his 

traditions

Section II.: Indirect authorities, i.e. persons whose names are 
cited in the i3nads of the direct authorities.

In both groups there occur a number of anonymous authorities 
Introduced by such phrases as ba‘du ashyakhina, rajulun min 
al-ash,jat lyina, who cannot be Identified. In a few other in
stances, the identity or activity of the persons named could 
not be traced. The former have boen omitted from the following 
lists; the latter are mentioned, with, wherever possible, some 

guiding hints.

Section I.—

1. Aban b. Abi ‘Ayyash, Fairuz al Da§ri, pupil of Anas, $a‘If, 
d. 138.

I.S. VII.il.19; Fihr, 307; yuff, vil,27j de Slane, 1.546; 
Caet. 138, 153. For abbreviations see Bibliography.
2. A!̂ wa§ b. Ilakim al ^im^i, saw Anas £>a‘if, d. after 169, son 

of No: 161.
Kh. 21; Ibn ‘Asakir, II. 332.

3. Abu Ishaq ash-Shaibani al KufI, Maula % Thiqah, d.129 or 138,
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or 14-1 or 142. pupil of Zirr b. gubaish and Sha'bl.
1.5. VI.241; Ma’arif, 230; guff, iv.49; Kh. 129; Oaet. 138, 

155, Do. 141, 239; de Slano, IV. 285.
4. Isrâ’ll b. Yunus b. Abî Isgâq as Sabl‘1, Abu Yusuf al Kufl, 
Imam, pupil of his grandfather, teacher of Abu Yusuf's son,
Yusuf, Thlqah, b. 100, d. 160 or 162, or 109.

1.5. VI.260; Kh. 27; guff, v. 43; al Jawâhir, 1.141.
'*• * " - ’ ' ■ •••.■ ' • • • - •• • ' •' - •

5. Ismâ*Il b. Ibrahim b. Muhâjir al Bajall al KÜfï, pupil of
his father No. 103, Ça*If.

Kh. 27.
6. Ismâ*Il b. Abl Khâlid al KÜfl, maulâ*, pupil of Sha‘bî and 

an authority on him, saw 6 companions, Thiqah, d. 146 or 136.
1.5. VI.240; Kh. 28; Naw. 56; guff, iv.50; Ma‘ârif, 242; 

Gaet. 136, 100.
7. Ismâ‘11 b. Muslim al Baçri al Makki, reputed for his Hai 

Patwâ ’ and good memory of tradition, pupil of Sha‘bî, Ça*If.

1.5. VII.il.34; Kh. 31.
8. Ismâ*Il (b. Salmân) at TaimI al Kufl, pupil of Anas and ash 

Shà‘bî, Ça* If.
Kh. 29.

9. Ash‘ath b. Sawwâr al Kindi al Kufl, maulâ’, Qatjl of al Ahwâz, 
pupil of gasan, Thiqah according to some scholars and. Ça* If ac

cording to others?, d. 136, son of No. 228.
1.5. VI.249; Kh. 33; guff, vl.48; Caet. 136, 98; Do. 140,199

10. Abu Bakr b. ‘Abdullah al Hudhalî, Salamâh al Baçrî, pupil of 

gaaa», Ça* If.
Mlzân, 11.636.
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11. Thabit b. §afiyyah, Abu flamzah ath Thumali (in the printed 
edition erroneously al yamani), pupil of Anas and Sha'bl, 
Shi‘ah, fla‘if, d. in the reign of al Mansur.

1.5. VI.253: Kh. 48; Mizan, 11.645.
12. Jarir b. ‘Uthman al flimslj yaqut, under Suwaid (11.224) 
mentions that he used to confuse the tradition of Jarir b.

‘Uthman al flimEji, again he mentions ‘Uthman b. Sa‘ id al flim̂ l 
and his son, Aflmad (Jaqut, II. 154). Most probably it is a 

misreading for flariz b. ‘Uthman ar Ruflabi al flimyarl al flim§i, 
pupil of Khalid b. Ma‘dan, teacher of V/alid b. Muslim, Thiqah, 
b .80, d. 163. According to Dhahali this flariz was the pupil 
of Zaid b . flabban ash Shara* i or ar Raqql from whom he related 
on page 115 Kitah el Kharaj. This loaves little doubt about 
his identity.

Kh. 64; Or. 4585, Pol.87; fluff. v .18; Ibn ‘Asakir, III.190;
Ruwat, oO. Ibn al Athir (under flariz) mentions that Abu Mas“ud
has read it Jarir but the correct reading will be flariz (see
Usd.1.400).
lo. Abu Janab al Kalbi, l.e. , Yaflya ’ b. Abi flayyah al Kufl, 
pupil of Taus, d. 147 at Kufah, fla‘if.

1.3. VI. 250; Kh. 363; Or. 3619, P.9.
14. Al flajjdj b. Ar^a^ al Kufi Qacji of Ba§rah, pupil of Sha‘bl, 
Da‘if, d. 147.

1.5. VI.250; Kh. 61; Naw. 70; fluff, v.24.
15. Al flasan b. ‘Abdalmalik b. Maisarah, not mentioned in the 
biographical sources used. His father died at Kufah during 
the governorship of Khalidal Qasri. (I.S. VI.222; Kh. 2081
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16. A1 pasan b. ‘Umarah al Bajali al KufI Qacjl of Baghdad, 
pupil of 5akam b. ‘Utaibah, pa‘If, d. 153.

1.5. VI.256: Kh. 68; Rijal, 10; Or. 2711, Pol.23; Khatlb,
VII.345; Ruwat, 32.
17. ]-Iu$ain b. ‘Abd ar Rahman as-Sulami al KufI, pupil of Abu 
W a ’il, Thiqah, lost his memory In later life, d. 136.

1.5. Vi.236; Kh. 73; puff, iv.39; Gaet. 136,99.
18. pu^ain b. ‘Amr al KufI, pupil of A‘mash, pa‘If (Bukhari) 
Thiqah (‘Ajail).

Kh. 73.
19. pusgiin (b. ‘Abd ar Ragman b. ‘Amr b. Sa‘d b. Ma‘adh) al 

MadanI, pupil of Anas and Ibn ‘Abbas, teacher of Ibn Ispaq,
d . 126.

Kh. 73. The editor lias confused this Raw! with ho. 157,
see Kitah al Kharaj pp. 196, 204; 34, 38 amd 261.
20. Abu IJâ in, i.e. ‘Uthman b. ‘A§im al KufI, Imam, Faqlh, Qarl, 

pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas, Thiqah, d. 128.
1.5. VI. 224; Kh. 120; Caet. 128, 1641. Qarl, 240.

21. Abu panlfah, Nu'.man b. Thabit a maula *, called Imam A‘ gam 
founder of the panafl School, reputed specially for his Qiyas 
b. 80 at Kufah, d. 150 at Baghdad, pupil of pammad and many 
others, teacher of Abu Yusuf and many others, pa‘If in traditSorv 
the "most tolerant of the four" (Dr. Mango llonth).

1.5. VI.256; I.Kh. 11.215; Kh. 345; FIhr. 284; Ma‘arif, 248;
Raw. 263; Huff, v.8; de Slane, III.555; O.B.D. 154; D.I. 7; E. of
I. I. 90; al Khamls, II. 363; Abul Fida, II. 5; Damir1, I. 175;
Ibn Jazlah, II. 164; al Jawahin, I. 26; Nicholson, 222,284,402,



408; D'Herbelot, 1.24; Sha‘ranl, ^abaqat, I. 58. Dr. Margo-

lionth, 113, 120.
22. Ibjet Khadlj, Misprint for Ibu Juraij No. 43, seo pp. 210,

232 and 262.
23. Daud b. Abl Hind al Ba$rl al Mi§rl, Faqlh, pupil of Sha‘bl 
Thiqah, d. 139 or 140, when 75.

1.5. VII. 11.20; Kh. 95; Ma‘arlf, 243; fluff, iv.42; Oaet.
140,199.

24. As Sari b. Isma‘11 al Hamdani al Kufi, Katih and pupil of 
Sha‘bi, Qacjl of Kufah, fla‘If.

1.5. VI. 257; Kh. 113.
25. Sa‘Id b. Abl ‘Arubah al Ba?rl, maula’, an authority on 

Qatadah, Thlqah Qadarl had no book, related tradition from
memory, confused in later age, d. 156.

1.5. VII.11.33; Kh. 120; Ma‘arif, 254:301; fluff, v.19.
Fihr. 317.

26. Sa‘id b. Muslim al MadanI pupil of his father and ‘All II. 
Thlqah.

1.5. V.364; Kh. 121.
J 27. Sufyan b. ‘Uyainah, maula*, b. 107 at Kufah, his father was 

an ‘amil of Khalid al QasrI, pupil of Zuhrl, Thlqah, specially
reputed for his Fatwa*, d. 198 at Makkah.

1.5. V. 364; Kh. 123; I.Kh.1.264; Ma‘arif, 254; fluff,vi.19.
Fihr, 253, 316; Guest. Al Kindi Intro. 33; Al Jawahlr, 1.250;
Kha^Ib, IX. 174.
28. A ‘mash, Sulaimam b. Mihran al Kahilial Kufi, a m a u l a h i s  

father was present at Karbala ’ with flusaln, reputed for his
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knowledge of Qur’an ^adith and Fiqh, pupil of Sha‘bi, etc. 
Thauri was the main authority for his tradition, held the 
same position in ‘Iraq as Zuhrl held in ^ijaz, b. at Kufah

on the day on which ^usain was assassinated (10th of Mu^arram, 
61) Thiqah, made mistakes, d. 140, some say b. 58 and d. 147 
or 140.

1.5. VI. 238; Kh. 131; I. Kh. 1.267; Ma‘arif, 246; 263;
$uff, iv. 51; E. of I. i. 325; Ibn Jazlah, 1.64; de Slane, I.
587; Khafclb IX.3.

29. Sulaiman (b. Bilal al Barbarl al MadanI al Ba^ri) pupil of 
Hisham b. ‘Urwah, teacher of Ibn al MuBarak. Thiqah, maula ’ 
of Al Qasim b. Muhammad b. Abl Bakr, officer of land tax at 
Madinah d. 172. He is not A‘mash as editbr has confused, 
see page 177 text.

£uff\ lv.47; Do,v.61; I.S. V.311.
30. Shu‘bah b. al Ilajjaj b. 80 or 85 at Wasit, greatly reputed 
as an authority on tradition, and a founder of school of 
‘Iraq, first to deal with the biographies of tradltionists, 
pupil of A‘maah, Thiqah, d. 160 at Basrah where he was domi
ciled .

1.5. VII.ii.38; Kh. 140; Flhr. 192; Ma*arif 251, 290 and
301; Khatlb, IX. 255.
31. 'fariq b. ‘Abd ar Ragman al Bajali, domiciled at lfufah, 
pupil of Ibn Musayyab, Thiqah.

1.5. VI.225; Kh. 151.
32. 'falhah b. Yahya * al KufI pupil of Mujahid, Thiqah rejected 
by al Bukhari, d. 148.
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1.5. VI. 251; Kh. 152.
33. ‘Âçim b. Sulaimân al Baçrl al Ahwal, maulâ % Qacjî of KÜfah 

and madâ ’in in the reign of al Mançür, officer of Çisbah at 
KÜfah to examine weights and measures, Thiqah. pupil of Anas, 

d. 141 or 142.
1.5. VII. II.20; Kh. 154; Gaet. 141,233; Çuff. iv.46;

Ma‘ ärif, 254.
34. ‘Abdallah b. Sa‘ld b. Abï Sa*ïd al Maqtoarl al MadanI, 
pupil of his father, Sa*Id (d. 123, Caet. 123.1553) and 
grandfather No. 212, Ça*If.

Kh. 169.

35. ‘Abdallah b. ‘All al Ifrîql al KufI, pupil of Zuhrï, Thiqah.
Kh. 175.

36. ‘Abdallah b. al Muharrar al ‘Ämirl, Q,ad.I of Jazirah, pupil 
of Nafi* , Ça‘If, d. In the reign of al Mançür.

1.5. VII.ii.181; Kh. 179.

37. ‘Abdullah b. V/aqid al Çarrâni, pupil of Ibn Juralj, Ça‘îf, 
d. 210.

Kh, 184.
38. ‘Abdallah b. al Walld, pupil of al Baqir, Thiqah, MadanI.

Kh. 185

39. ‘Abd ar Rahçmn b. Ishaq al Wasif-I or al Eufl, pupil of 
Sha‘bl, Ça‘If.

1.5. VI. 251; Kh. 189.
40. ‘Abd ar RaÇmân b. Thoblt b. Thaübân ad Dimashql, son and 

pupil of No. 131. Qadarî, Ça*If, d. 165.
Kh, 19D; KhaÇîb, X.222.
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41. ‘Abd ar Rahman b. ‘Abdallah al Ruf I al Mas'udi, pupil of 

Jami‘ b. Sha&dâd Thiqah, mixed in later age, d. ICO at Baghdad.
I.S.VI. 254; Kh. 194; Çuf f , v.30.

42. ‘Abd ar Raprnan b. Mu‘ ammar or Ma‘mar, not mentioned in the 
sources consulted, but he seems to be Abu ^uwâlah ‘Abdallah 
b. ‘Abdar Ragman b. Mu‘ aijamar b. Hazmal Ançari, the Qadl of 
Madinah, because he relates from Yahyâ b. ‘Umarah. See Kltab

al Kharâj p. 65. (Yapyâ b. ‘TJraarah No. 418) (Abu 'fuvmlah d.
140. Caet. 140, 196; Kh. 173).

/ 43. Ibn Juraij, ‘Abd al malik b. ‘Abd al ‘Aziz b. Juraij al 
iJmawi al makkî, maulâ/ Faqïh, pupil of Mujahld and ‘A^a 5 

and the best authority for his tradition, b.74 or 80 in 

Makkah d. 149 or 150 or 151 at Baghdad, Thiqah, teacher of 

Auzâ‘I and both Sufvans.
1.5. V .361; Eh. 207; I.Kh. I. 359; Çuff, V.9; Ma‘ârif, 246;

Fihr, 316; Khatïb, X. 400.

44. ‘Abdalmalik b. Abî Sulaimân al Fazarl al KufI, pupil of 
Anas, Thiqah, d. 145.

1.5. VI.244; Kh. 206; puff, iv.50; Caet. 144, 319; KhaÇÏb,
X. 393.
45. *Ubaldallah b. Abî Çamîd or puma id al Hamdânl al Miçrï, 

pupil of Abu al Mallh, Ça‘if.
Kh. 212.

46. ‘Ubaidallah b. ‘Umar b. Çtafç b. ‘Açilm b. ‘Umar b. al Kha^âb 
al Madani, one of the soven jurists, pupil of his father and 
Zuhrl, etc., Thiqah, d. 144 or 145 or 147.

Kh. 213; Caet. 144, 325; puff. v.l.
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47. ‘ Ab Id ali b. Abl Ra 5iÇah al Kufi, pupil of ‘Agira b. Abi an 
Nujüd, Thiqah.

Tahdhlb, VII.182; Kh. 217.
48. Abu al ‘Umais, i.e. ‘Utbah b. ‘Abdallah b. ‘ütbah b. Mas‘ud 

al Hudhall, pupil of Sha‘bï, Thiqah.
1.5. VI.254; Kh. 218; Or.3619, Pol.9.

49. ‘AÇâ* b. as Sa 5ib al KÜfï Imam, pupil of Anas, Thiqah, 
lost his memory and confused in his advanced age. Ça‘if 
according to other scholars, d. 136.

1.5. VI.235; Kh. 225; Çuff, iv.36; Qarl, 156; Gaet. 136,98 
de Slane, IV. 285; Ma*arif, 240.
50. ‘At-a 5 b . ‘ A.llân al Bagrl, pupil of Anas, Ça1 if.

Kh. 225.

51. Al "Ala 5 b. Kuthair ad Dimushqi, domiciled Küfah, pupil of 
MakÇül, Ça ‘ if.

Mïzân, 11.192.
52. Al ‘Ala ’ b. al Musayyab b. Rafi‘ al Asadî, Thiqah.

1.5. VI.243.
53. ‘All b. ‘Abdallah, he is ‘Abdallah b. All the some as No. 
35, see Text pp,55, 264, as in Taimüriah MS* .

54. ‘Umar b. Nafi‘ al MadanI, pupil of his father No. 399, 
Thiqah, died in the reign of Al Mançür.

Kh. 242.
55. ‘Amr b. ‘Uthmän al KufI, pupil of Musa’ b. ifalÇah Thiqah.

Kh. 247.
56. ‘Amr (or ‘Umar) b. Muhâjir ad Dimashql, raaulâ 5 Çâliib ash 

Shurtah of ‘Umar II, Thiqah, d. 139, when 74.
1.5. VII.ii.167; Kh. 249.
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57. ‘Amr b. Mairniin b. Mlhran ar Raqql (misprinted in ^abaqat
Mafran) pupil of his father No. 398, officer of Dlwan of 

‘Umar II, and officer of Baital mal of Mu^mmad b. Marwan 
Thiqah, d. 145.

1.5. VII.ii.181; Kh. 249.
58. ‘Amr b. Yâ iya * b. ‘Umarah al Madanl, pupil of his father

No. 418, Thiqah.
Kh. 250; Is* af, 23.

59. Ghailan (b.Jami*) Qa^I of Kufah, pupil of ‘Alqamah and
Qatadah. Thiqah, d. after 130. (Oomp. Ghailan b. Jarir al 
Ba§ri. pupil of Anas, Thiqah d. 129. I.S.VII.ii.9; Kh.261; 
Gaet. 129, 1655.)
I-S.VI. 246; Kh. 261.

6°. al Fa$l b. Mar^uq (or Fuflail) ar Raqashi al Kufi, pupil of
Atiyyoh, a Shi‘ah, some scholars declare him Thiqah and othera 

i>a‘if.

I*S.VI.156; Kh. 264; Ma'irif, 301; Br.Mus.Or.2711, Pol.54; 
Mlzan,II.302.
61. Fifcr b. Khalifah al Kufi Maula *, pupil of ‘Amr b.tfuralth, 
Thiqah, £>a‘ if according to others, d. 155.

1.5. VI.253; Kh. 265; Br.Mus.Or.2711, Pol.54.
62. Qaig b. ar Rabl‘ al Asadl al Kufi, pupil of ‘Alqamah, Thiqah 
but weak in memory and Isnad. d. 165 or 168. Called tfawwal.
See No. 349.

1.5. VI. 262; Kh. 270; $Tuff, v.53.
63. Qais b. Muslim al Jadall al Kufi, Thiqah, Murjl, d. 120.

1.5. VI.221; Kh.271. See No. 350.
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It Is difficult to suppose that Abu Yusuf hoard from this 
Raw! at tho age of 7. There seems to be some mistake In the 
chain of the Isnad. If we read tho Text on page 24 as follows 
”Qais b. ar Rabl‘ related to me from Qais b. Muslim from ^asan", 
the Isnad will be perfect and will fully bo corroborated with 
the traditions of the same Raw! on pp. 154 and 245. In this 
case this Qals b. Muslim will be (the same as No. 350) taken 
away from this list.
64. Kamil b. al ‘Ala ’ al KufI, pupil of ‘A^a ’» Thlqah d. about 16a

I-S.VI. 264; Kh. 272.
65. Al Laith b. Sa‘d al Fahml al Mi§rl, maula’, Faqlh, Imam and 
founder of school of Egypt, pupil of Zuhrl, otc. more learned in
Fiqh than Malik, b. 93 or 94, d.165 in Egypt, his annual Income 
was eighty thousand Dinars, Sam‘ani wrongly says that he was 
bo**n in 124.

1.5. VII.ii.204* Kh. 275; I.Kh.1.664; Fihr, 281; Ma‘arif,253; 
fluff,v.52; al Kindi, Guest, Int. 29; Ibn Jazlafl 11.142; al Ja- 
wahir I. 416.
66. Laith b. Abl Sulaim al Angarl al KufI, pupil of * Ikrimah, 
fla‘if, d. 143 or 138.

1.5. VI.243; Kh. 275; fluff, vi.14; Oaet. 138, 154; Do.143,292.
67. Malik b. Anas al MadanI, Imam, founder of MalikI school, 
pupil of Nafi‘ and Zuhrl, teaoher of Auza‘I, etc. Al Man§ur had 
him flogged in 147, b. 93, d. 179, author of Al-mu*afl$a* or 
Beaten Path.

1.5. VII.i.140; I.Kh. 1.555; Kh. 313; Fihr,280; Ma‘ard>f, 250; 
fluff, v.41; HJt 7; E. of I. III.205; al Kharnia, 11.370; Abul
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Fidà, 11.15; Sha‘rànl 'fabaqât, I. 57.
68. Malik b. Mighwal al KÜfl, pupil of Sh£bî, Thiqah d. 158 at 

Kufah.
1.5. VI. 254; Kh. 314; Çuff, v.33.

69. al Mujâlid b. Sa*ïd al Hamdanï al KÜfl, pupil of Sha’bl,
Ça* if d. 134 or 143.

1.5. VI.243; Kh. 315; Caet. 134,52; Do. 143,292; Guest,al
Kindi, 36.
70. MuÇararaad b. IsÇâq al MadanI, ÇaÇlb al Maghajsl visited Kufah, 

Jazlrah, and Khurasan, domiciled in Baghdad, pupil of Zuhrl, 
eto. Thiqah, al Bukhari took no tradition from him, Muslim

took only one, Malik called him Dajjâl, wrote his MaghazI for
al Mançiîr, died at Baghdad in 151.

de Slane, 11.677; Ma‘arif, 247, 301; I.S.VII.ii.67; I.Kh.I.
611; Kh. 278; Fihr. 136; Kha^lb I. 214; Çuff v.12; Horovitz II.II.
169, 172; E. of I. II. 389; Jaqût, IrshSd Vt.399; Br.Mus.Or,2711,
Fol.59.
71. MuÇammad b. Abî Çamïd i.e. Çammâd or Ibrahim al MadanI, 

pupil of Naf i‘ Ça‘If.
Kh. 284.

72. MuÇamraad b. as Sa’lb al Kalbï al KÜfl, pupil of Sha‘bl, 
follower of ‘Abdullah b. Saba *, famous for TaMr and Naaab, 
was present at Jamâjim^Lfch Ibn al Ash‘ath Ça‘If, unanimously 
rejected, accused of fabrication, d. 146 at KUfah.

1.5. VI. 248; Kh. 288; I.Kh. 1.624; Fihr, 135; Ma‘arlf, 266;
E. of I. 11.889; Horovitz, II.IV.525; I.Kh.11.258; Qarl, 258.
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73. Muhammad b. Salim al HamdanI al KufI, pupil of Shalbl, ga‘If.
I.S.VI.225; Kh. 287.

74. Mu^iammad b. al yamanl al KufI, pupil al gakom b.
‘Utaibah, Thiqah committed mistakes, wrote for al Mahdl un- 
authentic traditions, i>a‘If according to othors d. 167.

1.3. VI. 261; Kh. 292.
75. Muhammad b. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Arar b. Shu‘alb, not mentioned in 

the sources consulted, grandson of No. 323 quoted on pp. 65, 
121 and 164.

76. Muljammad b. ‘Abd ar Ragman b. Abl Laila ’ al Angarl, QadI of
Kufah for 33 years for the ’Umayyatjes and the ‘Abbasidos, pupil

of Sha‘bl, A'tci * and Naf i‘, reputed for his Rai, b. 74, d. 148 
at Kufah, truthful, had a bad memory in later years, $a‘If, 
son of No. 277.

1.3. VI.249; Kh. 287; I.Kh. 1.345, 572; FIhr. 285; Ma‘arlf,
248; guff,v.10; Or.3052, Fol. 11; de Slane, II.584; QErl, 239.
77. Muhammad b. ‘Ajlan al MadanI, pupil of Anas, Thiqah and 
i>a‘If according to some scholars, d. 148 a raaula’, teacher 
of Laith b. Stild.

Kh. 300; Tahdhlb, IX.341; guff, v.6.
78. Muhammad b. ‘Amr b. ‘Alqaraah al MadanI, Thiqah, made mis

takes and wrote his traditions, d. 144; In Is‘af 244.
Kh. 302; Caet. 144,324; l3 *af, 26.

79. Muhammad (b. Abl Bakr b. Muhammad b. ‘Amr b. gazm) al Angarl 
QadI of Madlnah, pupil of his father and Zuhrl, Thiqah d. 132 
at the age of 72, son of No. 127.

Is‘af, 25; Kh. 280.
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80. Mis‘ar b. Kidära al KÜfï pupil of ‘AÇü’» raurjï, d. 152 at 
KÜfah.

1.3. VI. 253; Kh. 320; Ma‘ârlf, 243,301; fluff, v.25; al
Jawähir, 11.168.
81. Muslim al flazâmi or flarrânî or Khuzâ* ï as suggested by the 

Editor. Muslim b. Mishkam or Muslim al Khuza*I ad Dimashqï
pupil of Abu Darda’, teaoher of ‘Abdar Rahman b. Yazïd b. Jäbir
and Yuzid b. Abï Maryam, Thiqah.

Kh. 321; 'Çabrânï, Pol. 238. No nisbah is to be found in
the sources consulted.
82. MuÇarrif b. Tarif al KÜfl pupil of Ibn Abi Lailä’, Thiqah 
d. 143.

1.5. VI. 241; Kh. 324; fluff, vi.15; Caet. 133, 32; Do. 143,
293.
83. Abu Mu‘ awiyah, i.e., Shaibän b. *Abd ar Raflmän an Naflul al 
Baçrî, domiciled Baghdad, pupil of flasan teacher of Abu 
flanlfah, Thiqah, d. 164.

1.5. VII.ii.67; Kh. 142.
84. Abu Ma‘shar, i.e. Najlfl b. ‘Abd ar Baflmân as Sindî al Madanï, 
pupil of Näf 1‘, a maulä’, Ça‘If d. 170 at Baghdad, flâflib al 
Maghazl.

1.5. V.309; Ma‘arif, 253; Kh. 348; Horovltz,II.IV.495;
E. of i. I.100; fluff, v.62; Nicholson, 361.
85. Mughlrah (b. Miqsam a<jl Çabbi) al Kufi, a maulä *, pupil of 

Ibrphîm an Nakha* 1 and Sha‘bî, Thiqah, blind, accused of Tadlîq, 
main authority for the traditions of Ibrâhîm, d. 136.

1.5. VI.235; Kh. 330; Ma‘arlf, 240;30l; fluff, iv.35; Caet,
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123, 31; al Jawâhir, 11.178.
86. Mançür (b. al Mu‘tamir) al KÜfï, pupil of Ibrâhîm an Nakha‘I, 
Thiqah, d. 132.

1.5. VI.235; Kh. 332; Ma‘ârif, 240, 301; fluff.iv.34; Caet. 
132, 1712; Qarl, 237.
87. al Minh'al 1 (b. ‘Amr al AsadI) al Kufï, a maula’, pupil of 
Ibn flanafiyyah, Thiqah, rejected by Shu‘bah because he heard
him singing, see No. 391.

Kh. 332; MÏzân,II.506.
88. Maisarah b. Ma‘bad al Lukhamï, pupil of ÿazîd b. Abï 
Khamïçah, Ça‘ ïf.

Or. 2711, Pol.73.
89. Ibn Abï Najifl, i.e. ‘Abdallali al Makkï, pupil of his father 

No. 400, and Mujahid, a maula*, Thiqah d. 131 or 132, Qadarl, 
mufti of Makkah.

1.5. V.355; Kh. 183; fluff,vii.81; Caot. 131, 1686; Or.3052, 
Pol.12; Ma‘arif, 237.
90. Hishara b. Sa*!d, al Qurashï, a maula’, pupil of Zaid b. Aalom 
and authority for his traditions, Ça‘ïi, d. 160; a Shï‘ah.

Kh. 351; Ma‘arif, 253; fluff, vii.7.
91. Hishiâm b. ‘Urwah al Madanï pupil of Ibn Ümur etc. b. 61, came 
to al Mansur at Baghdad who gave him money and died there in 
146 or 145.

1.5. VII.ii.67; Kh. 352; fluff, iv.40; I.Kh. 11.257; Horovitz, 
I.IV.544; Do.II.II.178; Is‘af, 29; Ibn Jaelah, 11.190; deSlane,
III.609.
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92. Hisham (b. passan al Azdl) al Ba$rl, pupil of pasan and 
Anas b. Sirin, Truthful. parif, d. 148 or 146 or Hi47.

Kb. 351; puff, v.5; I.S. VII.ii.32.
93. Warqa * al AsadI, not mentioned in the aouroea consulted 
with the Nisbah. There is every possibility of being Warqa * 
b. ‘Umar al Yashkari al Made *inl al KufI (pupil of ‘Amr b. 
Dinar, teacher of Shu‘bah and Yapya* b. Adam, Thiqah, Kh. 350 
puff. v.57; Ruwat, 77) the Rawl.

94. al Walld b. ‘Isa*, pupil of Sha‘bi, pa* If.
Mlzan, 11.565.

95. Yapya* b. Abl ‘Unaisah al Jazarl, pupil of Ibn Abi Mall&ah, 
pa‘If, d. 146.

Kh. 361.
96. Yahya J b. Sa‘Id al An$arl al MadanI, QadI of Madlnah and al
Hashim&yyah where he died in 143, pupil of Anas, poacher of 
Abu panlfah, Thiqah.

Ma‘arif 242; puff, iv.29; Cuet. 143,295; Qirl, 149.
97. Yazld b. Abi Ziyad al Hashlml, maula *, one of the Shl‘lt© 

Imams, Thiqah but mixed in his later age, pa‘If according to
others, d. 136 or 137.

1.5. VI.237; Kh. 371; Caet. 137,138.
98. Yazld b. Sinan ar Rahawl, pupil of Maiatun b. Mihran, pa‘If, 
d. 155.

Kh. 371.
99. Ya‘la* (b. ‘A^a* fa ’ifI teacher of Shu‘boh, pupil of 

‘Amarah b. padld, d. 120 at Wasl$, Thiqah.
1.5. V.380, Do. VII.il.59; Kh. 376.
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SECTION II. 

Indirect Authorities.

100. Abân b. Çall]? al-Madanï or Al-Makkï, pupil of Anas, etc. 
teacher of I. Juralj, etc., Thlqah, some say Ça‘ïf, b. 60, 
d. 115 at ‘Asqalan.

1.5. VI.234; Kh. 13; Caet.llO, 1390.
101. Ibrâhîm b. ‘Abd al A ’la * al KÜfï, a maulâ % pupil of Suwaid 
b. Ghafalah, teacher of Thaurï, Thiqah.

Kh. 16.

102. Ibrâhîm b. Muhammad b. Sa‘d b. Abï Waqqëç al Madanî al-
RÛfï, pupil of his father, teacher of Yunus b. Abu Is&ëq.
Thiqah son of No. 359.

Kh. 18.

103. Ibrâhîm b. Muhajir al Kufi pupil of Ibrâhîm an Nakha*Ï, 
teacher of Thaurï, Ça‘ïf, father of No. 5, who was secretary 
of Çajjëj.

1.5. VI. 231; Kh. 19.
104. Ibrâhîm b. Maisarah atf-’pâ ’ifl al Makkï, Çâfiç, Thlqah pupil 
of Anas, teacher of I. Juralj, used to relate traditions exact
ly as received, d. 132.

1.5. V. 356, 381; Kh. 19; Caet. 132, 1711; Qârï, 140.

105. Ibrâhîm b. Yazïd an Nakha‘1 al Kufî, Faqlh, pupil of Aswad 
b. Yazïd, Masrûq, etc., teacher of Al-A‘mash, etc. accepted
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presents, hated pajjaj, b. 50 or 47, d. 86 or 95 at Kufah.
1.5. VI. 188; Ma‘arif, 235, 301; Kh. 20; Caet. 95, 1168;

96, 1185; guff, 3,5; Qarl, 279; I.Kh. 1.3;

106. Osamah b. Zald b. parllhah, a companion, born at Makkah, 
lived at Wadi al Qurah at the age of 20, after the Prophet's
death, removed to Madlnah. and died there in the last period 
of Mu‘awiyah's reign In 54 at the age of 75, teacher of I.
‘Abbas, ‘Urwah, etc.

1.5. IV. 1.42; Istl‘ab, 28; Ma‘arif, 71; Kh. 22; Gaet. 54, 604.

107. I3paq b. ‘Abdallah b. Abl Bakr not mentioned irjblographlcal 
works consulted, quoted on p. 65 related from ‘Abbad b. Tamira

(No. 248).

108. ispaq b. ‘Abdallah al Anparl al Madani, pupil of Anas, 
teacher of pammad b. Salamah Thiqah, d. 132, or 134;

Kh. 24. Is‘af, 5.

109. Abu Ishaq as Sabl‘l, l.e, ‘Amr b. ‘Abdallah al HamdanI al 
Ku.fi, b. three years before the death of ‘Uthman, d, 127 or 
126 or 128, pupil of Zald b. Arqara, teacher of his son, Yunus, 
Qatadah, etc. Thiqah.

1.5. VI. 219; Naw. 242; Ma‘Srlf, 230, 3fti; Kh. 246; Gaet.
126, 1604; puff. 4,4; Q&vl, 118.

110. Aslam, slave of ‘Umar, pupil of first three Caliphs, a 

pabashi of Baja wall, teacher of his son, Zaid, No. 196, Thiqah, 
d. 80 at Madlnah when 114,
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1.5. V.5; Isti‘ab, 41; Ma‘arif, 95; Kh. 27; Abu Nu‘aim, I.
228; Is‘af, 5; puff, 2,10; Ibn ‘Asakir, III.6;

111. Isma‘il b. Abl flakim al-Madani, a maula’, pupil of I. 
Muaayyab, teacher of Malik and I. Isflaq, Katib of ‘Umar II. 
d. 130. Thiqah.

Tahdhib 1.289; Kh. 28; Caet. 130, 1672; Tajrid, 1.17; Is‘af, 5.

112. Isma‘ll b. Muflammad b. as Sa ‘lb; not mentioned in biographi
cal works consulted, quoted once on page 55, pupil of Zaid,
(No, 202).

113. Isma‘il, i.e. b. Kuthair al Makki, pupil of Sa*id b. Jubair
and Mujahid, teacher of I. Juraij and Thaurl, Thiqah.

Kh, 30; I.S. V.356.

114. Al-Aswad b. Yazld an Nakha*I al-Kufl, Paqlh, related from 
first three Caliphs, etc., teacher of Ibrahim an Nakha*i and

Abu Isflaq, etc. Thiqah. 4.74 or 75 at Kufah.
1.5. VI.46; Naw. 57; Kh. 32; Caot. 74, 886; Is‘af, 33; fluff,2,§

Ma‘arif, 220.

115. Al-A‘raj I.e. ‘Abd ar Raflman b. Hurmuz al MadanI, companion 
of Abu Huralrah, went to Alexandria and remained there till 
his death in 117, Thiqah.

1.5. V.209; Ma‘ arif, 236; de Slane IV. 272; Kh. 200; Caet.
117, 1473; Is‘af, 19; fluff, 3.24.

116. Anas b. Sivln al Ba?rl b. one year before the death of 
‘Uthraan, when Anas b. Malik was appointed governor of Basrah
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by Ibn Zubalr he summoned his maula*, Anas b. Sirin and made 
him an ‘Amil or tax collector of Ubullah. Ho died after the 
death of Muhammad b. Sirin, who died 100 days after the death
of Hasan al Bagrl in 110. Some say he died in 118 or 120.

I.S. VII.i.150; Kh. 34; Gaet. 118, 1488 (20)

/  117. Anas b. Malik al An9£rl, his mother brought him to the
Prophet when he came to Madinah at the age of 8, was the last

of the companions who died at Basrah in 91 or 93 at the age of 
103.

1.5. VII.i.30; Isti’ab, 133; Naw. 59; Ma‘arlf, 157; Kh. 35;
D.I. 15; Caet. 92, 1126; E. of I. 1.345; Is‘af, 6; Qarl, 285?
V N  . . .  ^

j  118. *Ayyub, (i.e. ibn Abl Tamimah) a maula, a learned and famous 
authority, grand Faqlh of Basrah, flail*, Thiqah, pupil of 
?a3an and teacher of Thaurl, b. one year before Jarif (78), d. 
of plague in Bajrah 131, some say b. in 66.

1.5. VII. ii.14; Kh. 36; Gaet. 125, 1582; ls‘af, 6; Huff, lv.22;
Ma‘arlf, 237.

119. Abu ’Ayyub al An*a*I, i.e. Khalid b. Zaid, the Companion at 
whose house the Prophet put up when he left Qaba for Madinah, 
was present with Prophet in all battles and with ‘All at 
Nahr,wan, died near Constantinople in 52 when Yazld invaded it 
in his father’s reign. His tomb is a sacred monument to which 
the Turks mafce pilgrimage from all the quarters of the country.
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1.5. III.ii.49; Istl‘ab, 156, 638; Ma‘arif, 140; Khatlb,
1.153; Kh. 86; Gaet. 49;’538; E. Of I. 1.75; Is*af, 9; "Usd. V.
143.

120. *Ayyub b. Musa 5 al Umawi al Makki al-Kufl, jurist, teacher 
of I. Isfyaq Thlqah, d. 132.

Tahdhlb, I. 412; Kh. 37; Caet. 132, 1710.

121. Bajalah b. ‘Abdah, secretary of Jaza * b. Mu‘awlyahjji ‘Umar 
wrote to him to take the Poll Tax from the Zoroastrlans and

to kill the sorcerers.
1.5. VII. i. 94.

122. Abul Bakhtari, i.e. Sa‘id b. Abi ‘Imran, a maula \ was 
present at Dujail with ‘Abd ar Rahman and wag killed there 

in 83, neither saw ‘All nor heard from him, related from
many Companions without even hearing from them, some say hia 

name was Sa‘id b. Jubair, Thiqah.
1.5. VI. 204; Kh. 120; Gaet. 83, 1001.

123. Al Bara* b. ‘Azib al An^arl, a Companion, domiciled Kufah, 
went to Madlnah and died there in Mus‘ab*s time, some say
d. 71 or 72.

1.5. VI. 10; Isti‘ab, 58; Kh. 39; Caet. 68, 804; Is‘af, 6;
d© Sian© IV. 286.

124. Blshr b. *A^im a$ jjk "if I, pupil of his father and Ibn 
Musayyab, teacher of Ibn Juraij and Hafl‘b, ‘Umar, Thlqah, 
d. after Zuhrl.

1.5. V. 380; Kh. 41; Caet. 124, 1565.
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125. Blshr b. ‘Amr as SakunI, al îxn?! teacher of Abu Is^aq
ash ShalbanI pupil of Abu Mas‘ud al Angarl, brother of §afwan. 

Ruwat Bukhari, 26; DulabI, 11.159.

126. Abu Bakr b. ‘Amr b. ‘Utbah. Mas‘udi related from him.
1.5. VI. 213.

127. Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. ‘Amr b. ^azm al An^arl al MadanI, 
pupil of his father and ‘Umar II, teacher of both his sons, 
‘Abdallah, No, 252, and Muhammad No. 79, Zuhrl and Yolpya *

b. Sa‘Id al An§arl Paqlh and Qa<jl, d. 116 or 117 oio 120.
Thiqah, grandson of No. 320.

Tahdhlb, XII. 38; Kh. 383; Gaet. 117, 1476; Horovitz, II.,I. 
23; Ma‘arif, 236.

128. Abu Baler, al ‘Ansi, saw ‘Umar ‘Utliman and ’All, teacher 
of ‘Umar b. Nafi‘, pupil of Muhammad b. Yazld.

Tahdhlb, XII. 44; Kh. 383.

129. Bilal b. Yahya* a} ‘Absi al KufI, pupil of ‘All, teacher 
of Laith b. Abl Sulalm, Thiqah.

1.5. VI. 148, Kh. 45.

130. Tamlm b. '¡ku’fah a$ fa *1 al KufI, pupil of Jabir b. Sumrah 
teacher of Samal b. $arb. Thiqah d. 94.

1.5. VI. 202; Kh. 47; Caet. 94, 1154.

131. Thabit b. Thauban, pupil of Zahrl, teaoher of Muhammad b. 
‘Abdallah b. al Muhajir, a native of Khurasan domldled in 
Syria, father and teacher of No. 40.
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Tahdhlb, II. 4; Kh. 48.

J  132. Jablr al Ju‘fl, i.e. b. Yazld b. al yarlth al Kufl,
Shl‘ite, teacher of Thaurl and Shu‘bah. d. 128. £>a‘If, the 

, latter declared him a truthful tradltlonlst.
1.5. VI. 240; A‘lam, I. 175; Ma‘arif, 242; Caet. 127, 1627;

Or. 3011, Pol. 75; Sarrfanl, 131.

133. Jabir b. ‘Abdallah al-An§sari, one of the first six who 
embraced Islam at Makkah d. 63, or 78 at Madlnah.

1.5. III. II. 114; Istl‘ab, 86; Ma'arlf, 156; Kh. 50;
A‘ lam, I. 175; Caet. 63, 720;’ Is‘af, 7; Qarl, 287.

134. Jai^yah (misreading for ^arithah) b. MucJ^arih, related 
from ‘Umar, ‘All and Abu Musa, Thiqah.

I*S. VI.79; ^abari, III.1291.

135. Jami‘ b. Shadad al Kufl, called Amir al ‘Ulama d. 118.

1.5. VI. 222; Kh. 51; Caet. 118, 1489.

136. Jubalr b. Mu£‘im al Quarashl. came to the Prophet as a 
prisoner of the battle of Badr and was set at liberty on ran
som and then embraced Islam In the year Khalbar was conquered. 
Some say embraced Islam on the day Makkah fell. ‘Umar gave 
him thcjsword of Nu‘man. d. 59 at Madlnah, some say d. In 56 
or 58; father and teacher of No. 358.

Tahdhlb, 11.63; Ma‘arif, 34,98, 145, 174, 274; Kh, 52;
Caet. 50, 553.

137. Jarir b. ‘Abdallah al Bajall, embraced Islam in the year
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the Prophet died. He died when Ijuhhak b. Qais was governor 
of Kufah where he was domiciled. Some say he died in 51 or 

54, Grandfather of No. 138. Some say embraced Islam in 10. The 
Prophet sent him to Dhul was m0d® an ‘Amil of Yaman,
was present at the conquest of Madain, was the commander of the 

right wing at the battle of Qadlsiyyah.
1.5. VI. 13; Caet. 51,569. Kh. 52.

138. Jarir b. Yazld al Bajall pupi2b iaf his father and Abu Zur‘ah 
teacher of Yunus b. ‘Ubald, grandson of 137, 9a‘if.

Tahdhlb, II. 77; Kh. 52.

139. Ja‘far b. Burqan, a truthful traditionist reputed for his 

Fiqh, Fatwa * andjlsnad, Committed many mi stakes , domiciled in 

Raqqah, d. 154, pupil of Mairaun b. MIhran, teacher of Abu
Nu‘aim.

1.5. VII.ii.181; Kh.53.

140. Ja‘far b. Muhammad, as S$~Sadiq, 6th Imam of the house of 
the prophet, b. 80, d. 148, teacher of very many scholars who 
cannot bo counted; among them are Abu ^anlfah, Shu‘bah, both

the Sufyana, Malik, and Jabir b. §ayyan, he wa* called §adlq 
because he never spoke untruth. His pupil Jabir b. §ayyan 

wrote about 500 treatises on different scientific subjects.
Some do not aocept his quthority. Some say h© died In 146, son 
of No, 141.

Ma‘arlf, 110; I.S. V.235; Tahdhlb, 11.103; Kh, 54; A‘lam,I. 
168; Horovltz I. No.IV.538; E. of I. 1,993; Is*af, 7; $uff,v.7; 
'fabrani, Fol. 33; I.Kh.I.l30.
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141. Abu Ja‘far, Muhammad b. ‘All, called al Baqlr, the 5th 
Imam of the house of th© Prophet, teacher of Zuhrl and many 
others; b.56, d. 114 or 115 or 116 or 117. I. Sa‘d says he died 
In 118 at the age of 73. But aa his father was 20 years old

In the tragedy of Karbala ’ (61) the moat correct view will be 
that he was born in 56 and died in 114 at the age of 58; this 
tallies with Bukhari also. Called Baqir al ‘Ulum for his 
great learning and authority; father of No. 140.

1.5. 1.235; Ma‘arlf, 110; Tahdhlb IX.350; Caet. 114, 1443; 
Kh. 291; ^uff,Iv.14; Naw. 40; Qari, 107; I. Kh. 1.570.

142. Abul Jahm al Ba§rl, embraced Islam th© day Makka fell.
d. 50.

1.5. V.333; Caet. 50, 549.

140. Al-yarith b. ‘Abdallah al Hamdani al Kufi, related from 
‘All and Ibn Maa‘ud, pa‘if, d. 65.

1.5. VI. 116; Caot. 65, 760.

144. Al $arlth b. gassan, a Companion domiciled in Kfifah, 
teacher of ‘Apirn b. Babdalah.

1.5. VI. 22; Kh. 57.

145. Alr^iirith b. Ziyad al yimyarl al MadanI al Kufi, teacher 
of Yaljya * b. Sa‘Id al An§arl.

1.5. VI.10; Kh. 57.

146. Al-§arith al ‘Ukall, b. Yazld al Kufi, Paqih, pupil of 
Abu Zur‘ah, teacher of Mughlrah b. Mlqsam.
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1.5. VI.233; Kh. 59.

147. Abu yazim, l.e. Auf b. ‘Abd al £Iarith al Da jail teacher
of his son Qais ho. 348, killed at §iffln, Ibn al Athlr calls 
him al 5u§ain b. ‘Auf.

1.5. VI.23; Kh. 385; ‘Usd. 11.26.

148. §abib b. Abl Thabit al Kufi, Paqlh, mufti of Kufah, a 
maula ’, d. 119; pupil of I. ‘Abbas and I. ‘Umar, teacher of 
Shu‘bah and Thaurl, a Shl‘ah.

1.5. VI.223: Ma‘arlf, 301; Kh. 60; Caet. 119, 1501; tfuff, iv. 
5.
149. ^ablb b. Nahar, not mentioned in biographies consulted,

quoted on page 235 related from his father, No. 404, to Hasan
_

b. Amarah, No. 16. Comp, gablb b. Yasar al Kindi al Kufi, 
pupil ofibn ‘Abbas, $abib b. Yasar, teacher of A‘mash, Kh. 61. 
yabib b. §imaz 0r yammSz related from *AlI. I.S.VI. 162.

150. $ujiyyah b. ‘Adi al Kindi related from ‘All, some say 
?ujr al ‘ Adifi.

1.5. VI.156; Kh. 62.

151. gudliaifah b. al Yaraan, ‘Amil of the Prophet at Daba‘ when 
he died, remained at Kufah for some time, d. 36 at Madlnah 
where ‘Umar had made him ‘Amil, some say died at Kufah after 
the death of ‘Uthman.

1.5. V.385; VI.8; VII.li.64; Isti‘ab, 105; Ma‘arlf, 134; 
Khatlb, I. 161; Kh. 63; A‘lam, 1.215; Oaet. 36, 402.
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152. Hu**qu§ to. Zuhair, a Companion, Waqidl thinks that he Is
the famous leader of the Kharljites of Nahrawan, Dhul Khowai^a- 
rah at famlml, was killed there.

Ijatoah, 1.656; Caet. 38, 434.

153. yas3an to. al Mukharlq related from ‘Umar.
1.5. VI. 102.

154. Al $asan al Ba§rl, greatly reputed master of ‘Iraq school, 
his father, Abul $asan Yasar, was a maula * of Zaid, b. Thatolt 
al An§arl, and his mother, Khairah, was a maulat of *Umm 
Sallmah, a wife of the Prophet, brought up at Wadi al Qura ’, 
famous for his eloquence, vast knowledge and piety, to. 2 years 
before the death of ‘Umar at Madlftah, d. 110 at Bagrah, pupil 
of Abu Hurairah, Ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn ‘Umar, etc., came to Makkah, 
people seated him on a chair and assembled to hear him, teacher 
of Majahid, ‘A£a 5' '¡’aus, etc. He used to add to and subtract 
from the wording of Traditions without changing the meanings.
He was a Qu<jl and very much like ‘Umar in his opinion and
Ijtihad.

1.5. VII.I.114; I.Kh. I.160; O.B.D. 155; Naw. 74; Ma’arif, 
225, 272; Gaet. 110, 1396; Horovltz, II.11.167; Nicholson, 227;
Huff, lii.i.

155. Al Hasan b. Sa‘d, maula* of ‘All or Hasan to. ‘All, native 
of Kufah, pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas, teqeher of Hajjaj b, Arfcafc.

Tahdhlb, 11.279.
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156. Al Çasan b. Muhammad b. al Çanafiyyah, botter than hia 
brother, Abul Hashim, first to propagate the doctrine of
Irjâf’d in the reign of ‘Umar II. Some 3ay died in 95 or 99 
or 100 or 101.

1.5. V.241; Kh. 69; Caet. 99, 1229.

157. Çuçain b. Jundub al Kufi related from ‘All, etc. teacher 
of .Hugain b. ‘Abd ar Râ jman, Saraak and ‘A^a*, Thlqah d.90.

1.5. VI.168; Kh. 73; I.S.VI.156.

158. *Uramal Çugain (bint al Aljmaalyyah) , was present at
the last pilgrimage of the Prophet, teacher of her grandson, 
No. 416. Ibn Sa*d folates the same Çadlth which appears on 
page }.0 Kitâb al Kharâj on her own authority.

1.5. VIII.224; Kh. 428; ’Usd. V.575.

159. Al Çakara b. ‘utaibah al KÜfï, maulà * of HAndah, born the 
same year in which Ibrâhîm an Nakha‘I was born, held the 
same position among his followers as Zahrl hold among his, 
pupil of ‘Abdar Ragman b. Abï Lallateacher of A‘mash and 
3hu‘bah, etc. a Shi‘ah famous for Piqh and Çadïth Thiqah, d. 
110 or 115 at Kufah.

1.5. VI. 231; Kh. 76; Çuff, iv.6; Ma‘arif, 235, 301. Caet.
113, 1432.

160. Çakam b. ‘Uyainah, cited by error in the printed edition 
of Kitâb al Kharaj for Çakam b. ‘Utaibah No. 159. Vide Kharàj 
p. 304. If, however, we take the view that he is not the 
same person as No. 159, then his account is as follows.
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iCSahara b. ‘Uyainah, pupil of Ibn Sirin, teacher of Wakl‘, 

ga‘If, related traditions from Thablt which could not he 
believed, (Radi, NIsa;*i, Daraqugul); Thiqah (Ahmad). No 
harm in his tradition (Yagya *) Dhahabl says that Ibn Jauzl 
said that Abu gatim counted him among the unknown persona 
because he did not relate traditions, but was a QagI at 
Kufah. Bukhari made a mistake and confused tills man with the 
famous Imam, gakam b. ‘Utaibah.

Migan. 1.239; Or. 2711, Fol.27; Qarl, 128.

161. gaklm b. ‘Umair b. al Agwa? al ‘Ansi, Abul Agwag al gim^I, 
related from ‘Umar and ‘Uthman, teacher of his son Agvr$§ No.
2, acceptable traditionist.

Tahdhlb, II.450; Kh. 77. I.S. VII.ii.160.

162. gaklm b. Jabir al KufI pupil of his father, ‘Umar and 
‘Uthman, teacher of Isma‘ll b. Abi Khalid, Thiqah, d. 82 or 95.

1.5. VI.202; Kh. 77.

163. gaklm b. Jubair al AaadI al KufI, a maula *, pupil of Abut 
'fufail, teacher of both Sufyans and Shu‘bah. ga‘ If d. 82.

1.5. VI.228; Kh. 77r Cast. 82, 986.

164. gaklm or gukaim b. gukaim b. al ‘Ala’, quoted once on page 
200, teacher of Ibn Isgaq, not mentioned In the biographical 
wofks consulted.

165. gammad b. Abi Sulaiman al KufI, maula* of Ibrahim b. Abi 
Musa’ al Ash‘arl, oame to Bagrah to Bilal b. Abi Burdah, the
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governor, and there related traditions to Çammâd b. Salamah, 
etc., when he returned to Kufah his opinion was asked about 
the people of Baçrah, he replied that they were a s»ct of the

people of Syria. Ça‘îf, Murjl, confused in his advanced age, 
pupil of Anas, Abu Wa*il and An Nakha‘l, celebrated teacher

of Abu Çanîfah, etc. Thiqah (Nisa‘l), d. 120 or 119.
I.S. VI. 231; Ma‘arif, 240; 301,? Fihr, 285, Kh. 78; Caet.

120, 1516; Do. 119, 1501; Çuff, iv.12; Qarl, 5, Do. 279; Abu
Nu^aim, 288.

166. Çumaid b. ‘Abdar Rahman b ‘Auf al Madanl, pupil of ‘Uthman, 
teacher of his son, ‘ abd ar R$Çmën and Zuhri Thiqah, d. 95
or 105.

Kh. 8; Caet. 95, 1168; Is‘af, 8.

167. Abu Çumaid as-sa‘id! al madanl, Companion, was present at 
ôhud, d. about 60.

Tahdhîb, XII. 79; Kh. 377; Caet. 60, 667; Is‘af, 31;
Istl* ab, 654.

168. Abu Çumaid, pupil of Yazld teacher of Thaur b. Yazid, 
Obscure.

MlKan, II. 645.

169. Çanash, al Çusain b, Qai3, pupil of *Ikrimah, teacher of 
Sulaimân at TaimI, Qhair Thiqah.

Kh. 72, 81.

170. Çançalah, Abu ‘Ali ash-Shalbânî, teacher and gather of
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Ko. 307, pupil of ‘Umar.
1.5. VI. 101.

171. KhSlid b. Wahbân, cousin and pupil of Abu Dhary, teacher 
of Abul Jahm, obscure, some say Ohbân or Wohbàn.

Tahdhib, III. 125; Kh. 88.

172. Khishf b. Malik, pupil of Ibn Mas‘ud.
1.5. VI. 140.

173. Ad Danaj, ‘Abdallah b. Fa:J.rüz (FÏroz) al Baçrl, pupil of 
Çusaln b. Mundhir, teacher of Ibn ‘Arubah, saw Abu Barzah 
al Aslami, the Companion, Thiqah.

Tahdhîb, V. 356; Kh. 178.

174. D a ’üd b. Kurdüs of Taghlib, pupil of ‘Umar, obscure.
MÏzân, I. 288; 0r.2711,Fol.35.

or
175. Abud Darda’, ‘Umalr or ‘Uwalmir b. Mali^Amir b. Zaid, Com' 
panion, d. 32 in Syria where he was domiciled.

1.5. VII.ii.117; Caet. 32, 344; Is‘af, 23; Istï‘Eb, 662; 
Uad. V. 185; Wensinfek,7.

-  -  *  -  rt176. Abu Dharr al Ghlfarl, Jundab b. Junadtfcb or Buralr or Barlr
or BarId, he never worshipped idols even before Islam and was 
fourth or fifth among the early converts, famous for hia 
truthfulness, d. 32.

1.5. IV.i.161; Ma‘ârif, 130; Iatl‘âb, 82; Caet. 32, 345;
E- of i. i.83; ’Usd. V.186; Wenalnfck, 7.
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177. Rafi‘ b. Khadij al Angarl called Abu Raf i‘. was present 
at Ô tud, and Khandaq related from the Prophet and Abu Rafi‘ . 
his uncle, teacher of his son, ‘Abd ar Hainan, Ibn Musayyab, 
Naf1‘, etc. d. 73 or 74, according to al Bukhari d. 59.

Tahdhlb, III.229; Ma‘arlf, 156; Istl‘&b, 179; Naw. 86;
Kh. 97; Caet. 73, 873; Abu Nu‘alm, 1.67; Ia*af, 9; Qarl, 240.

178. Ibn Rafi‘ b. Khadij, Rlfa‘ah d. at Madlnah In the reign 
of ‘Umar II.

I.S. V.190; Kh. 97; See for the other sons of Rafl‘ b.
Khadij as follows
(1) ‘Abdallah. I.S.V.189; Caet. 101, 1267.
(2) ‘Ubaldallah, d.lll. I.S.V.190.
(3) ‘Abdar Rahman. I.S.V.190.
(4) Sahl. I.S.V.190.
(5) ‘llbald. I.S.V.191.
There Is a likelihood of being No.l and 2 the Raw! as well.

179. Abu Rail*, Asl&m, slave of ‘Abbas who gave him to the 
Prophet who enfranchised him when ‘Abbas was converted, was 
present at all the battles, mad© the Hljrah to Madlnah after 
Badr, his son*Ubaldallah was Katib (writer d* secretary) of 
‘All, when the Prophet appointed Arqara to collect §adaqah he 
waked Abu Rafi‘ to assist him and he would give him a part 
of it as a remuneration. Abu Rafi‘ asked the permission of 
the Prophet. He forbade him saying that any amount from 
§adaqah was unlawful for the "people of the house", and 
because he was a mania * of his he was reckoned as one of them.
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d. at Madinah after the assassination of ‘Uthnian in 36, 
teacher of his son, ‘Ubaidallah, and Sulaimân b. Yasar.
Some say his name was Ibrahim or Thabit, he was a CJlb̂ i.

1.5. IV.i.51; Ma‘Srlf, 71; Istï‘âb, 41; 668; Kh. 386;
Gaet. 36, 401; Is‘af, 31; *Usd. V.191.

180. Ibn Abï Rabî‘ah al Qurashï, al Çarith b. ‘Abdallah, pupil 
of ‘Umar and teacher of Sha‘bi and Zuhri. ‘Abdallah b. Zubair 
mad© him ‘Âmil of Baçr&h, some say he was a Companion, d. 
after 60, brother of the famous poet Abul KhâÇ’fcâb ‘Umar (d.78, 
Caet. 78, 930; Ansâb, Balâdhurï, 185; Aqhâni Cairo I, 63-246).

Tahdhïb, II. 144; I.S. V.342; Kh. 58; Usd. 1.337.

181. Raja ’ b. Çalwah al Kindi al Fills^Inî, $nfiç, Faqih, Qatjl, 
Thiqah, pupil of Abu Sa*id, teacher of Zuhri and ‘Adi b.
‘Adi, domiciled ‘Urdunu, d. 112.

I. s. VII.Ü . 161; Kh. 99; Caet. 112, 1423; Çuff. Iv.7$

182. Abu Raja* Aj. Azdi, Muhammad b. Saif, teacher of Ç'ammâd b. 
Zaid, pupil of Çasan, Thiqah.

1.5. VII.il.22; Kh. 280. Comp. Abu Raja* al ‘UÇ&ridi, ‘Umar 
b. Multan al Baçrî, d. 106 or 107 when more than 120; contem
porary of the Prophet but could not see him. $uff.11.32; ‘Usd, 
V.191; RuwSt, 10.

183. *Umm Razin (Razn) Torint Sawâd b. Razn, a Companion.
1.5. VIII.296; Tajrïd, 11.336.

184• Abu Rasin. According to the Printed edition of KÎtab al
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Kharaj this rawl is Laqlfc (or LuqaltO b . ‘Amir a Companion, 
father of No. 243. (I.S. V.378; Kh. 275) But according to 
the Talmunah MSS. of Kltab al Kharaj he will be Mas‘ud b.
Malik, maula ’ of Abu l a ’ll pupil of ‘All and I. Mas‘ud and 
teacher of his son ‘Abdallah and ‘Asim b. Abl an Najud (I.S.
VI.125; Kh. 320. Mizan II. 648) Vide Kitab al Kharaj, p. 215. 
Both of them are obsoure.. (Tajrld II. 176; Laqlfc Do. 177 Abu 
Razin; Or.3619, Pol. 6 and 21; *Uad. V. 192)

185. Rlyag b. ‘Abldah al gijazi al BagrI al Kufl, pupil of 
‘Umar II. teacher of Daud b. Abl Hind.

Tahdhlh III.299; Kh. 101.

186. Zubaid b. al garith al Yam! al Kufl, pupil of an Nakha‘I, 
teacher of A‘mash and Shu‘bah Thiqah d. 122 or 124.

1.5. VI.216; Kh. Ill; Cast, 122, 1542.

187. Abuz Zubttir, Mugaramad b. Muslim al MakkI, gafi$, Imam, 
pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn ‘Umar, etc. teacher of Malik and 
both Sufyana, Thiqah according to some and ga‘If according 
to others, d. 128.

1.5. V.354; Kh. 306; Caet. 128, 1641; guff, lv.18; Qarl 86; 
Ruwat, 10.

188. Zlrr b. gubaish al Kufl pupil of ‘Umar, ‘All, etc., teacher 
of Ibrahim an Nakha‘i, etc. Thiqah d. 82 at the age pf 122
or 127.

1.3. VI.71; IstI*ab, 212; Naw, 90; Kh* 111; Caet. 77, 921. 
guff, li.16; Qarl, 275.
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189. Abu Zur‘ah, tfaram b. ‘Amr b. Jurair al Bajall al Kufl,
' pupil of Abu Hurairah, teacher of Jarir, Thiqah.

I.S. VI.208; Kh. 379.

190. Zuraiq or Zarlq b. payyan, some say Ruzaiq or Razlq or 
Sa‘Id ash-Shaml pupil of ‘Umar II., teacher of Yâ iya * b.
Sa‘id al An§arl, was appointed collector of tithe of the 
merchandises by Y/alld, Sulaiman and ‘Umar II. d.100 or 105 
when he was 80.

Tahdhlb, III.273; Kh. 100; Or.3057, 66.

191. Zakariya ’ b. al $arith. Not mentioned in the biographical 
works consulted, quoted once on page 22, related from No.
390 who is also not mentioned in the sources consulted.

192. A buz Zanad. ‘Abdallah b. Dhakwan al madani, maula * of 
Ban! llmayyah, was the brother of Abu Lu *lnah, the murderer 
of ‘Umar, fhipil of Anas, ‘Urwah, A* raj and ‘All b. al gusain,

teaches* of his two sons ‘Abdar Ragman and Abul Qasim, Hlsham 
b. ‘Urwah, Ibn Isiiaq and others, reputed for his learning 
and authenticity, according to Al“Bukhari the lest and the 
most authentic Isnad is Abuz zanad from al A‘ra,J from Abu 
Hurairah. Thiqah, d. 130, when 66.

Tahdhlb, V.203; Ma‘arif, 235; Kh. 166; Caet. 129, 1654;
131, 1685; Horovltz, I.IV.541; Is‘af, 15; $uff, Iv.26; C I
J... . v- *

193. Ziyad b. pudair al Kufl, pupil of ‘Umar and ‘All, supposed
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to be the first man appointed to collect the ‘Ushur (tithe) 
from the Christians of Banu Taghlib. d. 80.

1.5. VI.89; Kh. 106, Caet. 80, 966.

194. Ziyad b. Uthman, a Tabl‘ I obscure, quoted once on page 
212, teacher of Daud b. Abi Hind.

Mizan 1.319.

195. Ziyad b. Abl Maryam al *Umawi al Jazari, maula * of the 
third Caliph, pupil of ‘Abdallah b. Ma‘qil, teacher of ‘Abdal

Karim al Jazarl, Thlqah.
1.5. VI. 213; Kh. 107.

196. Zajd b. Aslam al MadanI pupil of his father, (No.110-) and 
Ibn ‘Umar, Abu Hurairah, etc., teacher of his sons and others, 
Thiqah, Paqlh d. 136.

Kh. 108; Caet. 136, 103; 133, 33; Is‘af, 10; £uff. iv.23.

197. Zaid b. Aslam al Balawi al Angarl, Companion, teacher of 
Muhammad b. ‘Ajlan, d. 37.

Caet. 37, 424. I.S. III.ii.37.

198. Zaid b. Jubair al KufI pupil of Ibn ‘Umar, teacher of Thaurl.
1.5. VI.230; Kh. 108.

199. Zaid b. ^ibban al KufI, domiciled ar Raqqah, a maula *, 
pupil of Zuhrl and Ibn Jural,1, used to drink wine, Thiqah
(I. ‘Adi) $a‘If (Daraqu^nl) d. 158.

Tahdih, III. 404; Kh. 108; Or. 3057, 49.

200. Zaid b. Khalid al Juhani, a Companion of the Prophet,
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pupil of first three Caliphs d.78 at Madinah or ±  Kufah in 
the last year of the reign of Mu‘awlyah.

1.5. IV.ii.66; Kh. 109; Caet. 50, 562; 78, 931; Is‘af, 10;
Naw. 93; Isti‘ab, 197.

201. Zaid b. Wahab al Kufi, pupil of ‘Umar and ‘All the latter 
of whom he attended in his battles, Thiqah, d. 93, after

t
Jamajfim, teacher of A‘mash, contemporary of the Prophet but 
could not see him.

1.5. VI. 69; Kh. 110; Cast. 93, 1142; fluff, iL?3.

202. Zald, i.e. b. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Umar, eldest of ‘Abdallah’s sons, 
left him and was domiciled In Kufah and died there, Thiqah.

1.5. V.150; Kh. 109; Is‘af, 11.

203. Salim al Af^as, i.e. b. ‘Ajlan al Kufi, maula * of Muflammad 
b. Marwan b. al flakam, pupil of Sa‘Id b. Jubair, teacher of 
Thaurl, Thiqah, Murji, domiciled flarran, killed by ‘Abdallah 
b. ‘All in 132.

1.5. VII. ii.3.79; Kh. 112.

204. Salim b. Abl al Ja‘d al Kufi pupil of I. ‘Umar, teacher 
of ftatadah and flakam b. ‘Utalbah, a maula’, Thiqah d. 97 or 
98 or 99 or 100 or 101.

1.5. VI. 203; Kh. Ill; Caet. 99, 1232; Istl'Sb, 585; Q .a rl,

238; Ma‘arif, 230.

205. Salim b. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Umar b. al Khaftab al MadanI, one 
of the seven famous Jurists of Madinah, pupil of his father
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and Abu Hurairah, teacher of his son, Abu Baler, and Çançalah 
b. Abi Sufyân, according to Ibn Isftaq the best and the most 
authentic Isnâd is Zuhrl from Salim from his father, d. 105 
or 106.

1.5. V.144?; Kh. Ill; Caet. 105, 1330; Do. 106, 1343;
Is‘âf, 11; Çuff, iii.12; Qarl, 103.

206. Sà‘d b. Ibrahim b. ‘Abd ar Ragman b. ‘Auf al MadanI pupil 
of Anas, teacher of his son Ibrâhîm, and both Çammâds, both 
Sufyâns, Thiqah, Qacjl of Madlnoh, d. 125 or 127 at the age 
of 72.

Kh. 113; Caet. 127, 1628.

207. Sa‘Id b. Abi Burdah (‘Amir), son of Abu Musa’ al Ash‘arl,
al KufI, pupil of his father and Anas, teacher of Mis‘ar and 
Qatâdah, Thiqah.

1.5. VI.226; Kh. 116.

208. Sa‘Id b. Jubair, celebrated head of Tabl*In, a maulâ*, 
pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas and Ibn ‘Umar, specially reputed for his 
Qir’at, joined Ibn Ash*ath at Jamajim, after whose defeat
he fled to Makkah and was captured by Khâlid al QasrI, wall 
of Walld in Makkah, who made him over to al Çajjâj who killed 
him in 94, when he was 50.

1.5. VI. 178; Ma‘arif, 227; Kh. 117; Caet. 94, 1153; Abu
Nu‘ aim, I. 324; Is‘af, 12; Çuff.iii.8; I.Kh. 1.256.

209. Abu 3a‘Id al Khudrl, Sa‘d b. Malik, a famous Companion. 
d * 6 3 or 74.
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Usd. V.211; Ma‘arif, 136; Istliab, 567; Naw. 274; Khatlb,
1.180; Caet. 63, 723; I?abah, 11.166; Is‘af, 31; $uff, i.21;
do Slane, 11.208; Qarl, 272.

210. Sa‘Id b. Zald was present at Badr and O^ud, domiciled 
Kufah, returned to Madinah and died at ‘Aqiq In 50, acoordlng 
to Waqidi he died at Kfifah In the reign of Mu‘awlyah.

1.5. VI.7; Ma‘arif, 126; Caet. 51, 571; Istliab, 552.

211. Sa‘Id b. al Mussayyab, b. In second or fourth year of 
‘Umar's reign, d. 94 at Madinah when 84, pupil of Zald b, 
Thabit, Ibn ‘Abbas Ibn ‘Umar, ‘A ’ishah, ‘All and other dom- 
panions, mostly related from his father-in-law, Abu Huralrah, 
was one of the founders of the school of Madinah, specially 
reputed for his Fatwa ’, Flqh and authority.

I. Kh. 1.258; Ruwat, 41; I.S. V.88; Ma‘arlf, 223; Caet.
99, 1232; Horovltz, I.IV.540; Is‘af, 12; fluff, 11.14.

212. Abu Sa‘id al Maqbari al Madanl, Kalsan, a mails’, Imam
of Madinah, pupil of ‘Umar, Thlqah, d. 100, some say In Walid' 
reign, teacher and grandfather of No, 34.

1.5. V.61; Ma‘arlf, 226, 290; Is‘Sf, 32; Kh. 274; Istl*ab,
713; Usd. V.212; Caet. 96, 1185.

213. Sa‘id b. Abl Hind al Madani, m&ula * of Sumrah b. Junaub 
al Fasari, pupil of Abu Hur&irah and Ibn ‘Abbas, teacher of 
his son, ‘Abdallah and Ibn Isflaq, d, 116.

Tahdhlb, IV.93; Caet. 116, 1466; Is‘af, 12.
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214. As Saffâ L, l.e. b. Ma^r or Mu£alr ash-Shalbani, pupil of 
Daud b. Kurdus, teacher of Abu Is^aq ash-Shalbanl.

Tahdhlb, IV.106. Kh. 137.

215. Abu Sufyan, l.e. 'fallpah b. Hafl‘ al MakkI, domiciled In 
Wasi$, pupil of Xbn ‘Abbas, Ibn ‘Umar and Anas, teacher of 
A ‘mash, Thlqah, (I. $abban) $a‘If (I. Ma‘In).

Tahdhlb, V.26; Kh. 152; Or.3619, P.7.

216. Abu Salamah, $af§ b. Sulaiman al HamadanI as-Sabi‘l. d.132.
Gaet. 132, 1714.

217. Abu Salmah b. ‘Abd ar Rahman b. ‘Auf, Qadi of Madlnah,
visited Bagrah and Kufah, Paqlh, Thlqah, pupil of his father 
and Zaid b. Thabit, Abu Hurairah, Ibn ‘Abbas and Ibn ‘Umar,
d. 94 at Madlnah, Some; say 104. He is one of the famous seven
Jurists.

1.5. V.115: Kh. 388; Is‘af, 32; $uff,ii.27; Or. 3619, P.28;
Ruwat, 10; Caet. 93, 1141; Do. 104, 1313.

218. Salamah b. Kuhail al KufI, saw Ibn ‘Umar, pupil of Suwald
b. Ghafalah, teacher of Horamad b. Salamah d. 121 when 74.

1.5. VI.221; Kh. 126; Caet. 121, 1527.

219. Abu Salamah, Nubait b. Sharif al KufI, Companion d. 80.
1.5. VI. 18; Caet. 80, 962.

220. Sulairaan b. Buraidah al MarwazI, fcadl of Marw. h. in then
third year of ‘Umar's reign, d, 105.

1.5. VII.1.161; Caet. 105, 1331.
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221. Sulaiman b. ‘Amr, ‘Ubaid al Ml§rl, pupil of Abu Sa*Id al 
KhudrI, Thiqah.

Tahdhlb, IV.212; Kh. 130.

222. Sulaiman b. Musa* al-Ashdaq al 'Umawl, ad Dlmashql, Faqih 
of Sham pupil of faus and ‘A^a’, teacher of Ibn Juraij and 
Anza‘ I, Thiqah (I. Ma* In) £>a‘If (Nisa’I) d. 119.

1.5. VII.ii.163; Kh. 131; Gaet. 119, 1503.

223. Sulaiman b. Yasar al MadanI, maula ’ of *Umm Salimah, 
pupil of Abu Hurairah, Ibn ‘Umar, Zald b. Thablt, Ibn ‘Abbas, 
teacher of Maldfciul, Qatadah and Zuhri, one of the seven famous 
Jurists. Some say he was a maula' of Maimunah, Thiqah, an 
authority, d. 94 or 100 or 103 or 104 or 107, when 73.

I.Kh. 1.267; I.s. V.130; Kh. 131; Caet.lD3, 1302; Is‘af,
12; guff, iii.16; Qarl, 103; Ma‘arif, 233.

224. Samak b. yarb al KufI pupil of Sha‘bl, teacher of A‘mash, 
Thiqah, d. 123.

1.5. VI.225; Kh. 132; Gaet. 123, 1554; Qarl, 134; Khatlb,
IX.214.

225. Sumrah b. JUndub, Companion, made ‘Aail of Bagrah, when 
he went to Kufah, by Ziyad b. Abl Sufyan, $afi$, teacher of 
£Tasan, Thiqah, d. 58 or 59 at Basrah, some say died at Kufah.

1.5. VI.22; Kh. 132; Gaet. 58, 641.

226. Abu Sinan, pirar b. Murrah al KufI, pupil of Sa‘Id b. 
Jubair, teacher of Shu‘bah and both Sufyano, Thiqah, d.133.

1.5. VI.236; Kh. 150; Cast. 133, 30.
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227. Sahl b. yunaif al Angarl, was present at Badr and Q£ud 
and all the battles, and at §IffIn with ‘All who had made 
him governor of Madlnah when he left it for Kufah. d. 38 
at Kufah.

1.5. III.il.39; Caet. 38, 436; I.S. VI.8; Israf, 13; IstI* ab,
585.

228. Sawwar, father and teacher of No. 9. quoted once on page 193, 
not mentioned in the biographies consulted.

229. Suwaid b. Qhafalah al Kufl, saw the dead body of the Prophet, 
was the Companion to the first four Caliphs, attended §iffln 
with ‘All, teacher of Sha‘bl, Thlqah, d. 80 or 81 or 82 at 
Kufah when he was 128 or 130.

1.5. VI.45; Kh. 135; Caet. 76, 912; Caet. 127, 1629; tfuff,
ii.12; IstI*ab, 595; Ma‘Srif, 218.

230. Shaded b. Aus, Companion, nephew of ^assan, the poet, domi
ciled In Palestine and died there in 58 at the age of 95.

1.5. VII. II. 124; Oaet. 53, 591; Istl‘ab, 603.

231. Shu‘alb b. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Arar b. al‘Ag, properly he is 
Shu'S.ib b. Muhammad b. ‘Abdallah b. iunr b. e4 ‘A§, bis father 
being an obscure man, he Is generally deferred to his grandfather 
from whom he related, pupil of his grandfather, No. 266 (b) and 
Ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn ‘Umar, teacher of both his sons ‘Arar, No. 323 
and ‘Umar, Thiqah, counted among the people of Ta*if,

1.5. V.180; Kh* 141; Tahdhlb, IV.356; ls‘af, 13.



232. Tsiriq t>, shihab al Kuf 1 pupil of ‘Umar, ‘All and Ibn 
Maa‘ud, teacher of Qais b. Muslim and ‘Alqamah Thlqah, d.
82 or 84 or 63.

1.5. VI. 43; Kh. 151; Oaet. 63, 724; Istl‘ah, 220; Qarl,280.

233. Abu flallfl, Dhakwan al MadanI, pupil of Abu Huralrah, etc., 
teacher of A‘mash, Thiqah, d. 101.

1.5. V.222; Kh. 96; Gaet. 101, 1272. Is‘af, 9; fluff, 111.
13; Qari, 233.

234. A§ §alt al MakkI, ‘Abdallah b. Naufal al Hashlml, pupil 
of Ibn ‘Abbas, teacher of Zuhrl andjlbn Isflaq. Thlqah, Faqlh.

1.5. V.233; Kh. 148.

235. A(J flahhak b. Muzaflim al Khurasan! al Kuf I, did not see 
Ibn ‘Abbas, pupil of Sa‘id b. Jubalr d. 105.

1.5. VI.210; Oaet. 102, 1289; Jaqut Irahad IV. 272;
Ma‘arif, 232.

236. (pirns (b. Kaisan) al Yamanl, pupil of Abu Huralrah, Ibn 
‘Umar, Ibn ‘Abbas and Zald b. Thabit teacher of Mujjahid and 
Zuhrl and of his son No. 262. Thiqah, flaflj, Faqih, d. 106, 
at Makkah.

1.5. V.391; Kh. 105; Oaet. 101, 1272; Is‘af, 14; fluff, ill,
14; Qarl, 94; Ma‘arif, 231.

237. 'J’alflah {b. Yazld al An§arl) al Kuf I, pupil of fludhaifah 
teacher of ‘Amr b. Murrah, Thlqah father of No. 362.

43

Kh. 153.
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238. Talfyih b. Ma‘dan al ‘Umarl or Ya*muyi. There seems to 
be some mis-reading In the Text (vide p. 140). It should
be Ma‘dan b. Abi fal^ah al Y«‘muri, the same ao No. 384, and

not falljah b. Ma‘dan, There is no mention of T&l&ah b. Ma‘dan 
in any work consulted.

239. Abu ?abyan, ^ufa^in b. Jundub al Kufl, pupil of ‘All, Abu 
Musa * and Ibn ‘Abbas, Thiqah d. 90 at Kufah.

1.3. VI. 156; Kh. 73; Caet. 89, 1081.

240. ‘A ’idliullah b. Idris al KhawlanI pupil of ‘Umar, Ma‘adh and 
Abud Darda ’, teacher of Mak^ul and Zuhri, Faqlh and Q,a<jl of 
Syria in the reign of ‘Abd almalik. d. 80 Thiqah.

Tahdhlb V.85; Kh. 157; Gaet. 80, 959. Is‘af, 15; $uff, ii.IB.

241. ‘a ’ishah, bint JR)1 Bakr, the Prophet married her in the 
10th year of his mission, 3 years before the flight, when 
3he was 6 years old, he brought her to his homo when she was

9. She was given by her father to Jubair b. Mut‘im and was 
divorced by him when the Prophet asked her father for her 
hand. The Prophet died when she was 18. She died on the

17th of Ramadan 58 at the age of 66.
I.S. VIII.39; Kh. 425; Caet. 57, 630; E. of I. 1,216;

Is‘af, 35; Istl‘ab, 764; ’Usd. V.501; Nicholson, 151, 183;
Wensinelf, 14.

242. *A ’ishah bint Mas‘ud, pupil of her father No.378 who was 
killed at Mutah, if she heard from her father then she must 
be a Companion, but nobody counts her among the Companions,



teacher of the son of her sister Muhammad b. fal^ah b. 
Yazid, No. 362.
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Tahdhib, XII.427; Kh. 425.

243. ‘Ä§im b. Abl Razln, son of No. 184 (Laql-fc or Luqai£ b. 
‘Amir) provided that we road the Text according to the 
printed edition.

1.5. V.379; Kh. 275.

244. ‘A^im b. Damrah al KufI pupil of ‘All, died at Kufah in 
74, Thiqah.

1.5. VI.155; Caet. 74, 885.

245. ‘Ä?im b. ‘Uinar b. Qatädah al MadanI al An§ctrl, pupil of 
his father andtjablr, teacher of Zaid b. Aslam, Thiqah, one 
of* the biographers of the Prophet, d. 120 or 127 or 129.

Kh. 155; Caet. 120, 1515; Horovitz, II.1.31; Ma‘arlf, 236.

246. ‘Ä§im b. Abi an Najüd al KufI, a maula Thiqah, Imam, Qarl, 
made many mistakes in Tradition d. 129. He is the same as
4 -  <*• _A§im b. Bohdalah, pupil of Abu Wa ’ll and Abu gülih, teacher 
of Shu‘bah,both Sufyäns and both ^ammads. Daraqufcnl doubts 
his memory.

1.5. VI.224; Kh. 154; Caet. 129, 1655; al Khamls, 11.360.
Or. 3052, Pol.12.
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247. Ash-Sha‘bi, ‘2mir b. Sharaflll, Al Kufl, flafi?, Saw ‘All, 
pupil of Abu Hurairah, Ibn ‘Umar, Ibn ‘Abbas, flasan t>*‘AlI, 
Anas and many others, born 16, famous for his hatred of the 
Shi‘ ahs, fled to Madlnah from al Mukhtar and stayed with Ibn 
‘Umar for 8 or 10 months, was present at Jamajlm against al 
gajjaj, concealed himself for a long time and then pardoned 
by him, on tendering an apology. He used to relate tradition 
by meaning without being strict as to words. Qadi of Kufah. 
one of the founders of the school of ‘Iraq, d. 105 at Kufah, 
some say 104 or 103, and born in the 6th ‘year of ‘Uthman's 
reign.

I.S. VI.171; Ma* arif, 229, 290; Kh. 155; Gaet. 103, 1300;
E. of I. III.242; Guest, al Kindi, 36; fluff, iii.ll; Ibn 
Jaalah, 11.129; Qarl, 126; I. Kh. 1.306.

The Editor of Kltab al Kharaj has confused ‘Amir ash-Sha‘bI 
with ‘Amir b. ‘Abdallah b. Mas‘ud al Hudhall al Kufl also 
called Abu ‘Ubaidah b. Mas‘ud on pp. 9,14, 136 and 216 of Kltato. 
al Kharaj and has not mentioned him at all. This ‘Amir was the 
pupil of his father and Abu Musa * etc. teacher of Ibrahim an 
Nakha‘1, Mujahid and Nafi‘ b. Jubair, he was lost in 81 or 
rather died the same year. (Vide Kh. 156) See No. 334.

248. ‘Abbad b. Tamlm al Angarl al MadanI, pupil of his father, 
teacher of ‘Abdallah b. Abi Bakr, d. 110.

Kh. 157; Caet. 110, 1391; Is‘af, 15; I.S. V. 58.

249. ‘Abbad, the same as No.248.

250. ‘Ubadah b. an Nu‘man at Taghlibi, is not mentioned in the
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biographical works consulted, quoted once on p.143, teacher 
of Baud b. KUrdus.

251. ‘Abdallah b. Onais al Madani, Companion, was present at 
0£ud, the Prophet sent him against NubaiH al ‘AnzI, d. 80 
in Sham, some say died in 54. Biographers have mixed Juhani 
with Angarl and have oonfused the dates accordingly. I'bn 
Madini says that he is An§ari and not Juhani because Juhani 
relates from the An^ari (referring to the same tradition 
quoted by Abu Yusuf on page 134 of Kitab al Kharaj). The 
supposition of his death in the year 80 is an error.

Tahdhib, IV.149, (comp, p.151); Kh. 162.

252. ‘Abdallah b. Abi Bakr b. Muhammad b. ‘Amr b. al
An§arl al Madani, pupil of his father, ho. 127, Anas, ‘Abbad 
b. Tamim (Ho. 248), teacher of HIsham b. ‘Urwah, Zuhrl and 
both Sufyans, Thiqah, d. 135.

Kh. 163; Caet. 135, 69; Ilorovitz, II.1.22; Is‘af, 15;
Jaqut, II. 425.

253. ‘Abdallah b. Abi Hurrah, quoted once on p. 68, teacher
of ‘Abdallah b. al Walld, has not been mentioned in the works

- - 11.560 . ,consulted. See the accounts of Abu £tirrah in Mizan 11.644; / 
it may be a misreading for ‘Abdallah b. JJadrad, a Companion 
who died in Syria in 71. See Tajrld of Dhahabl.

254. ‘Abdallah b. yaklm b. Ha2am (or Ĥ -̂ Sm) al Asadi, Companion 
d. 36.

Caet. 36, 399.
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255. ‘Abdallah b. Az Xubair al Madanl, Companion, teacher of 
his brother ‘Urwah and ‘A^a * and ■ÿâus, was present at Yarrnuk, 
proclaimed Caliph after the death of Yazld I. in Yaman,
Çijâz, ‘Iraq and Khurasan in 64, b. 20 months after the 
flight of the Prophet, at Madlnah and was killed at Makkah 
in 73.

Is‘âf, 16; Aghânî, XIII.33; Istî'âb, 364; Kh. 167; Içâbah 
II. 754; Caet. 73, 868; Horovltz, I.IV.542; E. àf 1. 1.33;
Abu Nu‘aim, 1.46; Fawât, 1.268; Ansab BalâdhurI, 275; Nicholson,
255.

256. ‘Abdallah b. as Sa *ib al MakkI, Companion, reputed for 
his Qir’at, teacher of Thaurl. d, 60 at Makkah.

1.5. V.329; VI.233; Caet. 60, 661.

257. ‘Abdallah b. Sufyân ath Thçqafï, pupil of his father, 
teacher of Ya‘lâ’ b. ‘AÇâ*, Thiqah son of No.258.

Kh. 169; Tajrld.I. 243.

258. Abu ‘Abdallah b. Sufyân, i.e. Sufyân b. ‘Abdallah b. 
Rabi‘ah ath Thaqafi, ‘Ämil of ‘Umar in fâ ’if, Companion, 
teacher of ‘Urwah b. Zubair and Hishäm b. ‘Urwoji» father
of No. 257.

1.5. V.376; Kh. 123; Tajrïd, 1.243.

259. Grandfather of ‘Abdallah b. Sufyân, l.e. ‘Abdallah b.
Rabi‘ah ath Thaqafi, Companion, teacher of his son Sufyân 
Np. 258.

Içâbah, 11.744; Tajrïd, 1.243.
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260. ‘Abdallah b. Sallmah al Muradi, related from ‘Umar and 
‘All, etc. teacher of Abu Ig£aq-as-Sabl‘i, lived to a great 
age. Some refute his tradition.

1.5. VI. 79,? Kh. 169.

261. ‘Abdallah b. Shadad related from ‘Umar and ‘All teacher 
of $akam b. ‘Utaibah Thiqah, Faqih, a Shi‘ ah was killed or 
lost at Dujail in 81.

1.5. V.43; VI.86; Kh. 170; Caet. 71, 844.

262. ‘Abdallah b. q?aus al HamdanI al Yemeni, pupil of his 
father No. 236, and teacher of Ibn Juraij, etc., Thiqah d.132.

1.5. V.297; Kh. 171; Caet. 132, 1709.

263. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Abbas, pupil of first four Caliphs, Abu 
Hurairah and ‘a ’ishah etc., teacher of his sons ‘All and 
Mul^ammad, Ibn ‘Umar, Sa‘id b. al Musayyab, ‘Ali b. al $usain,
‘ Ikrimah, ‘A£a\ faus, Sa‘id b. Jubair, Mujahid, Sa‘id b. Abi 
Hind, Sulaiman b. Yasar Muhammad b. Sirin, Sha‘bi, etc. He 
was 13 or 15 when the Prophet died, was called ocean of 
learning. Ibn ‘Umar called him the most learned man amongst 
the followers of the Prophet, having knowledge of all that 
was revealed to him. He is said to have heard only four or 
nine or ten traditions from the Prophet. D. 68 o:tj69 or 70 at 
f a ’if. He passes for one of the strongest pillars of religious 
traditions; but, in the eyes of unprejudiced European research 
he is only a crafty liar (Dr. Nicholson);'manufacturer of 
traditions, bought over by Mu‘ awly&h (Wellhauaen).
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Tahdhib, V. 276; Khafclb, I. 173; Caet. 68, 803;
E. of I. I. 19; de Slane, I. 89; Al Khamis, I. 189; 
Spirit of Islam, 451; Is‘af, 16; Istl‘ab, 384; I.S. II. 
ii. 119; ’(Jsd. Ill, 192; Nicholson, 249; Wellhausen,
108 (Footnote) and 501.
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264. Katib (Writer or Secretary) of Ibn ‘Abbas, i.e. Yagld b. 
Hurmuz, a maula’, commanded the Mawall at ^arrah and died 
after that. Originally a Persian, Thiqah, teacher of Zuhrl, 
some say died in the reign of ‘Umar II. son of No. 407.

1.5. V.209, VII.i.160; Kh. 374.

265. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Umar, was 13 at Badr, Sha‘bl stayed forja 
year with him but did not hear him relate from the Prophet. 
"Follow Ibn ‘Umar," said the Caliph al Mangur, "even if he

differs from ‘All and Ibn ‘Abbas’,' Al-Mukhtar and ‘Abd al ‘Aziz 
b. Marwan used to send monefr to Ibn ‘Umar which he accepted, 
did not do homage to ‘All, used to shave his beard when on 
pilgrimager; d. 73 or 74 at Makkah at the age of 84.

1.5. IV.i.105; Khaijib, 1.171; Kh. 176; Caet. 73, 867.
E. of I. 1.28; Is‘af, 17; Istl‘ab, 380; I.Kh. 1.309; ‘Usd. Ill,
227; Wellhausen, 142, 146.

266(a) ‘Abdallah b. ‘Amr b. Shu‘aib quoted once on page 121, 
teacher of his son, Muhammad No. 75 and pupil of his father, 
No. 323, not mentioned in the biographical works consulted.

266(b) ‘Abdallah b. ‘Amr b. al ‘ A§. Companion, embraced Islam 
before his father, pupil of ‘Umar, d. 65 in Syria when 72 
years old, used to write his tradition from the Prophet and 
called his book a§ §adiqah, grandfather of No. 231, read the 
works of Daniel, his a§ ¡Jadlqah was not worth a penny (Dr. 
Margolionth).

Gaot. 63, 715; I.S. IV.Ii.8; Kh. 176; Guest. al-Kindl, 36;
Is‘af, 17; *Usd. III.233; * . Margollonth, 41, 65.
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267. ‘Abdallah al Qurashi (b. as Su‘da*), Companion, d. 57.
Kh. 169.

268. ‘Abdallah b. Muhammad b. ‘Aqil al Madanl, pupil of his 
father and Ibn ‘Umar, etc. teacher of Ibn Juraij, both Sufyans, 
etc., learned but unacceptable in his tradition, d. 140 or
142 or before 145 at Madinah.

Tahdhlb, VI«13; Caet. 140, 197•

269. ‘Abdallah b. Mas‘üd, made both the flights to Abyssinia 
according to Abü Ma‘shar and Waqidi and only second according 
to Ibn Is^Sq, was present at Badr d.32 at Madinah.

I.S. III.1.106; Caet. 32, 342; E. of I. 11.403; al Khamls,
11.287; Khatlb, I. 147; Nicholson, 352.

270. ‘Abdallah b. al Mughlrah, one of those who fled to 
Abyssinia.

I?abah, II. 779; 900; Khatlb, 1.147.

271. ‘Abdallah Abü Munir, father and teacher of No. 392.
Miaan, 11.507.

272. ‘Abdallah, there seems to be some misreading in the Printed 
edition of Kitah al KharSj page 238. The reading according to 
the Taimüriah MSS. seems to bo quité correct, and then the 
question of this Rawl coming into the Isnad does not arise.

273. Abü ‘Abdallah, according to the Taimüriah MSS. which seems 
to be correct, this Rawi does not come in the Chain of Isnad 
at all. See No. 272.
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274. ‘Abd ar Ragman b. (‘Abd) Rabb al Ka‘bah al Kufl, pupil 
of Ibn ‘Umar d. 100.

Caot. 100, 1247.

275. ‘Abd ar Rahman b. Sabi$ al Makkl, pupil of ‘Umar and Ibn 
‘Abbas, etc., teacher of Ibn Juraij, etc. d. 118, Thiqah 
Faqih.

Tahdhlb, VI.180; Oaet. 118, 1487.

276. ‘Abdar Ragman, (Abul Qasim) b. ‘Abdallah b. Mas‘ud al 
Hudhali al Kufl, pupil of his father, and ‘All etc., teacher

of both his son3 , Qasim Mo, 344 and Ma‘n, Thiqah, d. 77 or 79 
or 78.

Tahdhlb, VI. 215; Kh. 195; Oaet. 78, 929; Kha^lb, X.218.

277. ‘Abd ar Raflman b. Abl Laila’, Yasar b. Bilal, pupil of 
his father, ‘Umar and ‘All etc., revolted against al flajjaj, 
was killed at Dujail in 83, father of No. 76.

I.S. VI.74; Caet. 83, 1000; I. Kh. 1.345, 572; Or. 3052,
Fol.ll; Is‘af, 19; fluff, ii.17; Qarl, 239; Khafclb, X.199.

278. ‘Abd ar Raflman Abu Muhammad b. al Ballaman, maula * of 
Umar, pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas and*Umar, teacher of his son No.
366 and Zaid b. Aslam, Thiqah, d. in the reign of Al Walld.

Kh. 190; I.S. V .390.

279. ‘Abd as Salara (b. Abll Janub) pupil of flasan and teacher 
of Ibn Iŝ iaq. fla‘If.

Kh. 201.
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280. ‘Abd al Karim al Jazarl (b. Malik) al Umawl, pupil of 
Ibn al Musayyab, teacher of Ibn Juralj, both Sufyans and 
Malik, Thiqah. d. 117 or 127.

1.3. VII.11.18; Kh. 205; Caot. 127, 1625; Is‘af, 19;
Puff, iv.31.

r

281. ‘Abd almalik b. ‘Umalr al KufI, b. 3 years before ‘Uthman*s 
death. Qacjl of Kufah before Sha‘bl, pupil of Jarir, teacher
of both Sufyans, Thiqah, d. 136 when 103.

1 .3 . VI.220;* Kh. 206; Oaet. 136, 96; puff, lv.27; Qarl, 121.

282. ‘Abdalmalik b. Muslim al KufI, pupil of his father and 
‘Imran, teacher of Thaurl Thiqah, a Shl‘ah.

Tahdhlb, VI.424; Kh. 208.

283. ‘Abdalmalik b. Naufal al Madani, pupil of his father and 
al Maqbarl, teacher of Abu Mlkhnaf and Abu Isma‘II al Azdl, 
the author of Futuh ash-Sham, and Ibn ‘Ujtalnah, Thiqah.

Tahdhlb, VI.428; Kh. 208.
-  . k284. Abu ‘Ahd al Wapid, Zald, pupil of Sa‘Id b. al Musayyab, 

teacher of No. 344.
Bulabl, H.73.

285. ‘Ubaid b. ‘Umair, the first and the famous story teller of 
Makkah In ‘Umar's reign, pupil of ‘Umar and ‘All, etc., tea
cher of his son ‘Ubaldallah, Mujahid and ‘A$a \ Thiqah, d. 64.

I.S. V.341; Kh. 216; Caet. 74, 887.

286. Abu *Ubaidah b. al Jarrap, ‘Amir b. ‘Abdallah, fled to
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Abyssinia in second flight according to Waqldi, was present 
at Badr, d. 18. - , *

1.5. III.1.297; Caet. 18, 213; E. of I. 1.112; Istl‘ab, 689.

287. ‘Abldah (b. ‘Amr) as SalmanI al Kufl, embraced Islam 2 
years before the death of the Prophet, but did not see him, 
pupil and companion of ‘All and Ibn Mas‘ud, teacher of 
Sha‘bi, etc. d. 72 or 73.

Yahdhlb, VII.84; Kh. 117; yuff,li.4; Ma‘arif, 216.

288. ‘Uthman b. ‘Ata 5 al Khurasan!, originally from Balkh, 
pupil of his father, No. 298, teacher of his son Muhammad 
and Ibn Mubarak, b. 88, d. 151 or 155.

Tahdhlb, VII.138; Kh. 121.

289. ‘uthman b. ‘Affan, the third Caliph, joined both ©migra
tions to Abyssinia, made brother of Ibn *Auf by the Prophet, 
was not present at Badr, but received his share of the booty, 
made Caliph on the last day of Dhu ’al $ljj&h, 23, some say

on the 1st of Mu^arram, 24, was killed on the 18th of Dhu-al-
yijjah, 36, when 82 or 75.

1.5. III.1.36; Kh. 121; Caet. 35, 385; Iatl‘ab, 487.

290. Abu ‘Uthman an Nahdl al BagrI, ‘Abd ar Ra^iman b. Mill* or 
Sahl lived at Kufah moved to Ba§rah when $usain was assassinated 
contemporary of the Prophet, but did not see him, pupil of 
‘Umar, Ibn Mas‘ud and Abu Huralrali, d. 95 at Basrah* at the
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age of 130 or 140.
Caet. 95, 1170; I.S. VII.1.69; ?uff, 11.31; Ibn Jazlah,

1.96; Ma‘ arlf, 216; *Usd, V.251; Ruwàt, 12; Khal̂ Ib, X.202.

291. Ibn ‘Ajlan, the same as No. 77.

292. ‘Adi b. Thàblt al Andari al Kufi, pupil of his father, 
teacher of A‘xtxash. etc., Thiqah, Imam of the mosque of the 
Shl‘ites, d. 116.

1.5. VI. 215; Kh. 123; Caet. 116, 1463; Ia‘af, 20; Qàrl,241.

293. ‘Adi b. ‘Adi al Kindi al Jazarl, Paqlh, Amir and Qaqjl of 
Jazlrah in the reign of ‘Umar II. pupil of his father, 
teacher of Shu‘bah, etc. Thiqah, d.120.

1.5. VII.ii.179; Kh. 123; Caet. 120, 1514.

294. ‘Urwah (or rArwah) b. Rowaim ad Dlmaahql pupil of Ibn 
I^rls al KhawlanI, teacher of al Auza*i Thiqah, d, 132 or 135 
or 136.

1.5. VII.li.165; Kh. 124; Caet. 136, 102; Dp. 140, 206.

295. ‘TJrwah b. Az Zu'halr al MadanI, one of the seven famous 
jurists, his mother, Asmah, was the daughter of the first 
Caliph, pupil of his father, Zaid b. Thabit, Abu Huralrah,
Ibn ‘Umar, Ibn ‘Abbas, ‘All and ‘À *iahah etc., teacher of 
his sons, ‘Uthman, ‘ Abdallah, IBsham, No. 91, Yâ yii *, No. 417, 
and Mu^iammad, and Sulaiman b. Yasar a nd jm nj others, b, 29,
d. 92, 93, 94, or 95. Thiqah, Paqlh, authority on Tradition.

1.5. V.132; Kh. 124; Caet. 94, 1154; Horovltz, I.IV.542;
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Is* af, 21; fluff, 11.26; I.Kh. 1.398.

296. ‘Urwah b. ShirjII (or Shurjall) la misreading for ‘Amr b. 
Shurjall (same as No. 322) in the Talmurioh MSS. (vldo 
Kharaj 205)

297. ‘A^a* b. Abl Rabafl al ¥amanl al Makki, a mania pupil of 
Abu Ilurairah, ‘Urwah, ‘a ’Ishah, etc. teacher of Ibn Juralj, 
etc., Paqlh, Thiqahjt Mufti of Makkah, was invalid and blind, 
d.114 or 115 when 88. "Music was employed In the services
of the days in Ramadan called Tashrlk by the devotees of 
Arabia, the practice having been introduced by *Afca V  (Dr. 
Margoliohth)

Ma‘arif, 227; I.Kh.1.401; I.S. V.344; Kh. 125; Oaet. 114, 
1443; E. of I. 1.504; fluff, ill.25; Qari, 76; . Margol!otith>178,

298. ‘A^a* al K.ala‘I b. Abl Muslim al KhurasanI native of 
Balkh, domiciled in Syria, relates from the (Jompanlons such 
as Ibn ‘Abbas and Abu Hurairah as an Irsal, teacher of his 
son ‘tlthman No. 288; Shu*bah, Malik, al Ansa‘i, etc. Thlqah 
b. 50, d. 135.

I.S. VII.ii.102; Kh. 126; Caet. 136, 70; Do. 133, 28;
Is* af, 21; fluff, lv.37.

299. ‘Afla * b. Abl Marwan al Madanl al Kufl pupil of his father
No. 376, teacher of his son, Sa‘Id, rbn Isflaq, Shu‘bah and Mis‘a» 
Thiqah d. in the reign of as Saffafl.

Tahdhib, VII.211; Kh. 126.
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300. ‘A^iyyah b. Sa‘d b. Junadah al ‘AufI al KufI, took part 
in revolt against al ^ajjaj was flogged and his head and 
beard were shaved on hi3 refusal to curse the memory of ‘All, 
was pupil of Abu Huralrah, Ibn ‘Abbas and Ibn ‘Umar, teacher 
of his sons $asan and ‘Umar and A‘mash, etc., Thiqah, Shi ‘ ah, 
some dispute his traditions, d. 111.

1.5. VI.212; Maarif, 301; Caet. Ill, 1409; Kh. 126; Qarl,
143.

301. ‘At-iyyah al ‘AufI, the same as No. 300.

302. ‘A^lyyah the same as No. 300. It is a mistake of the 
editor to take them as different persons.

303. ‘ Ikrimah b. Abl Khalid pupil of his father, Abi Hurairah 
and ibn ‘Abbas teacher of Ibn Juraij.

Tahdhib, VII.259; Kh. 128.

304. ‘Ikrimah al Barbarl al Madani, maula * of Ibn ‘Abbas, pupil 
of his master, Abu Hurairah, ‘A ’lshah and JJusaln called 
ocean of learning, famous for Tafslr, held the doctrines of 
the Kharijites and once was summoned by some governor of 
Madlnah, had to hide himself till his death in 105 or 106 or 
107 at the age of 80, some persons dispute his authority in 
tradition.

1.5. V.202; Kh. 129; Caet. 105, 1328; Jaqut,Irshad,V.62;
$uff, H i . 22; Qarl, 96; Ma‘arlf, 231; I.Kh. 1.402.

305. ‘Alqamah b. Marthad al Ha<JramI al KufI, pupil of Suwald
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b. Ghafalah teacher of Shu‘bah Thiqah, d. 120.
1.5. VI.231; Kh. 129; Qârî, 160; Caet. 120, 1515.

306. ‘Alqomah h. Qala an Nakh.a‘1 al KÜfï, pupil of first four 
Caliphs, teacher of Shâbî and Ibrâhîm an Nakh‘î, best au
thority on Ibn Mas‘ud, d. 61 or 62 when 90. The editor wrong
ly takes him for No. 305.

Kh. 129; Çuff, ii.lj Ma'Srif, 220; I.S. VI.57.

307. ‘Ali b. Çançalah, son and pupil of No. 170, quoted once 
on 209, teacher of Abu Is^âq ash Shaibânî, not mentioned in 
the biographical works consulted.

308. ‘All b. Zaid b, Jud‘an al Baçrï, #âfiç, pupil of Ibn al
Musayyab, teacher of both Çammads and both Sufyâns, Ça‘if, 
d. 129, rças the best authority for the tradition of yasan al 
Baçrï.

1.5. VII.ii.18j Kh. 132; Çuff,iv.32; Or. 3011.Pol.71.

309. ‘Ali b. Abî 'failli, the cousin and son-in law of the 
Prophet, elected Caliph on the lfith of Dhu al Çljjah, 36, 
assassinated in Ramadan, 40 when he was 63.

1.5. III.i.11; Khatîb, 1.133; Kh. 132; Caet. 40, 454;
E. of I. 1.283; Is‘ëf, 21; Istî‘ëb, 470; *üsd. IV.16; Wensinèfc 15,

310. ‘Alîm au Najï, such man has not been mentioned In the 
biographical works consulted. There seems to be some 
misreading on page 210 Kitâb al Kharaj. The correct reading 
will be as follows;
Sa‘ïd b. Abi ‘Arubah related to me, from 'All an Nâjï Abî

-II---- : 1
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al Mutawakkil that Abu Hurairah . . . eto. , etc.
According to this reading the Rawi will be the same as No.353 
and the Isnad will be quite good.

311. ‘Amarah b. $adid al Bajall, pupil of Sakhr al Ghamidi, 
teacher of Ya‘la ’ b. ‘Afca* No. 99, obscure d. before 120.

Yahdhib, VII.414; Kh. 137.

312. ‘Umarah b. Khudhaimah b. Thabit al An§arl al Madani,
Faqih, Thiqah, pupil of his father and ‘Umar, etc., teacher 
of ‘ A§im and Zuhri, d. 105 when 75.

1.5. V.51; Kh. 137; Caet. 105, 1331.

313. ‘Umarah b. ‘Umair al Kufi, teacher of A‘mash d. 82.
1.5. VI.201; Kh. 138; Caet. 82, 988.

314. ‘Imran b. ^ujain, Companion, pupil of first and third 
Caliphs d. 52 at Basrah.

1.5. IV.ii.26; Caot. 52, 580; Isfcl'ab, 468; Qari, 256.

315. ‘Umar b. al Kha^ab an early convert to Islam at the age of 
26 in the 6 th year of the Prophet»s mission, was present at 
Badr, became Oaliph in 13, assassinated in 23, when 63, or
52 or 55 or 60.

1.5. III.i.190; Kh, 139; al Kharis, 11.268; Ia‘af, 22;
Muruj, 1.289; Caot. 23, 273; Istl‘ab, 428; »Usd. IV.52.

316. ‘Umar b. Dh*rr, al HamdanI al Kufi, story-teller, Thiqah 
Thaurl did not attend his funeral because he was a Murjl.
d. 153, pupil of Sa‘ld b. Jubair, teacher of Wald*.
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1.5. VI.252; Kh. 159.

31V. ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al ‘Aziz, bis mother was the daughter of 
‘Aijim b. ‘Umar,b. 63, made governor of Madlnah by Walld in 87 
when he was 25, h© made Abu Baler b. Muhammad b. ‘ Amr b. $azm 
the âcjl of Madinah, d. 101 when 38 or 40, his Caliphate 
lasted for 2 years and 5 months, pupil of Anas, ‘Abdallah b. 
Ja‘far and Ibn al Musayyab, teacher of Ayyub, and Zuhrl, etc.

1.5. V.242; Kh. 241; Caet. lOl, 1261, 1273; Horovltz, I.IV.
546; al Khamis, 11.352; Sirat ‘Umar b.‘Abd al ‘Aziz Composed
by ibn ‘Abd al pakam (d. 268). Sirat al ‘Umaruln by Ibn Jauzl 

- aK _ _(d.597). Is* af, 22; tfuff. iv.8 ; Aqbani, VIII.151; Muruj, 11.119
Wellhausen, 266-311.

3 1 8 • ‘Umar b. ‘A^a ’ al yijazl pupil of ‘ Ikrlr.iah, teacher of 
Ibn Juralj,

Tahdhlb, VII.483; Kh.242

319. ‘Umar b. Nafi‘. It is a mistake of the Editor to oount 
him in the Indirect Authorities, he is the teacher of Abu 
YUsuf. Soe No. 54.

320. ‘Amr b. paam al ¿ngari, Companion, teacher of his son 
Muhammad, Abu Bakr (No. 127) hia grandson, related from him 
although he did not see him, was present at Khandaq when 15,

the Prophet appointed him an ‘Amil over the people of Najran 
when 17, d. 51 or 52, or 53 or 54, some say died in the 
reign of ‘Umar.

Tahdhlb, VIII.20; Kh. 244; Caet. 51, 569; Do. 23, 265.
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321. ‘Amr b. Dinar al MakkI maula *, mufti of Makkah, Faqlh, 
Thiqah, d. 126 or 115 ofc 116 or 125, Ibn Abl Najlfl became muf
ti of Makkah afger his death, pupil of I. ‘Abbas, etc. teacher 
of Thaurl, etc.

1.5. V.353; Kh. 244; Caet. 125, 1581; Guest, al Kindi, 35; 
fluff. iv.3; Qarl, 93j

322. ‘Amr b. Shurjail al HamdanI, pupil of ‘Umar and ‘All, 
teacher of Abu wa *il, died at Kufali in the governorship of 
‘Ubaidallah b. Ziyad.

1.5. VI.71; Kh. 246.

323. ‘Amr b. Shu‘aib b. Muhammad b. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Amr b. al‘Ag 
ash-Shami al Madanl at !fa *ifl, pupil of his father, Ho.231

and 'faus, etc., teacher of Zuhrl and Abu flanlfah, Thiqah accord
ing to some scholars and fla‘ if according to others, d. 118.
See No. 75.

Kh. 246; Kardarl 1.72; Qurrat, 19; Caet. 118, 1488; Is‘af,
23; I.S. V.180; Ma‘arlf, 146; Or. 2711,Pol.49; Mizan, 11.396.

324. *Amr b. Murrah al Kufi, pupil of Ibn al Mvisayyab, teacher 
of Abu Ishaq, blind, Murjl, d. 116 or 118.

1.5. VI.220; Kh. 249; fluff,iv.9.

325. ‘Amr b. Mainrun al awadl al Kufi, pupil of ‘Umar, heard 
from Ma‘adh at Yaman in the lifetime of the Prophet, teacher 
of Sha‘bi, d. 74 or 75 or 76 oit 77.

1.5. VI.80; Kh. 249; Caet. 74, 885; fluff, ii.30; CuLrl, 136.

326. Grandmother of *Amr b. Mairaun b. Mihran No. 57 and mother
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of Ho. 398. (See their accounts).

327. Abu ‘Amr, i.e., Sa‘d b. Ayas ash-Shalbani al Kufi, pupil 
of ‘All and Ibn Mas‘ud, teacher of Mansur, Thiqah Q.arl, d. 95 
or 96 whon he was 120, contemporary but could not see the
Prophet.

Kh. 114; Caet. 95, 1166; 1169; Do. 98, 1214; $uff. li.37.

328. ‘Amrah bint ‘Abd ar Ragman, teacher of Zuhrl, etc., pupil 
and ward of ‘Ä ’ishah, d. 95 or 98 or 100.

I.S. VIII.353; A‘lam, 11.727; Caet. 95, 1169; Do. 98, 1214;
Do. 100, 1249; Horovitz, II.1.24.

329. Abu ‘Urnrah al Angarl, maula’, pupil of Zald b. Khälid al 
Juhani, teacher of Muhammad b. Yahya ’ b. ^abban.

Tahdhlb, XII.186; Kh. 392; Is‘af, 32.

330. Maula * of ‘Amrah (Ho. 328) teacher of Abu Ma‘shar, his 
name is Bukair al Makhzüml.

*Usd. IV.415.

331. 4Umalr, maulä *, ’Äbl al Lâ un al Ohifarl, Companion, was 
present at Khaibar, pupil of his maulä *, d. 80.

Tahdhlb, VIII. 151; Kh. 252; Caet. 80, 964; Igtl*ab, 440.

332. ‘Umair b. Humalr, teacher of Isma*i! b. AbI Khalid, con
temporary of Ibn ‘Umar, quoted once on p.211, not mentioned 
in the biographical works consulted. Probably it is a mis
reading for ‘Umair b. Huwaim al Kufi, teacher of Shu*bail and 
Mis‘ar, a Companion. (See *üsd,IV,147). Comp. ‘Umalr b.
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Ya‘mur (vide Caet. 50, 557).

333. ‘Auf b. Abl Jamllah al BagrI called al A‘rabi, pupil of 
Abu ‘Uthmän an Nahdl, teacher of Shu‘bah, Thiqah, a Shi* ah, 
d.146.

1.5. VII.Ü.22; Kh. 253; Or.3619, P.10.

334. ‘Auf b. al Tfarith al Azdi pupil of ‘Ä ’ishah and son of 
her half brother, teacher of ‘Ämir b. ‘Abdallah and Zuhri.

1.5. V.186; Kh. 253.

535. ibn ‘Auf, l.e., Mudrik al A)pmasi, the same as No. 375.

336. ‘Aun (b. ‘Abdallah b. ‘Utbah b. Mas‘ud al Hudhall al
Kufi), pupil of his father and Ibn ‘Abbas, teacher of Zuhri, 
Thiqah, Murji, d. 123.

1.5. VI.218; Kh. 253; Gaet. 123, 1552.

337. Abu ‘Aun, l.e., Muhammad b. ‘Ubaidallah al Kufl, pupil of 
Jäbir b. Sumrah, teacher of A‘mash, d. in the governorship
of Khälid al Qasrl.

1.5. VI.218; Kh. 288.

338. AI Furäiigah al panafl b. ‘Umair, related from ‘Uthmän, 
teacher of Hishäm b. ‘Urwah.

1.5. V.131.

339. Parwah b. Naufal al Ashja‘I al Kufi, pupil of his father, 
‘All and ‘Ä ’ishah Khärljlte, revolted against Mughirah b, 
Shu*bah in the reign of Mu‘awlyah, a Companion or a Tabi*i
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teacher of Abu Ispaq, Thlqah d. 80.
Tahdhlb, VIII.226; Kh. 262; Caet. 80, 954; Do. 41, 467.

340. Abu Fazarah, Rashid b. Kaisan al Kufl, pupil of an Nakha* I 
teacher of Thauri, Thiqah, pa*If according to others.

1.3. VII.ii.179; Kh. 96.

341. Al Fapl (b. ‘Uyainah) pupil of Yazld b. Ibrahim and pammad 
b. Salamah, Thiqah, teacher of Malik b. Mighwal.

1.5. VII.ii.63.

342. Fuijail b. ‘Amr al FuqaimI al Kufl, pupil of Sha‘bl, 
teacher of Abban b. Taghlib Thiqah, d. 110.

1.5. VI.233; Kh. 264.

343. Fudail b. Yazld ar RaqashI al Ba?ri, teacher of *A§im, d. 
95, son of No. 423, Yaqut gives the same tradition in fuller 
detail as is quoted by Abu Yusuf on p. 243.

Gaet. 95, 1166; Ma‘arif, 301; Jaout, III.204; ‘Umm VII,319;
I.S. VII.i.93; Or. 3619,F.23; Sam‘ani, 256.

344. Al Qualm b. ‘Abd ar Rahman al Kufl, pupil of his father 
No. 276, teacher of Ibn Ispifcq Thiqah, d. 110 or 120 or 116.

1.3. VI.212; Kh. 266; Gaet. 116, 1466.

345. Al Qasim b. Mupammad b. Abl Bakr al MadanI, grandson of 
the first Caliph, pupil of ‘A ’ishah, Ibn ‘Abbas, etc., piafl? 
Faqlh, Imam, d. 108 at the age of 70 or 72 when he had lost 
hia eyesight.

1.5. V.139; Kh.266; Caet. 101, 1271; puff.ill.23.
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346. Qatädah (b. Di‘ämah) al Ba?rl as Sudüsi, Qadarl, Imäm, 
pupil of Anas, etc., teacher of Auzä‘I, Shu‘bah and ‘Alqamah 
Thiqah, inudallis, d. 117 or 118.

1.5. VII.ii.1; Kh. 268; Ma‘arif, 301, 234; Caet. 117, 1477; 
Horovitz, II.II.167; Jäqüt, Irshäd, VI.202; fluff. Iv.ll.

347. Abu Qilabah (‘Abdallah b. Zaid) al HaflramI al Bagri 
domiciled in Syria, pupil of Abu Hurairah, etc., teacher of 
Qatädah, etc. d. 104 or 105 or 106 or 107.

1.5. VII.Ü . 133; Kh.168; Caet. 104, 1312; fluff, iii.20;
Ruwät, 5-3.

348• Qais b. Abl flalim al Kufi pupil of first four Caliphs, 
teacher of al flakam b. ‘Utaibah and A‘mash, Thiqah, son of 
No. 147, d. 95 or 97, was present at Nahrawän with 'All.

1*3. VI.44; Kh. 98; Caet. 95, 1169; Do. 97, 1200; fluff, Ü.
24; Qari, 283.

549. Qais b. ar Rabi', by the mistake of the Editor he has
been put in this list. He is a teacher of Abu Yusuf, see 
No. 62.

350. Qais b. Muslim al Jadall al Küfl, pupil of iftiniq b. Shihäb 
and flasan b. Muhammad b. al flanaflyyah, teacher of A‘mash and 
Liis‘ar, Thiqah, Murjl d. 120, st Kufah.

1.5. VI.221; Kh. 271; Qari, 214.

351. Qais b. Wahab al Hamdänl al Kufi, teacher of Thauri, pupil 
of Anas, Thiqah.

I.S. VI. 229; Kh. 271.
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352. Qais, the same as No. 348. See Kltab al Kharaj. pp. 12 
and 37.

353. Abu al Mutawakkil an Najl, ‘All b. Daud al Ba$»i, pupil 
of ‘A ’ishah and Abu Hurairah, teacher of Qatadah and Thablt, 
Thiqah, d. 102.

1.5. VIT.i.164; Kh. 131; Caet. 102, 1290; Or.3057, 6 .

354. Mujahid b. Jabr al MakkI maula Imam, Mufassir read 
Qur ’an 30 times under Ibn ‘Abbas, teacher of * Ikrimah ‘A^a ’ 
and Qatadah, Thiqah, flaflz, b. 21, d. 102 or 103 at Makkah 
where he was a tftuftl.

1.5. V. 243; Kh. 314; Caet. 100, 1252; Horovitz, I.IV.547;
Guest, al Kindi, 37; fluff, iii.18; Ma‘arif, 227.

355. Abu Mijlaz, LaJJiq b, flumaid as SadusI al Bagrl, al a‘v/ar, 
Faqlh, domiciled in Marw, Thiqah, d. 107 or 109.

1.5. VII.i.157; Caet. 107, 1354; Do. 109, 1379,

356. Abu al Mul'iajjal, RudainI b. Mur rah, pupil of ‘Alqamah b. 
Marthad, teacher of Abu Janab.

1.5. VI.226.

357. Mujjarrar b. Abl Hurairah al Madanl, pupil of his father 
No. 408, teacher of Shfe.‘bl, Thiqah, d. 101.

1.5. V. 188; Kh. 316; Caet. 101, 1271.

358. Muhammad b. Jubalr b. Mu$‘lm al Madanl, pupil of his 
father No. 136, and Ibn ‘Abbas, Thiqah, d. 97.

1.5. V.151; Kh. 281; Is‘af, 25; Caet. 97, 1200.
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359. Muhammad b. Sa‘d b. Abl Waqqag al MadanI al KufI pupil of 
his father, teacher of both his sons, Ibrahim (No. 102) and 
Isma‘Il, and Abu Istyaq as Sabi‘i, was present at Jamajim, 
captured and brought to al Bajjaj who killed him in 82,
Thiqah.

1.5. V.124; Kh. 288; Caet. 82, 987.

360. Muhammad b. Sawwar al Ba§rl, pupi* of Ibn ‘Uyainah, teacher 
of Sahl b. ‘Abdallah at Tustarl and Ashath b. Sawwar.

Tahdhlb. IX.209; Kh. 290.

361. Muhammad b. Sirin, al Ba§rl, maula^ of Anas, Imam, Paqih, 
Thiqah, pupil of Abu Hurairah, etc. b. 2 years before the 
murder of ‘Uthrnan, d. 1 1 0 .

1.5. VII.i.140* Kh. 280; Naw. 38; Caet. 110, 1397; E. of
I. 11.420; Is'af, 25; tfuff, iii.9; Ma‘arif, 226; I.Kh. 1.573.

362. Muhammad b. 'J’aUj.ah, pupil of his father No. 237 and
‘ Ikrimah, teacher of Ibn Iŝ iaq Thiqah, d. in the beginning 
of the reign of Hisham.

Kh. 292.

363. Muhammad b. ‘Abdallah the Prophet of Islam, b. the year
of Elephant, became Prophet when 40, remained at Makka as 
Prophet for 13 years, emigrated to Madlnah and remained 
there for 10 years, sickened on Wednesday the 28th of §afar 
at the house of Maimunah, his wife, and d. at the age of 
63, on Monday the 12th of Rabl‘, I. in the 11th year of 
the Higrah (632 **33 A.D.) and was buried on Tuesday.
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1.5. III.1.2; Cast. 11, 116; and various biographies 
composed by the Eastern and Western scholars.

364. Muljammad b. rUbaidallah al Fazarl al Kufi, pupil of ‘Afca * 
and ‘Amr b. Shu‘alb and teacher of Thaurl, l?a‘If, d. 155.

1.5. VI. 255; Kh. 188.

365. Muhammad b. ‘Abd ar Ragman b. Thauban, al MadanI, a 
maula’, pupil of Zald b. Thabit, teacher of Zuhrl Thiqah.

Tahdhib, IX.294; Kh. 286; Is‘af, 25.

366. Mu^iammad b. ‘Abd ar Ragman al ‘Adawl, a maula’, p&pil of 
his father No. 278, teacher of Ibn ‘Uyalnah, rejected by
al Bukhari.

Kh. 296.

367. Muhammad b. ‘All, grandson of Ibn ‘Abbas and father of
as Saffaft» the first ‘Abbaside Caliph, pupil of his father and 
Sa‘id b. Jubair, teacher of Hishara b. ‘Urwah and his son 

al Mansur the Caliph, d. 124 or 125 when 60.
Kh. 291; Caet. 124, 1565.

368. Muhammad b. ‘Umar b. ‘All b. Abl Tallb, pupil of his father, 
teacher of Ibn Juralj, Thiqah, d. 133.

1.5. V.242; Kh. 291; Caet. 133, 32.

369. Muhammad b. Ka‘b al Qura^I ai MadanI al KufI, pupil of 
Abu Hurairah, teacher of al $akam b. ‘Utalbah, Thiqah, d.
108 or 117 or 118 or 119 or 120.
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Kh. 305; Ma‘arlf, 232.

370. Muhammad b. Malik al Jaujjsjanl, Maula * and pupil of al 
Bara * b. ‘̂ zib teacher of Abu Raja ’ al Harawl.

Tahdhlb, IX.424; Kh. 305.

371. Muhammad b. Muslim az Zuhrl, one of the founders of the 
school of Madlnah, Imam of $ijaz and Sham, pupil of Anas,
Ibn al Musayyab, ‘Abdallah b. az Zubalr, ‘All b. al ^usaln 
and many others, teacher of ‘Umar II. ‘Amr b. Dinar, Ya^ya * 
b. Sarld al Angarl, Ibn Juraij, Ibn Iŝ iaq, Hisham b. ‘Urwah, 
Ibn ‘Uyainah and many others, b. 50 or 51, some say 56 or 58, 
d. 123 or 124 or 125 when 72.

Tahdhlb, IX.445; Ma‘arif, 239; I.Kh.1.571; Kh. 306; Plhriat
139; Naw, 42; Gaet. 124, 1566; Horovitz, II.I.33; Quest, al
Kindi, 35; Is‘af, 26; iff. iv.2; Qarl, 104; 1.3. II.ii.135.

372. Muhammad b. Yahya ’ b. Habban al Madanl, Paqih and Mufti
of Madlnah pupil of his father, Anas, etc., teacher of Zuhrl, 
etc., d. 121 at Madlnah when 74.

Tahdhlb, IX.507; Ma‘arlf, 239* Naw. 44; Kb. 310; Caet. 121,
1527; Is‘af, 27; Ruwat, 71.

373. Muhammad b. Yazld b. Khunais al Makhzumi al Makkl, a 
maula % pupil of Ibn Juraij, teacher of ptsan b. ‘Umarah, 
Thiqah.

Kh. 311.

374. Mahmud b. Labld al Madani, b. in the Prophet's time,
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pupil of ‘Umar and ‘Uthmiaan, teacher of Zuhrl d. 96 or 97 
or 99.

1.5. V.55; Kh. 217; Cast. 97, 1200; Do. 99, 1230.

375. Mudrik b. fail' al Aljmaoi related from ‘Umar, teacher of 
Abu Iŝ taq.

1.5. VI. 108.

376. Abu Marwan, i.e., Mu‘attib b. ‘Amr, Companion, father and
teacher of No. 299.

1.5. IV.ii.48.

377. Masruq (b. al Ajda‘) al Hamdani al Kufl pupil of ‘Uma.r and 
‘All, etc. teacher of Sha‘bl, was a Qa<Ji but did not take 
any remuneration, supposed to be better than Shurai^ In 
Fatwa ’, the latter used to take his advice, Thiqah, d. 63 or
62.

1.5. VI.50; Kh. 319; Caet. 62, 705; $uff. ii.3; Ibn 
Jazlah, 11.156; Mararif, 220.

378. Mas‘ud b. al Aswad, Companion, teacher of hia daughter 
No. 242, was killed at Mutah in 8 .

Tahdhlb, X.115; Kh. 320; Caet. 8 , 83.

379. Abu Maa‘ud al An§arl, ‘Uqbah b. ‘Amr, Companion, was 
present at 0$ud, ‘All made him governor of Kufah when he 
left for §lffln, then dismissed him, he returned to Madinah 
and died there in 40 or 60, teacher of Q,ais b. All âaijn.

1.5. VI.9; Kh. 128; Caet. 60, 671; Is*af, 32; Qari, 271.

J
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380. Muslim b. §ubai£i al Hamdanl al KufI, Abu a(J puha ’, a 
maula’, pupil of Ibn ‘Umar, Ibn ‘Abbas, etc, teacher of 
A‘maoh andjjabir al Ju‘fi, Thiqah, d. 100.

Tahdhlb, X.132; Kh. 321; Oaet.lDO, 1225.

381. Al Musayyib b. Rafi‘ al Kufi, pupil of al Bari. *, teacher 
of A‘mash Ibn Hubairah desired to appoint him as Qa$l, bait 
he refused, d. 105.

1.5. VI.205; Kh. 323; Caot. 105, 1329.

382. Ma‘ adh b. Jabal, was present at Badr when 20 or 21, the 
Prophet made him ‘Amil of Yaman, he was still there when tie 
Prophet died, d. In 18 at the age of 33 of plague at ‘Amwis. 
"Had he been alive," said ‘Umar, "I would have made him 
Caliph after myself.” Teacher of Ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn ‘Umar, 
Masruq, etc.

1.5. III.il.120; Gaet. 18, 212; Kh. 325; Is‘af, 27;
Isti‘ab. 245.

383. Mu‘awiynh b. Qurrah, al Ba§rl, pupil of Xbn ‘Abbas and 
Ibn 'Umar, teacher of Shu*bah, d. 113 Thiqah.

1.5. VII.i.160; Kh. 327; Caet. 113, 1433.

384. Ma‘dan b. Abl 'fallp.ah al Ya‘raurl ash Shaml pupil of ‘Umar, 
teacher of Salim b. Abl al Ja‘d, Thiqah d. 80, See No. 238.

1.5. VII.il.154; Kh. 329; Saet. 80, 961.

385. Ma‘ qll b. Qais ar RiyaJrti contemporary of the Prophet, was
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present at the battle pf Camel, was appointed police officer 
by ‘All, played a prominent part in the revolt of Al Mus- 
taurid b. ‘Algamah against al Mughinah, was killed in 43, 
in the same revolt.

A‘lam, III.1057; Caet. 42, 479.

386. Miqsam (b. Bujrah) maul a * of ‘Abdallah b. al ^arlth, 
generally supposed to be maula* of Ibn 'Abbas because he 
used to be with him and related from him, teacher of Mairaun 
b. Mihran, $a‘if, d. 101.

1.5. V.217; Do. V.346; Kh. 341; Caet. 101, 1270; Qarl, 96;
Ma‘ arif, 233.

387. Mak^iul, the same as No. 388.

388. Maldjul ash ShamI, originally a native of Kabul, pupil of 
Sha'bl, teacher of al An*a‘1, believed in the Qadarlah

doctrine, pa‘if, d. 113 or 118 or 112.
1.5. VII.ii.160; Ma‘arif, 230; 301; Fihrlst, 318; Kh. 331;

Caet. 112, 1421; I.Kh. II. 160; tfuff, iv.l.

389. Abu al Mallei, i.e. ‘Amir or ‘Umair b. Osamah al Hudhall,
, _ aAmil of .Obullah, d. 98 or 112,

1.5. VII.I.;59; Kh. 396; Ruwat, 14; Caet. 98, 1215; Do.
108, 1366.

390. Al MuMhir b. Abl Khaml§ah al Hamdani, not mentioned in 
the biographical works consulted, appears once on page 2 2 .
See the accoumt of his brother Yazld in Or.2711, under
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Maisarah and in Kh. 372, and that of his father in DulabI, I.
168; and Or.3057, 56.

391. Al Minhftl b. ‘Amr. al Kufl. The same as No. 87.

392. Munir b. ‘Abdallah, pupil of his father, pa‘If Mizan II. 
507, should we read the text on page 238 according to the 
printed edition then this Munir may be as follows:
Munir b. Zubair ash ShamI pupil of MakljAl, teacher of Walld 
b. Muslim.

Kh. 342.

393. Muhajir b. ‘Umalrah, at TaimI, pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas, al 
Bara’ b. ‘Azib, teacher of Shu*bah and Mis‘ar Tlilqah.

Kh. 333.

394. Ab$ al Muhallab, i.©. ‘Abd ar Rahman b. Mu‘awiyah al 
i3a$rl, pupil of ‘Umar, teacher of yasan, Thiqah.

I.s. VII.i;91; Kh. 396.

395. Abu Musa* al Ash‘arl, ‘Abdallah b. Qais, emigrated to 
Abyssinia and returned when the Prophet was at Khaibar, sent 
to Yaman with Ma‘adh by the Prophet, made governor of Bagrah 
by ‘Umar and when he was dismissed he proceeded to Kufah, 
and built a house there. ‘Uthman made him governor of Kufah 
a post which he still held at the tine of his murder. When
‘All came to Kufah he remained with him there. He Is one of 
the arbitrators of Dumat al Jandal. Mu‘awiyah once asked 
his son, Yazld, to show kindness to Abu Burdah b. Abi Musa*,
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because the latter, he said, was his great friend and brother, 
teacher of Abu Wa *il, Ibn an Mussayyah, d. 52 or 42.

1.5. IV.i.78; Kh. 178; Caet. 42, 479; Abu Nu‘aim, 1.57; 
Is‘af, 17; Isti* ab, 392; Nicholson, 192, 377.

396. Musa’b. Jal̂ iah, b. ‘Ubaidallah al ¿.Madani, domiciled 
Kufah and died there 103 or 104, Thiqah pupil of his father, 
etc., teacher of Samak b. ^arb, etc.

1.5. VI.147; Kh. 335;. A‘lam, III.1081; Caet. 103, 1301.

397. Musa * b. Yazid, not mentioned in the biographical works 
consulted, quoted once on pagej54, teacher of ‘Abdallah b. 
al Walid (No. 38), related the story of Abu Musa's bringing 
a large sum of money to ‘Umar. In Taimuriyah MSS. Musa’
b. Buraidah who is also obscure, brother of No. 220.

398. Maimun b. Mlhran al Jazarl al KufI b. 40, made officer
of Kharaj by ‘Umar II in Jazlrah, his son and pupil ‘Amr,(No. 
57) was officer of the Dlwan, and officer of Bait al Mai for 
Muhammad b. Marwan, Thiqah d. 117. yafif, Faqih.

1.5. VII.ii.177; Kh. 338; buff.iii.26; Caet. 116, 1465;
Ma‘arif, 228.

399. Nafi‘ (ad DailamI) Maula * of Ibn ‘Umar Faqih, grand Imam 
of Madlnah, bog1?» originally from Kabul or Barbar, teacher 
of his children, Abu ‘Umar, ‘Umar, (No. 54), ‘Abdallah, 
‘Ubaidallah and Ibn. Istyaq, etc. ‘Umar II. sent him to Egypt
to teach the sunnah; according to al Bukhari, the best and the 
most authentic Isnad i3 Malik from Nafi‘ from
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Ibn ‘Umar, Thiqah, d. 116 ob 117 or 119 or ISO at Madlnah.
Tahdhlb, X.412; Ma‘arif, 234, Kh. 343; Caet. 116, 1466;

I.Kh. 11.198; Is‘£f, 28; fluff,iii.27; Qarl, 97.

400. Abu Najlh, Yasär al MakkI, maulä* of Akhnas b, Sharlq,
pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas and Ibn ‘Umar, teacher of his son ‘Abdallah, 
(No. 89), and ‘Amr b. Dinar, Thiqah, d. 109.

I.S. V.348; Kh. 374; Caet. 109, 1379; Ma‘arif, 237.

401• An Nazzal b. Sabrah al Kufi, pupil of first four Caliphs, 
teacher of sha‘bl Thiqah, d. 80.

I-S. VI. 56; Kh. 343|. Ruwät, 76; Caet. 80, 962.

402. Na§r b. ‘Ä§im al Laithl al Ba$ri, pupil of ‘Umar, teacher 
°? Qatädah, one of the Qurrä*, Khariji, Qadarl, d. 90.

Tahdhlb, X. 427; Kh. 343; Caet. 90, 1102; Ma*arif, 301.

40,.. An Nu‘män b. Murrah al an§ari al madanl pupil of ‘All and 
Anas, teacher of Yahyä ’ b. Sa‘ld.

Tahdhlb, X.455; Kh. 345.

404. Nahär b. ‘Abdallah al Madanl, pupil of al Khudrl, teacher 
of hia son flabib, (No. 149) and Abu ^uwalah Thiqah.

I.S. V.188; Kh. 348.

405. Hanl, i.e. Abu Sa*Id al Barbar1 ad Dimashql maulä * of 
*Uthmän, teacher of Abu Wa *il, Thiqah.

Tahdhlb, XI.23; Kh. 350.

406. ‘Umm Hanl, bint Abi fälib, sister of *A1$, the Prophet
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wanted to marry her before and after Islam, d. 60, teacher 
of her mania *, Abu Murrah and Mujahid.

1.5. VIII.108; Do. VIII.32; Kh. 430; Oaet. 60, 6 6 6 ; 
Istl'ab, 733, 776.

407. Hurrauz (or ^arim) i.e. Abu Khalid al Wallbl al KufI, 
pupil of Ibn ‘Abbas, teacher of A‘mash, father of No. 264; 
d. 1 0 0 .

Tahdhlb, XII.83; I.S. VI.8 8 ; Kh. 386; Tahdhib, XI. 27; 
Oaet. 100, 1252.

408. Abu Hurairah ad DausI al YamanI, came to the Prophet in 
the 7th year of the Higrah, ‘Umar called him an enemy of 
Allah, Islam and Qur ’an and accused him of stealing the 
public money whunjhe was ‘Amll of Bahrain and waked him to 
explain how he managed to gather wealth. Being dissatisfied 
with his explanation angry ‘Umar gave order» for the confis
cation of hi3 money, ten thousand Dirhams. Marwan used to 
appoint Abu Hurairah as his substitute when he left Madlnah, 
d. 59 at the age of 78, father of No. 357.

1.5. IV.ii.52; Kh. 397; Naw. 289; Caet. 58, 639; E. of I. 
1.93; Is‘af, 33; Istl‘ab, 400; D.I. 7; Wenslntek,7. On page 
244 there is a misleading of Abu Hurairah for Abu Murrah and 
the Editor of Kltab al Kharaj did not take any notice of it. 
Hi3 accounts are as follows
Abu Murrah, maula* of ‘Aqll b. Abl falih, he was, in fact, 
maula ’ of Umm HanI bint Abl falib, pupil of *Umm Hanl, Abu
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Hurairah, etc., teacher of MakÇül, he was from a£ fa *if, some
say he was Companion, his name was Yazîd.

1.5. V.131; Kh. 395; Is‘âf, 32; See No. 406.

409. Hishâm b. Hakim b, Hizâm, Companion, teacher of ‘Urwah, 
it is a mistake of Abu Nu‘aim to suppose that he was filled 
ill Ajnadain, that man was Hishâm b. al ‘Â?.

Tahdhlb, XI. 37; Kh. 351; Içabah, III.1242.

410. Hamâm b. al Çâlfith an 3Jakha‘ ï al KÜfï, pupil of ‘Umar, 
teacher of Ibrâhîm an Nakha‘Î and Sulaimân b. Yasâr, Thiqah, 
d. 65.

1.5. VI. 81; Kh. 352. It i3 a mistake to read Hishâm
instead of Hamâm and ‘Urwah b. Shurjail instead of ‘Amr b.
Shurjail on page 204 Kitàb al Kharâj, see page 199.

411. Haudah or Haudhah or Hod b. ‘At?a*, pupil of Anas Ça* if.
MÎzân 11.553.

412. Al Haitham b. Badr, pupil of Çurqüç, officer of land tax 
in Rai*, some scholars questioned his authenticity but did not 
reject him, Mughirah related from him but the authorities
of his tradition could not be traced.

MÎzân, 11.556.

413. Wâ ’il b. Abl Bakr, the reading of the Text on page 11 
should be Wâ ’il Abu Bakr or Wâ *il from his son Bakr b. Wa*il, 
in both of these readings the Iwnâd will be perfect. He is 
Wâ *il b. Baud al Laithî Abu Bakr al Kufï, related from Çasan
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and his son Bakr (pupil of Zuhrl, teacher of Hisham b. ‘Urwah,
Thiqah, Kh. 44), who died before his father, teacher of Shuraik,
Thlqah,

Kh. 356.

414. Abu W a ’il, i.e. Shaqlq b. Salamah al AsadI al KufI, born 
in the Prophet's lifetime, but did not see him, accompanied 
‘Umar to Syria, was present at §lffln, Zlyad made him officer 
of Public Treasury and then dismissed him pupil of ‘Umar,
‘All and Abu Darda *, teacher of Sha‘bl, died after Jamajim, 
Thlqah.

I.S. VI. 64; Kh. 142; Caet. 79, 943; fluff,ii.21; Qarl, 237;
Ha‘arif, 228; Khatlb, IX.268.

415. Wuhail b. ‘Auf al Majashl*I not mentioned in biographical 
works consulted, quoted once on page 99, teacher of Abu 
flumaid, contemporary of Abu Hurairah.

416. Yahya’ b. al flu?ain al Bajall al KufI, pupil of his 
grandmother (No. 158), and !farlq b. Shihab, teacher of Abu 
la^q as SabI‘I, Thiqah.

Tahdhlb, XI. 198; Kh. 362.

417. Ya.hya* b. ‘Urwah b. az Zubalr, pupil of hia father No.
295, teacher of Zuhrl and Ibn Ishaq, more learned than his 
brother, Hisham, No. 91.

Tahdhlb, XI. 258; Kh. 366.

418. Ya&ya* b. ‘Arnarah or ‘UmErah b. Abl al flasan al Mazinl
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al MadanI, pupil of Anas, teacher of his son *Amr (No. 58), 
and Abu ^uwalah (See No. 42) and Zuhrl, Thiqah.

Tahdhlb, XI.255; Kh. 366; Is‘af, 30.

419. Yaflya * b. Abl Kathlr al BagrI al Yaxnurai, nmula pupil 
of *Ikrimah, teacher of al Anza‘i, according to Shu‘bah he 
was better than Zuhrl in tradition, Thiqah, Imam, one of the 
best authorities, d. 129 or 127.

1.5. V.404; Kh. 367; fluff.iv.20; Caet. 127, 1629; Qarl, 253.

420. Yazld b. al Agamra,_his mother, Barzah, was the sister ofa native of Kufah_____
Maintunah, wife of the Prophet/ domiciled Raqqah, pupil of 
Abu Hurairah, teacher of Zuhrl, Thiqah, d. 103.

1.5. VII.ii.178; Kh. 370.

421. Yazld b. Abi flabib al Azdl al Migri, a maula *, pupil of 
‘A^a*, teacher of flaiwah, Faqlh, Thiqah, d. 128, b. 53.

1.5. VII.ii.202; Kh. 370; Caet. 128, 1642; Horovitz, II.II.
170; Quest, al Kindi, 34; fluff, iv.2l.

422. Yazld b. Khugaifah, properly Yazid b. ‘Abdallah b. Khugaifah 
al Kindi al MadanI, pupil of ‘Urwah, teacher of Ibn Juraij Thi
qah.

Kh. 372; comp.370.

423. Yazld ar Raqashi, i.e. b. Aban al BagrI, pupil of Anas, 
teacher of A‘mash and his son No. 343, fla‘If, Qadarl, d. 130.

1.5. VII.ii.13; Kh. 369; Jaqut, III.204; Caot. 130, 1675;
Or. 3619, F.23; Sam*anl, 256.

J
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424. Yazld b. Yazld b, Jabir al Azdl ad Dlmashql, pupil of 
Yazid b. al Afamm,teacher of both Sufyans, Thiqah, $af If, d. 
134.

1.5. VII.ii.170; Kh. 374; Caet. 134, 54.

425. Ya‘ la * b. ‘Umayyah, al MtkkI, Companion, present at Tabuk, 
teacher of his son §afwan, Mujahid and ‘A ^ a w a s  killed at 
§iffln in 37, was with ‘All, ‘Amll of Abu Bakr at $ulwan,
and ‘Umar at Najran, and ‘Uthman at Yainan, after whose murder 
he was with ‘A ’1shah whosd camel he was driving at the battle.

I.S V.337; Kh. 377; A‘lam, III.1171; Caet. 37, 423.

426. Yusuf b. Mihran al Ba§ri, pupil of Ibn ‘-Abbas, teacher 
pf ‘All b. Zald b. Jhd‘an only. Some say he was Ibn Mahik.

1.5. VII.I.161; Kh. 378.

427. A man of Thaqlf quoted on page 18, No. 281 related from 
him, said to be ‘Amil of ‘All at ‘Ukbura*.

428. A man of Muzainah quoted once on page 228, No. 283 
related from him.

429. and 430. Two men of Ashja*, quoted on page 98 Kitab al 
Kharaj, No. 372 related from them.

431. A man of BanI Asad qxioted once on page 6 8 Kitab al Kharaj, 
No. 38 related from him.
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C H A P T E R  II.

SECTION I.

BIRTH, GENEALOGY. EARLY LIEE AND OCCUPATION OF ABU YUSUF.

Abu Yusuf was born in the year 113 A.H. (A.D.731-
(1 ) (2 )32). There is no direct mention of Kufah as his birth

place either in Ibn Khallikan or in other early biographical
works; but he has everywhere been described as a KufI or
native of Kufah, and in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, we may assume that he was born there. Ibn Sa‘d,
Dhahabl, Ibn Q.utlubughah, Ibn Qutaibah and Ibn an Nadlm do

(3)not mention the date and place of Abu Yusuf’s birth.
The genealogy of Abu Yusuf is given by Ibn

(4) tKhallikan and Ibn Qutlubughah as follows:- Ya qub b.
15)Ibrahim b. Habib b. Khunais b. Sa d b. Habtah. * I,

1. I.Kh. II, 400; de Slane, IV, 284; Khaw. II, 208;Kard. II, 118.
2. Abul Mahasin (I, 507-8) and Brockelmann (171) mention Kufah as his birth place.
3. I.S. VII, 2 , 73; MIzan, II, 612; Huff, VI, 41; Duwal,I, 90; Taj, 60; Ma arif, 251; Fihrist, 286,
4. I.Kh. II, 406; Taj, 60.
5. I.S. VII, 2, 73; Ma‘arif, 251; Fihrist, 286; and 

Kardari II, 117, do not mention Khunais, neither does 
Ibn Jazlah, 202. According to Ibn Sa d Khunais was one 
of the sons of Sa d and brother of 3,iabib, the grandfather 
of Abu Yusuf, while according to other authorities Khunais 
was the father of Habib and grandfather of Abu Yusuf,See alf30 al Jawahir, II, 221.



This Hahtali was the daughter of Malik, one of the tribe of Banu
, ‘ , _ , . WAmr b. Auf al Ausari. The father of Sa d was Auf b.

( 2 )

Bahir b. Mu‘a Wiyah b. Salamah b. Bajilah, the Halif or client
t t (3)of Banu Amr b. Auf al Ausari.

-Ibn Khalfikan states that this genealogy haB been 
traced in the l3tllab of Ibn ÂJbd al Barr. He attributes

, _ (5)another genealogy of Sa d to al Khatib which runs as follows:
t  _  ( s )

Sa‘d b. Bahir b. Mu awiyah b. Q,uhafah b. Bulail b. Sadus b. 1

1. According to Ibn Sa ‘d the father of Sa‘d was Bujair and not 
Auf. I.S. VI, 34.

2. Ibn Khallikân states that this man is Bahir anc| not Bujair 
as some people wrongly call him, while Ibn Sa d calls him Bujair as we have already 3een.

3. See lb jazlah 202, instead of Habtah he has Hablbah, Bujair 
instead of Bahir.

4. II, 400; de Slane, IV, 272.
5. The relevant section of the History of Baghdad has not yet 

been published.
6. The same genealogy is given by Ibn Sa‘d with a slight 

difference (VII, 2, 73). Instead of Bulail Ibn Sa‘d has 
Nufail; instead of Q,udad, Qurâdah; de Slane writes 
Faddj^d (IV, 273). The accounts of I. Sa d-differ from the 
IstI ab by dropping Khunaia from the line and carry thç 
table on as follows: Ya‘qub b. Ibrâhîm b. Habïtb b. Sa d 
and so forth and so does Kardari (II, 117);' but Khunais 
has been mentioned in al Jawâhir II, 221-2.



C l QAbd Manaf b. Abl Usamah b. Shahmah b. 5a d b. Abdallah b. 
Qudad b. Tha‘labah b. Mulawiyah b. Zaid b. al Ghauth b.
3a j Ilali.

Sa‘d, the first Muslim ancestor of Abu Yusuf, was
a companion of the Prophet and counted as one of the Ansar
or helpers on the side of his mother. For this reason Abu
Yusuf is called al Ansarl.»

We are told that the Prophet did not accept the
services of 5a‘d at the battle of the Ohud because he was a
minor, but he saw him fighting with great zeal and energy in
the battle of the Khandaq, and touched him on the head and

( 1 ) (2 )gave him his blessing. Maqrlzl has given Abu Yusuf the
Hisbah of al Hadrami, but I have not been able to ascertain

(3)
the origin of this. Shahristani calls him Ya qub b.

Muhammad, probably owing to a casual error.
Ha,IT Khallfah calls Abu Yusuf Ya‘qub b. al Hanafl

( 4 )
which is curious. Tabari mentions Abu Yusuf in various

(5)
places but there is nothing of much importance in most 
of these references which merely contain his name in some

8 3 .

1. I.S. VI, 34; Khaw. II, 210; I.Kh. IT, 406, Kardari, II,
117. Kardarl and IQmwarazmlmention the refusal of his 
services once at Ohud and again at the Khaudaq which is a 
self contradiction. Ibn Jazlah p. 202, mentions Ohud,
.̂nd so does Ibn Hajar (See Isabah II, 140; 143) whiie 
‘Ahd al Qadir simply states this much that his mother 

brought him to the Prophet who touched him on his head and 
gave him his blessing. (See al Jawahir II, 221-2).

2. Kbitat II, 350.% *
3. Milal, 161. Account of Ashab ar Ra’y.
4. Fluegel H. Khal. V, 79.
5. Tabari de Goeje I, 2772; II, 525, 538, and 691; 

2521.
Ill, 517

/
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(Disnâds. In one place Tabari reckons Abu Yusuf to the

tribe of Khazraj. This is quite contrary to other accounts,
as we have seen, in which Abu Yusuf’s genealogy ha3 been
traced to the tribe of Aus.

Accounts differ as to whether Abu Yusuf's father died
( 2 )

before his mother or the reverse. Although we have little
definite information about his early years yet this conclusion

may be gathered from various statements that, in either case,
he belonged to a very poor and illiterate family. His father
used to earn his livelihood as a manual labourer. According
to this story he died when Abu Yusuf was quite young. His 

(3 )
mother did not approve of his attending the lectures of the
Imam Abu Hanlfah and took him back home. She handed him over

(4)
to a washerman to serve as one of his boys. When he came 
to Abu Hanlfah he was in a very poor condition and very poorly 
clad. The Imam helped him with a purse of 100 Dirhams, 

Unfortunately there is no work devoted to an independant 
biography of Abu Yusuf, and the tales related of him are so 
contradictory that they can not be utilized as evidence.
Indeed we possess but few "facts" relating even to the later 
Period of his life. Our chief sources of information are
the references to him which are to be found in the numerous 1

1. II, 525.
2. Ibn Jazlah, 203.
3. Ibn Jazlah, 203.
4. I.Kh. II, 401, Khaw. II, 212; Kard. II, 122, Ibn 

Jazlah, 203.

.............. ................................................. .
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biographies of Abu Hanifah, and we shall endeavour to 
utilize these in the following sections.
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SECT I PIT II.

EAHLY STUDIES AND TEACHERS OF ABU YUSUF.

It is difficult to determine whether Abu Yusuf
started his eai’ly studies under Abu Hanifah or not. The
stories of his coming to Abu Hanlfah's lectures as related in

(1 )the Wafayat answer this question in the affirmative. One
story which Ibn Khallikan quotes from al-KhatIb*s history of

(2) . . . .Baghdad tells us that when he began his studies of tradition
and Hadith he was in great financial difficulty. His lather
once came to AbuHanifah’s lectures and asked him to leave his

(3)
studies and do something to earn his livelihood. He went
with his father and could not attend the lectures for some time.
Abu Hanifah asked him the cause of his absence and he told him
of his pecuniary troubles and the command of his father to earn

his living. Abu Hanifah. then gave him a purse containing one
hundred dirhams and asked him not to miss the lectures. He
continued his munificence for a long time till Abu Yusuf no
longer stood in need of it. The other story, which also canes

(4)
irom al-Khatib, informs us that Abu Yusuf's father died in 
his early childhood. His mother used to earn her living by 
spinning etc. and could not very well support her son. She 1

1. II, 401.
2. II, 401, Khaw. II, 211-216,* Kard, II, 122-23.
3. Ibn Jazlah, 203.
4. Ibid.
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took him to some washerman with whom Abu Yusuf began his work 
and. at the same time he U3ed to run away from the washerman 
to attend Abu Hanlfah's lectures; his mother used to come 
and take his hand and lead him to the qassar. When his 
absence from the qassar grew prolonged his mother came to 
Abu Hanifah and exchanged some hard words with the Imam, 
declaring him responsible for the ruin of her child. She 
went away but Abu Yusuf did not leave Abu HanIfah and

(1 )
continued his studies with great zeal and application.

It has already been remarked that it is very
difficult to choose between these divergent narratives, since
both are supported by similar evidence and are, at the same
time, quite contrary to each other. In this story there i3
no mention of Abu Hanlfah rendering help of a financial kind
to Abu Yusuf. On the other hand the other sources show that
Abu Yusuf prosecuted his early studies elsewhere. Ibn Sa‘d

( 2 )
very clearly states that Abu Yusuf was a man of many 
traditions (or fertile in Hadith) and was known as a Hafiz of 
Hadith; thereafter he clung to Abu Hanlfah and paid special

1. Ibn Jazlah, 203.
2. VII, 2, 73. Special attention should be drawn to the word 

"Thumma" which denotes the "TarakhI" and is mostly used to 
differentiate between the events of two different times. 
Th§ other most important point in the Tabaqat is that I'bn 
Sa d says that Abu Yusuf was a Hafiz in Hadith and after 
coming in contact with Abu Harilmh he* ^ave up Hadith and 
inclined to Ra’y or opinion*. Ihn Sa d uses the Arabic 
expression "Jafa", which means "gave up" or abandoned.
How can the idea of Abp Yusuf's starting his early studies 
under Abu Hanlfah be maintained in face of such strong 
evidence as that of Ibn Sa d? Besides, Abu Yusuf's

✓
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attention to Fiqh. He then forsook his study of Hadlth and
gave a predominating place to Ra'y (opinion.)

Abu Yusuf is said to have been a Hafiz and learned
• •

in Tafslr, MaghazI and Ayyamal ‘Arab (commentary of the
Q,ur’an, Battles of the Prophet and encounters of the pre-
Islamic Arabs of the desert), and it is stated also that Fiqh

(1 )
was the science he knew the least. While Abu Han if all had
no reputation for these things and did not even known» whether

(2 )
the battle of Badr took place first or that of Ohud. The 
other story tells us that Abu Yusuf was a disciple of Ibn Abl 
Laila’ ; but after some misunderstandings he left him and came

(3)to Abu Hanlfah. The point to which attention should be paid 
is that AbG Yusuf did not receive his early education from 
Abu Hanlfah and he was already a learned man before he came 
into contact with him. All the evidences are against the 
first supposition and we cannot credit the stories related in 
Wafayat on the authority of al Kliatib in face of the more 
authentic words of Ibn Sa‘d and others. Many shocking stories 
were told ih the History of al Khatlb about Abu Yusuf.

Footnote Ho. 2 continued from previous page.
Kitab al Kharaj will show to what a great extent he has made 
use of traditions; while AbU Hanlfah, on the other hand, 
is said to have made U3e of not more than 18 traditions 
because he hardly believed in their authenticity. ThiB 
also shows the influence of Abu Yusuf’s early teachers of 
tradition upon his mind.

1. Ibn Jazlah, 204. 2. I. Kh. II, 402.
3. Khaw. II, 214.
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Although their relators are great traditionists yet even
Ihn Khallikan was so disgusted that he would not mention them.
It is, therefore, highly probable that alKhatib's stories
of Abu Yusuf' 3 childhood are derived from the same irresponsible
gossip as the rest of his stories.

It is very difficult to give the exact number of
Abu Yusuf's teachers. Although he has mentioned in Kitab al
Kharaj the names of one hundred of the teachers from whom he
related traditions, i*t is not certain that these include all

( 2 )

his teachers, as in many places he relates a tradition in
some ambiguous way. He says, for example, "one of my teachers
related to me", and some places "one of my teachers of Madinah
related to me", and so on. I have not been able to find out
the names of the persons to whom he refers in these cases in
spite of diligent search, neither do these traditionists who
have given biographical details of Abu Yusuf mention the names
of all his teachers. Their accounts do not include even
those names which we find in Kitab al Kharaj. Ibn Sald
mentions the following few names of Abu Yusuf's teachers:
AbG Khusaif, al Mughxrah, Husaim, Mutarrif, Hisham b. ‘Urwah,

* (3) (4)
A mash and Abu HanTfah, DhahabI mentions only two names,
‘Ati'* b. as 3a* ib and Hisham b. ‘Urwah.

« 1 2 3 4

1. II, 405; de Slane, IV, 284.
2. See Kitab al Kharaj page 260-62.
3. VII2 , 73.
4. Mizan, II, 612.

(1)

--------------- ----------------- ---- ------------  _  ________
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Ibn Khallikan gives the following names: Abu
Ishaq ash Shaibani, Salaiman at TaimI, Yahya* b. Sa1 2 3 4 5 6 7Idal
Ansari, A ‘mash, Hisham b. ‘Urwah, 4Ata* b. as Sa* ib,
Muhammad b. Ishaq, Ibn Abl Laila* and Abu Hanlfah. Khawarazmi 

(2 )'
and Kardarl have the sane names as Ibn Khallikan and add

(1 )

(3) _ _ (4)
the following:- Hanzalah b. Abi Sufyän, Hasan b. Dinar

(5) t ’ ,* t cAyyüb b. Utbah, Abdallah b. Umar al Uman, Hajjâj b.
,  ( s )  .  ( 7 )Artät and Laith b. Sa d. Ibn Khallikan also uses the word • •

"Thumma" when he mentions Abu Yusuf’s coming to Abü Hanïfah.
He mentions the names of those from whom Abu Yüsuf first heard
traditions and then says that Abü Yüsuf attended the- sittings
or lectures of Ibn Abï Lailä’ and afterwards the sittings of
Abu Hanlfah. Thus Ibn Khallikan himself contradicts the
stories which he has related from al Khatlb about Abu Yüsuf1s#
early studies under Abu Hanïfah. Abü Yüsuf is said to have 
been so fond of Abü Hanïfah’s lectures that he did not attend

1. II, 400; de Slane IV, 273. His authority again is 
probably al-Khatlb. See also,!Jazlah where the same names 
with three more’are given, p. 202.

2. Khaw. II, 210; Kardarl, II, 118.
3. al Umawl al Malcki, pupil of Mujahid, Thiqah, d. 151. Kh. 

02, I.3., V. 362.
4. Teacher of I. Ishaq, Da‘lf, 1.3. VII2, 37.
5. Q,adi of Yamamah, pupil of Ata* , Da If, d. 160. Kh. 37; 

I.S. V, 404.
6. The three former names have only been mentioned by Ibn 

Jazlah (202) as teachers of Abu Yusuf; they do not appear 
in Kitab al Kharaj nor in other biographical works, For 
the names of all those teachers from whom Abu Yusuf quotes 
traditions in Kitab al Kharaj see Chapter I, Section I.

7. II, 400.



the funeral of his son but left all the arrangements in the
hands of his relatives and neighbours because he did not care
to miss even one lecture of the Imam who uaed to say that no-

(1 )
body was so greatly attached to him as Abu Yusuf was. 1

91.

1. Khaw. II, 214
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PUPILS OF ABtJ YUS HE.
We have to face the same difficulty in ascertaining 

the exact number of Abu Yusuf’s pupils as we experienced in 
enumerating his teachers. While they were certainly tery 
numerous we cannot do more than find out some important names 
from diffefent sources and give short accounts of these as 
far as possible. Ibn Khallikan gives the names of the follow
ing important scholars who were the backbone of the Hanafite
system of law and at the same time great traditionists.

_ (1)vl) Bishr b. al Walid al Kin Di, one of the most eminent
disciples of the Imam Abu Hanlfah also, a man of great learn
ing, appointed by al Ma’mun as qadi of *Askar al Mahdl, after-

)
wards known as ar Rusafah, in 208, when a qadi, lie refused once

* ( 2 )to abide by the judgement of qadi Yahya b. Aktham on account 
of the latter's had character. The qadi requested the Caliph 
to depose Bishr but in vain. He was appointed qadi of 
Baghdad and of the Suburb of al Karkh under al Mu 4tasim but 
was persecuted and confined to his house because he believed 
that the Q,ur’an was eternal and not created in contrast to

. (3) , .view held by the Mu tazilah. to which sect al-Ma mun and al- 
Multasim belonged. al-Mutawakkil set him at liberty and 1 2

1. de Slane IV, 285, al Jawahir I, 166.
2. d. 242, de Slane IV, 33, Ibn Jazlah, 198.

See their views in Pisal IV, 192, and Milal, 29; Sale 
123.

SECTION III.

3.
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permitted him to deliver opinions on points of law and teach

t » 4 (1)tradition. Bishr died in 238. (2) All b. al Ja d, was
a Hafiz in tradition. Maula of Banu Hashim and a native of
Baghdad, died in 230 when 96 years old. (3) Ahmad b.

( 2 )

Hanbal, Imam and founder of one of the four schools of law.
Born in Baghdad in 164. He is said to Slave known one million

4 (8 )traditions by heart. He was a favourite pupil of Ash Shafi I
and teacher of Bukhari and Muslim, and the author of the
famous Musnad. He died at Baghdad in 241. Abu Yusuf was

(4) t (5)
his first teacher in tradition. (4) YahyS b. Ma In, a 
native of Baghdad and Hafiz. His father was the chief officer 
of land tax at Raiy and at his death left the fortune of one 
million and fifty thousand dirhams to his son all of which was 
spent in collecting traditions so that he had no shoes to put 
on* He is said to have written down six hundred thousand 
traditions with his own hand and was the great critic and 
master in the art of improbation and justification (al Jarh

•Vat Ta dll). Among his pupils were the famous collectors of
_ , (?) (8)tradition, Bukhari, Muslim and Abu Baud. Xbn Ma In 1

1. de Siane, I, 476; al Jawahir I, 355.
2. de Siane, I, 44; E. of I. , I,, 188»
3. d. 204, E. of I., Ili, 252.
4. See Or. 1530, F. 149. 5. de Siane, IV, 24; Ibn Jazlah,

197.
6. d. 256. de Siane, II, 594; E. of I, I, 783.
**. d. 261, de Siane, III, 348.
8. d. 275, de Siane, I, 589.
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died at Madlnah in 233, when 77 years old. (5) Ja‘far b.

, (1) _ _ (2)
Yahya al EarmakI the prime minister oí' Hárün was one of
the pupils of Abü Yusuf. He was so learned, say the sources,
in jurisprudence that once he dealt with one thousand documents
in the presence of Rashid without once violating the principle

(3)
of Fiqh.

(4)
(6) Bishr b. Gfcjpjath al Manarle I, the founder of the 

Maxisiyah sect of the Murjlyah, was the pupil of Abü Yusuf.
His doctrines and convictions have been given by Ibn Khallikan;

* ( 5 )d. 228 or 219, was a Shi ah. KhawarazmI has a few more names 
than have been mentioned. The most important of them is

J6)
Muhammad b. al Hasan ash ShaibaJH, the Imam and Faqlh and one
of the pillars of Hanafite Fiqh, and author of many Juistic
works and famous pupil and companion of Abü Hanifah. He was 
* _ * (*) (3)born at V/asit in 132 and died at Raiyinl89i KardarT

(9)
fully corroborates KhawarazmI. Ibn an Nadim gives the 
following important names I,

1. I.Kh. 1^ 154, (Paris edition) Kita’le al Wuzara* of al 
Jahshiyari is full of J a W  but does not say anything 
about his being the pupil of Abu Yusuf. See P. 211-364.

2. al Jawahir I, 181j Or. 4642, al Khatlb VII, 152.
3. Same account in E. of I., I, 993.
4. I.Kh. I, 133, (Paris), al Jawahir, I, 164; E. of I.,

I, 730; Fihrist '¡’usl, 113; al Khatlb VII, 56.
5 .  I I ,  210.

6. See the full account in Kard&rl, II, 146-166, Fihrist, 287 
al Jawahir, II, 42; E. of I., Ill, 271.

7. According to al Jawahir he died in 187 when 58 years old.
8. II, 119. 9. Fihrist, 286.



95(a) Mu‘alia* b. Mansur ar RazI, d. 211 at Baghdad.
(b) Bishr b. al 7/alid al Kindi.
(c) Muhammad b. al Hasan ash-Shaibani.

, , U) _(d) Hasan b. Ziyäd al Lu lu I, qädi of Käfah. d. 204.
( 2 )

(e) Hi 151 b. Yahya* al BasrI d. 245, known as Hiläl ar

(3)Ra*y»
(f) Isa b. Abban, d. 220, some say he did not attend Abu

Yusuf's lectures at all.
V (4)(g) Muhammad b. Sarnma ah at Taimi, d. 233. He'.»was a pupil 

of Shaibani also and was the main authority on his book which was
Handed down through him and on his authority .

(5)
(h) Abu Sulaiman al Jawzjani, a pupil of Shaibani also and

one of the authorities for his books, d. after 180.
(6) <r 

Al Kindi mentions Ishaq b. al Furat al Maliki, aadi of Misr in
IQS, as a pupil of Abu Yusuf. No other biographer mentions his 
name.

AHd al Q,adir mentiohs the following important namesi-
i (7 )

(a) IcmalIl b. Hainmad b. Abu Hanifah d. 212. 1 2 3 * * * 7

1. Fihr, 288, al Jawahir, I, 193.
2. de Slane, IV, 286.
3. Fihr, 239. 4. Fihr, 289; Taj, 40.
5. Fihr, 290, al Jawahir, II, 186.
6. al Kindi, 393, mention has been made of Abu Yusuf in two more 

places in al Kindi on pages 432 and 452 which are not very 
important; Suy&tl mentions Ishaq b. al Furat bu£j does not 
3ay that he was a pupil of Abu’Yusuf. See al Mfthadarah,
II, 118.

7. al Jawahir, I, 148
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( b )

(c)
( d )  

(e)

( f )

(g)

(h)

U) 
(J) 
00 
(1 )
(m)

Bishr b. al Walid, d. 230.
, _  (2)Abd.ar Rahman b. Mishar.
« .  * t (3)All b. al Ja d, d. 230.
All b. Hurmulah, al KufI, made qadl al-qudah, was

with Rashid after the death of Shaibani.
(5)

Furat b. Ifesr al Harawl, d. 236.
Faraj, Maula* of Abu Yusuf. He has related that

whenever Abu Yusuf did not like to see anyone
he put his head on the pillow and asked Faraj
to tell the man who had come to see him, that
Abu Yusuf had laid his head on the pillow so
that the man might think that he had gone to

(6 )

(1 )

sleep.
Bishr b. Ghayyath al MarrTsI, d. 228. 

t , _ (8)Ja far b. Yahyä al Burmaki.
al Hasan b. Ziyäd al Lu'lu.f, d. 204

, . (10)al Hasan b. Abl Malik, d. 204,

(7)

(9)

(11)
Muhammad b. al Iiasan ash-Shaibani, d. 187.
Muhammad b. Samma/ah, wrote Nawadir from Abu Yusuf

aand Mdhammad and their books and dictations were 
handed down on his authority d. 233 when he was 
103 years old. Succeeded Yusuf in 192 as kadi

1. I. 166. 2,
3. I, 355. 4
5. al Jawähir, I, 405. 6
7. I. 164. 3
9. I, 193. 10

I, 309.
Ibid.
Ibid.
I, 181.
I, 204. 11. al Jawabir, II, 42
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of Baghdad, but Ma’inün deposed him and
Ismâlîl b. Hammâd b. Abu Hanlfah was given his

'  ( 1 )works in addition to his own.
(n) al Mu alla1 b. Mansü r, related from Abü Yusuf and

Mahammad their books, AniSli and Hawidir d. at
* _  ( 2 )

Baghdad, 211.
(o) Abu Sulaimân al Jauzjânï, related books, dictations

and anecdotes of Abu Yusuf and Shaib'ânï, d. after 
(3)

180.
, - ,  (4)(p) Hilal b. Yahya ar Ra y, d. 245.

(5)
(q) Abul Khattâb, Kâtib of Abu Yüsuf.

Muhammad b. Bakr, Abu Ja‘far al Qasïr Kâtib of
(6]

Abü Yusuf.
(7)

According to Tabari Abu Mikhnaf was one of the
pupils of Abu Yusuf from whom he related many historical events

( 8 )

which have been recorded in the great history.

1. al Jawâhir, II, 58.
2. Do. 177.
3. Do. 186.
4. al Jawâhir, II, 207.
5. Do. 251.
6. al Khatïb, II, 94.
7. E. of I., I, 101.
8. Tabari, II, 525; II, 538; II, 691.
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SECTION IV.

ABÛ YÜS UF AS A QÂçf.

Ibn Khallikan states that Abu Yusuf acted as a qadi
at Baghdad during the reign of three Caliphs, al Mahdi, al
Had! and ar Rashid. His first appointment as a qadi was in 

(1 )
166.

, (2)Ibn Sa d states that al Mahdi had appointed Abu
Yusuf as qadi with his crown prince al HadI, with whom he was
in Jurian when al Mahdi died. Al Had! brought Abu Yusuf with

(3 ) 1 * 3 4
him and made him qadi of Baghdad. Ibn Khallikan relates a

* _  (4 )story on the authority of All b. al Muhasoin at TanukhI, 
which tells us how Abu Yusuf first came into contact with

1. I. Kh. II, 401; de Slane IV, 273.
al Jahshiyârï mentions a great many Dlwâns and their 
officers but does nto state anything about Abu Yusuf and 
his Dïwan al qadâî Only once in fact does he mention
Abu Yusuf at all, on page 262, when he was sent for along 

with Mahammad b. al Hasan ash ShaibanI to the marriage of 
Allyah, the daughter of HSrün, to Ibrahim b. ‘Abd al 

Malik b. SSlilj. (see the reign of Harün page 211-364).
The story*of Allyah's marriage and the presence of Abu 
Yusuf at that time is related also by Abul Paraj (See 
Aghânî XVII, 124). Ya qübï mentions Abu Yusuf only once 
(II, 523) amongst the jurists of Harun’s time and does not 
say anything about his qadiship.

2 vilo » ?3; see also Brockelmann 117; al Jawâhir, II, 220- 
’ 22; D ’Herbelot, II, 279.

3. II, 401, de Slane, IV, 275.
4. B. 327. d. 384, his father’s accounts, on whose authority

he related the story, appear in de Siane II, 304, and
as Sabi, 5. (Preface).* •
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Rashid and was appointed as a qadx. Abu Yusuf came to 
Baghdad just after Abu Hanlfa's death. A military chief had 
committed a perjury. Abu Yusuf was brought before him and 
declared that the oath was not infringed. The delighted chief 
rewarded hiip and procured a house for him near his own. One 
day the chief went to see the Caliph al Harun and found him 
sad. He asked the Caliph the cause of his anxiety and 
received the reply that he required a legist with whom to 
consult uoon some religious matter. The Chief brought Abu 
Yusuf into the presence of the Khalxfah. When coming into 
the royal presence Abu Yusuf saw a handsome young man, who 
looked like a prince, confined in a chamber and made some signs 
imploring for assistance which Abu Yusuf could not understand. 

The following conversation then followed. "What say you", 
said Rashid, "of a Imam who saw a man commit adultery*? Must 
he inflict on him the punishment fixed by law?" "No," said 
Abu Yusuf. The Caliph prostrated himself on the floor. Abu 
Yusuf then came to know the significance of those signs and 
understood that the young man was one of the members of the 
royal family. Rashid asked him the authority on which he 
based his negative decision. Abu YGsuf informed him that 
he based his decision on the words of the Prophet which run 
thus: "reject the application of penalty in cases of doubt."
"IIow can there be a doubt", said Rashid, "since the act was 
seen?" "Seeing is not more effective than knowing for 
authorising the application of a penalty, and the simple

J
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knowing of a crime is not sufficient to authorise its punish
ment, besides, no one is allowed to do justice for himself

(Deven though he knows that the right is on his side." Abu
Yusuf answered. The Caliph ordered a large sum of money to
be given to Abu Yusuf and asked him to remain at the Palace.
He received also a present from the culprit, another from hie
mother and more from the household officers. He remained
there and gradually became the favourite of the Caliph till

(2 )
he appointed him as qadi of Baghdad.

Ibn Khallikan reminds us of the contradiction between 
this story and his previous statement that Abu Yusuf had held 
the office since the time of al MahdI. This is the only story 
given, so far as his first appointment as a qadi is concerned,

(3)
in Wafayat. Tabari definitely gives us the date of Abu
Yusuf's appointment as a qadi in the year 166. Al Had! set
out for Jurjan in that year and appointed Abu Yusuf as qadi
there. According to this view Abu Yusuf was first appointed
as qadi by al Hadl and not by al Mahdl as is stated in other
accounts, and Tabari's statement shows further that the first ♦
appointment of Abu Yusuf was as a qadi of Jurjan and not as a 
qadi of Baghdad. 1 II,

1. Quoted from de Slane, IV, 276.
2. This story is not found ih any other biography to my 

knowledge.
3. Ill, 517.
4. Ibn Jazlah (202); Sale (Koran 120); Amir t ‘All (Mull. Law,

I, 14), have the same view. See also Mas‘udl's Muruj ,
II, 189, and Ishraf, 345. Baladhuri (see Futuh, 334) 
does not mention the arrival of al Mahdl or al Hadl in
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A different view has "been taicen by Ibn al Athir who states

(2 )
that in 166 al Mahdi set out for Jurjan and appointed Abu 
Yusuf as its qadl but this difference can be reconciled by 
supposing that al Mahdi, being the Caliph, issued the orders 
for the appointment of Abu Yusuf as qadl of Jurjan and that 
al Had! took Abu Yusuf with him to Jurjan and installed him 
there, unless, as Ibn al Athir states, al Mahdi himself led 
the expedition to Jurjan. On the other hand neither Tabari
nor Ibn al Athir mention anything about Abu Yusuf's appoint-

, - <3> ment as qadl 1-qudah. * 1 2 3

( 1 )

Footnote Ho. 4, continued from previous page.
Jurjan and the appointment of Abu Yusuf as its qadi.

1. See Kamil VI, 49. pp . 104, 110, 149 for other 
references to Abu Yusuf in the same volume.

2. |bn Q,utaibah states (see Ma'arif, 24.6) that Abu Bakr b.
Abdallah b. Muhammad used to give Fatwa* at Madinah, 
he came to Baghdad and was appointed qadi with al Kadi 
when he was Crown prince. Abu BaJrr died in 162 in the 
Caliphate of Al-Mahdi, and Abu Yusuf was appointed as 
his successor. According to this view Abu Yusuf was 
first appointed as qadl in 162 which is curious as no 
one else says so.

3. |bn Jazlah declares him the first qadl-al qudah, P. 202;
Abdal Q.adir states that he was the qadl of the whole 
empire from east to west. See al Jawahir, II, 220-22.
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Iihawarazml states that al Had! appointed Abu

Yusuf as a qadi of Baghdad and that Harun retained him inthat
position. He was the first man to be called the "Chief Q,adl"
in Islam. Rashid appointed his son, Yusuf, to succeed him as
Chief qadi after his father's death, but some say that Rashid

(2)appointed Abul Bakhtarl Wahab b. Wahab as the successor of 
Abu Yusuf. There is not much evidence that Abu Yusuf had the 1 2

(1)

1. II, 211. Kardarl states the same facts, but differs 
about Yusuf. He states that Abu Yusuf had appointed 
his son Yusuf to act on his behalf ad a qadi on the 
Western side of Baghdad and Rashid had maintained the 
appointment. After the death of Abu Yusuf Rashid 
appointed Yusuf as the qadi of Rusafah. Some say that 
Rashid appointed Abul Bakhtarl. ’This story throws 
some light on the power of appointment of the qa£ls as 
it suggests that Abu Yusuf had the right to appoint, 
but the final sanction or approval of the Caliph was 
necessary.

2. al MadanI, came to Baghdad, appointed qadX at lAskar 
al Mahdl by Rashid, dismissed and appointed qadi of 
MadSnah and again dismissed and again came to Baghdad 
and remained there till his death in 200. Related 
from Imam Ja far as Sadiq. (See Ibn Jaziah, 184)
There is no mention of his succeeding Abu Yusuf, in 
Ibn Jaziah, Abfct* 1 Bakhtarl has been declared by
Shi ah critics -a liar, his traditions which he related 
from as Sadiq (See JaqubI, II, 3, 97 and 523.) could 
not be’trusted. See Pihrist Tuai, 350: Or. 3575,
P. 340.
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right of appointing provincial qadls, and there is no evidence 
at all that his court was a court of appeal from the 
provincial courts, nor is there any suggestion of a revival 
of the Persian office of Mobedhan Mobidh. Amonst the 
narratives, which suggest that he had the power of appoint
ing the petty qadis, is the following 3torv.

' (1) (2)Abd .ar Hallman b. Miahar was the qadi of Mubarak,
a village on the hank of the Tigris between Baghdad and Wasit. 
He came to know that Rashid was going to Basrah with Abu 
Yusuf in his barge. He asjced the people of the village to 
praise him as the royal barge passed by. They refused to do 
so. He himself went to the bank, having a high peaked cap on 
and a black scarf round it, and took his stand near the land
ing place. ".Then the royal barge approached he shouted out in 
these word3, "0 Commander of the faithfull we have an excell
ent qadi, a very truthful qadi." He did the'same at another 
landing place. The Caliph then said to Abu Yusuf that that 
qa$I must have been a very bad qa$I since he could not find 
more than one man to praise him throughout the village. Abu 
Yusuf then informed the Caliph, to the latter’s great surprise, 
that the shouter was the qadi himself. Harun laughed and 
said that he should not be deposed because he was a clever 1 2

1. Brother of ‘All b. Mishar who was the qadi of Mawsil under 
Rashid, d. 189. See de Slane IV, 286, al Jawahir, I, 378.

CK2. Damlrl also relates the same story .oh Page 177 of If-iyat 
al Hsyawan.



(1 )fellow. Abu Yusuf was asked how he could have nominated
such a man, He replied that he had been a suitor for the
post and had frequented his door for a long time, complaining
of his poverty, until he felt sorry for him and gave him the

( 2 )apo ointment.
. (3)Abd al Qadir relates the same story with a great 

deal of changes which are very interesting and instructive.
The relator of the story is ‘Abd ar Rahman b. Mishar himself. 
He states that Abu Yusuf appointed him as qadl of Jabal.
Rashid was going to Basrah with Abu Yusuf; ‘Abd ar Rahman 
asked the people of Jabal to praise him when Caliph’s barge 
approached. They promised but did not keep it; then he 
began to praise himself. Abu Yusuf began to laugh; Harun 
a3ked him the cause of it which he told him. The Caliph

(4)
laughed and afterwards said, "This is an old fool dismiss him." 
Abu Yusuf then dismissed him. When Abu Yusuf came back to 
Baghdad ‘Abd ar Rahman began to frequent his doors and 
begged to be appointed as a qadl of any place. Abu Yusuf 
would not do that. Then, (says \Abd .r Rahman) he began to 1

104.

1. Ibn Khallikan (II, 404; de Slane, IV, 282) quotes thiB story 
from a book called "al-Lafff", the name of whose author he 
himself did not know. So it is difficult to form a 
definite opinion whether the power of appointment rested witt 
Rashid or with Abu Yusuf after his promotion to the Chief 
qadlship.

2. The story does not state who put the question to Abu Yusuf.
3. al Jawahir, I, 309.
4. This clearly shows that Rashid asked Abu Yusuf to dismiss 

the qadl, the power of dismissal involves the power of 
appointment, so according to this story we can conclude that Abu Yusuf had such powers.
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relate a tradition from Mujahid from Sha‘bi that the Kunyah 
of ad Dajjal was Abu Yusuf. Abu Yusuf, having heard it, 
asked *Abd ar Rahman to come to him so that he might appoint 
him as a qadi. He went to the Chief qacll who appointed him 
as a qadi of some suburbs, and then *Abd ar Rahman ceased

u>to relate the tradition of the Kunyah of Dajjal.
While Ibn Khaliikan does not relate the circumstances

under which Abu Yusuf became Chief qadi, Khawarazmi and
(2)Kardarl narrate the following story.

Once Rashid had a quarrel with Zubaidah who enraged 
him so much that he took a vow to the effect that if she slept 
that night in his dominions she would be divorced thrice.
But he loved her immensely and so he repented and asked 
several jurists by what device he might evade the divorce with
out breaking his oath. No jurist could offer any solution. 
They said that the dominions of the Caliph spread to the east 
and the west and wherever she might sleep that night it meant 
divorce for her. Some people then mentioned the name of Abu 
Yusuf to Harun and said that there was a young man among the 
pupils of Abu Hanifah who had excellent answers in such 
difficult problems. Abu Yusuf was brought before the Caliph
who asked him what he had to do to save the empress from 
divorce. "Respect", said Abu Yusuf, "learning and the learned 1 2

1. Note how easily a tradition could be manufactured.
2. Khaw. II, 228; Kard. II, 130, practically word for 

word as in Khawarazmi.
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man, 0, Commander of the faithful." "'That is that?" asked 
the Caliph. "You are an enquirer," siad the jurist, "and I 
am to reply; you are on the throne while I am standing."
The Caliph gave orders for a chair to he brought for Abu Yusuf 
who sat on it and said, "she should sleep tonight in the mosque, 
because the mosque cannot be included among your possessions 
as God Himself has said, ’verily the mosques are for God.’"

(DRashid then appointed him the qadi of qadls, or Chief Justice
and asked him v/hether he had need for anything so that he
might fulfil it. Yfe have intentionally Quoted this story in its
elaborate form in order to throw light upon its validity.
Quite apart from the fallacious argument of Abu Yusuf the
very setting of the story gives rise to suspicion, since Harun
could not be ignorant of the existence of such a man as Abu
Yusuf at that time on view of his personal relation with Mahdl
and Had!. Abu Yusuf in fact, came to occupy such a peculiar
position in the popular mind as illustrated by this story and
those of the "Thousand and One Nights", that it is imoossible

(2 )to place any reliance on such narratives. Abu Yusuf used 1 2

1. Abu"1 Mahasin remarks that Abu Yusuf was a real qadi al 
qudah because he was the qadi of the East and the West and 
nobody after him was called*qadi al qudah in the same sense 
as he was called. (See Nujum*I, 508.)

2. Many of those stories, which are told of Abu Yusuf are open 
to doubt and probably do not convey the real spirit of Abu 
Yusuf’s administration. Is it even certain that Abu 
Yusuf was Chief qadi? Or if so, in what sense? These are 
rather difficult questions because of the absence of 
adequate materials to solve them. We, however, should not form the idea of the modern oourt of appeal or Chief justice
ship in case of Abu Yusuf. In spite of an anxious search,
I have not found a single case of appeal from the provincial
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to receive one hundred dinars and one thousand dirhams every
(1 )month. The Caliph had exempted him from the payment of

the tax on the land he possessed, but the qadl used to give
the same in sadaqali or alms. \Vhen the Caliph cancelled the
pensions of the ansarls, Abu Yusuf made a recommendation to
the Caliph for their renewal and they were restored because

. (2) ,Abu Yusuf was one of the ansar. A.b.dallah b. Mubarak
(3)stated that the salary of Abu Yusuf was one hundred and 

thirty thousand dirhams every month. Abu Yusuf had a very 
low opinion of the persons who appeared before him a3 witnesses. 
Once Rashid asked him whether he had the opinion that all the 
witnesses, who appeared before him to give evidence, were 
hypocrites. Abu Yusuf replied in the affirmative and gave 
his reason that the respectable and honest people had no 
occasion to know him, nor he to know them, on the Other hand, 
the well known bad characters could not appear before him 
because their evidence would never be acceptable. Now one 
class only remained, namely the hypocrites, who show them
selves in the attire of virtuous men and conceal their vices

f  4 >

w ■ iand thus deceive the world. * 1

footnote No. 2. continued from previous page.
court to the Court of the Chief qadl and I am very much 
inclined to think that the high sounding title of qadl 
al qudah was the outcome of the influence of Abu Yusuf 
at Harun's Court.

1. Kard. II, 143.
2. Kard. II, 140.
3. Khaw. II, 240. Ibn Mubarak born 113,tdied 181. See 

full accounts in Kardari, II, 167; Ma arif, 256.
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JUD IC IAL RhFORMS OF ABO YUSUF.
Ti)"Abu Yusuf," 3ays Hamilton, "was born at Baghdad,

(2)
A.H. 113. He studied under Haneefa, and was appointed to 
the office of ICazee of Baghdad by Hadee, the fourth of the 
Abbassian Khalifa. He was afterwards advanced, by the 
successor of Hadee, the famous Iiaroon A1 Hasheed to the dignity 
of Kazee al Kazat, (Foot note: literally, "Judge of Judges".
The office was somewhat analogous to that of a High Chancellor 
or Chief Justice) or supreme civil magistrate, being the first 
who ever filled that important station. To him was in a 
great measure owing the introduction of regular forms into 
the administration of justice. Before his time the appelations 
of Kazee and Mooftee were little used, or indiscriminately 
bestowed upon all whose knowledge or abilities enabled them 
to pronounce the Law, or determine upon cases; all matters 
of dispute being decided among the Arabs in a summary way, by 
appeal to the Chief of the tribe, or to the Imam of the city 
or district. At his recommendation, courts of judicature 
were instituted for the sole purpose of hearing and determining 
causes, he himself presiding in the principal or supreme 
tribunal, which was established in the city of the Khalif, 
and to which all others subordinate. A particular dress was 1 2

1. See Preface of Hedaya, XXVII.
2. Not Baghdad, but Kufah, the city of Baghdad did not exist 

in 113.



also appointed for the doctors of the law, together with 
other insignia, calculated to add an exterior dignity and 
importance to the judicial profession."

Except the feforms in the dress, as we have seen,
Arabic sources are silent about other reforms mentioned by
the learned Hamilton. We do not find any definite authority
in Arabic sources to support the subordination of other
courts to the court of Abu Yusuf. There is.one notice,
however, from which one can conclude the idea of subordination
"Kana ilaihl tawliyat al qada’ fil afaq min ash sharq il al

(1 )gharb", and other expressions of the same kind which we 
find generally in every later authority. Such expressions, 
no doubt, denote his control over all the courts; but at 
the same time we fail to find any practical instance where 
Abu Yusuf might have exercised such power or control. On 
the other hand the still older authorities like Ibn Sa‘d 
(d. 230); Baladhurl (d. 279); YalqGbI (d. 284f; Ibn 
Q,utaiban (d. 276); al Jahshiyarl (d. 331); Ibn an Nadlm 
(d. 385); Tabari (d. 310); and DulabI (d. 310), do not 
record such expressions at all and do not mention Abu Yusuf 
being qadi al qudah. They simply state that he was qadl of 
Baqhdad. Such a high sounding title and a new designation 
must have been worth mentioning by these old historians and 
biographers. Even Abul Faraj (d. 356) who takes notice of 
very minute details, is totally silent on the point. We

109.

1. al Jawahir, II, 220-22.
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cannot exactly determine when first this title was recorded
, a)and by whom; bxit Abdal Q,adir attributes it to Ibn Abd 

al Barr.
Down to the time of Tabari we do not find any 

trace of thi3 title recorded with the name of Abu Yusuf.
There seems to be no reason why it was, if existing at that 
time, not mentioned by the older authorities. There is every 
likelihood of this title being invented by some zealous 
partizans and admirers of Abu Yusuf just at the time of al 
Khatib and Ibn lAhd-al Barr both of whom died in 463. Since 
then the later authorities must have started to record the 
titles and those expressions in their works on the authorities 
of Ibn lAfcd al Barr and al Khatib. Al Kindi (d. 350) 
mentions so many changes of qadls at the time of Rashid in 
Misr but does not attribute even one appointment to Abu Yusuf 
and does not state anything about the subordination of the 
Provincial Courts to his. He also mentions Abu Yusuf in 
three places but not with the so called official title of 
"qadi al qudah", but simply "qadi"; which leaves hardly any 
room to doubt the invention of later age.

I have quoted an instance of ^Ahd ar Rahman b. Mishar 
that he was appointed, dismissed and reinstated as a qadi by 

Abu Yusuf; but the story has been handed down on his own 
authority and he was among the companions of Abu Yusuf. The

1. al Jawahir, II, 220-22



Ill
same story of *Abd ar Rahman has been quoted by Ibn Khallikan 
without knowing the name of the author of the book from which 
he quoted, with many changes. The two versions of the same 
story, as cited by Ibn Khallikan and *Ahd al Ĉ adir are self 
contradictory and cannot be accepted as a sufficient evidence 
in support of such important factors as the judicial powers 
and authorities of Abu Yusuf.
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SECTION V.

JURISTIC JUDGEMENT OF ABU YUSUF AND HIS 
MALTREATMENT 0? OTHER RELIGIONS.

(1 )Many stories have been told of Abu Yusuf’s
intelligence and extempore judgement, his wit and quick replies,
and his debate with Yahya* b. Sa‘ld, the qadl of Kufah.
Ibn Abl Laila’, the qadi, Hajjaj b. Artat, when he was a qadl
at Kufah, A ‘mash and many others. Abu Yusuf is always
represented as proving too much for them and reducing them to
silence and perplexity. Some stories of his passing bold
remarks against Harun have also been told but they are
difficult to belive. Once he is said to have rejected the

(2 )evidence of lAli b. ‘fsa*, the minister of Harun, on the 
grounds of his not attending the prayer in the' public mosque 
or simply because the Wazir once said that he was a slave of

(3)the Khallfah and the evidence of a slave was not acceptable.
Once he secured ten thousand dirhams from al Had! by giving

(4)him a prompt Fatwa about a slave girl, whom the Caliph had 
seen and by whose charms and beauty he was greatly attracted 
and wanted her at once. Exactly the same kind of story has 1 2 3

1. Khaw. II, 216-229; Kard. II, 127-136.
2. There was no minister(of Harui^_whose name was ‘All b.‘lsa 

and I take him to be All b. fsa b. Mahan the famous governor of Khurasan who was killed in the civil war between 
Amin and Ma*mun. See for his political activities al 
Jahshiyarl pp. 197, 250, 251, 282, 283, 367, 368, 369, 371 
and 372; and al Fakhrl 294, 296.

3. Khaw. II, 227. 4. Ibid.
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been told about Rashid in which the Chief judge of the
‘Abbaside Empire had to devise means to provide the Imperial
Caliph with a ready weapon for indulgence into the degraded
life of luxury. Such stories 3how the tendency of the age
to do anything under the cover of religion; and at the same
time the private life of these great monarchs who were the
custodians of the Prophet's religion and empire. On the
other hand, while these judgements prove the quick handling
of matters on the part of the great qadi, they throw some
light on his avaricious nature as well. Abu Yusuf always
had magnificent rewards from the successive Caliphs on such
judgements providing them with the ready pretext they required.

(2 )
The Umayyad Caliphs are called Godless and irreligious, but 
the critical student of the Muslim history knows that the 
religious claims of the lAbbasides are claims for which one can 
find no proof.

When Harun became Caliph he fell in love with one of 
the slave girls of Al Mahdi, his father, and sought her hand. 
She refused on the ground that she belonged to his father.
He grew madly in love with her and sent for Abu Yusuf and asked 
him for the remedy. The qadi said, "Is a slave girl to be 
believed whenever she makes an assertion? Do not credit her, 
for verily she is not to be trusted." 'Abdallah b. al 1 2

1. Khaw. II, 219.
2. Wellhausen, 110.

(1 )
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Mubarak, (the rawi of this anecdote) observes on this.
"I know not at whom I should most wonder in this affair - 
whether at this man who steeped his hands in the blood of the 
Muslims and seized their goods, or at this slave girl, who of 
her own accord shrunk from the Prince of tne Faithful, or at 
this jurisconsult and judge of the earth, who said, 'Violate 
the honour of thy father and gratify thy lust and put it upon 
my shoulders.'"

Rashid once said to Abu Yusuf, "I have bought a
slave girl and wish to take her at once before the legal
period of abstention is completed, lias thou a device to offer?"
The qadl replied, "Yes - give her to one of thy sons and then

( 1 )marry her; Rashid ordered 100000 dinars to be given to 
Abu Yusuf.

The Caliph al Had! brought a case to Abu Yusuf 
regarding a garden of which he was in possession. His claims 
were based on weak foundations. Abu Yusuf knew that the 
Caliph would not take his oath and so he asked him to take the 
oath about the truthfulness of his witnesses as the adversary 
of the Caliph wished. Had! asked him whether his adversary 
had the right to make this demand. Abu Yusuf said that 
according to Ibn Abi Laila* he had. HadI then told him to 
restore the garden to the man. Thus Abu Yusuf got himself 1

1. Suyuti. Trans. 299; Or. 1548, Fol. 118.
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out of the difficulty. (1)

A very amusing story of Abu Yusuf's judgement is
told by Bishr b. al Walld al Kindi. It is very long and we
give here the short form of it as it is very interesting and
throws some light on the private life of the Commander of the
Faithful and the famous qadl. The whole story in detail is

(2)given by Ibn Khallikan, Khawarazmx and Kardari. Abu Yusuf 
was sent for by Harun in the late hours of the night. He

O ffound him in a rage, sitting with Isa b. Ja far, who had 
refused to hand over a slave girl to Harun who had taken an 
oath to take his life if he did not part with her whom the 
Caliph of Islam desired for himself. ‘isa said that he had 
taken an oath neither to give her away to anyone nor to aell 
her, otherwise his wife would be divorced and all of his slaves 
should be liberated. Abu Yusuf gave his juristic judgement 
to sell half of her and give away half of her-to the Caliph 
and thus he would not commit a perjury. *Isa sold the half 
of her for £50000 to the Caliph and gave him the other half 
as a gift. But the Caliph was eager to spend the night with 
her and she, being a slave girl, required a waiting period of 
one month. Abu Yusuf gave the other judgement that Harun 
should set her at liberty and marry her and he would read out 
the marriage address. Harun married her after freeing her on 
the dowry of £10000 and the same amount was ordered for Abu

1.
2.

3.

Khaw. II, 217; Kard. II, 128; Ibn Jazlah, 205.
Kard. II, 129; Khaw. II, 217. See also Damlrl, 176; Ibn 
Jazlah, 205.
One of the grandeons of al Mansur and cousin of Harun.



Yusuf and at once paid to him. The qadl returned home and 
received £5000, half of the dowry, from the girl the next 
morning.

The story of Abu Yusuf's receiving a number of
valuable presents from the empress Zubaidah for giving her a
favourable Fatwa*io also quoted by KhawarazmI and others.
There is one very prominent example of Abu Yusuf's display of

(1 )his qiyas or opinion. ’.Wien he received those presents 
from Zubaidah a man quoted a tradition of the Prophet, 'when 
a man receives a present, the by sitters must be sharers there
in.' Abu Yusuf said, 'How can that apply? The Prophet said 
so at a time when presents consisted of curds or dates or 
raisins and not of objects such as these. Up with them boy 
and take them to the store room.'

* , (2) , , O)Once RabI ah ar Ra y and Yahya b. Sa Id the 
qadl of Kufah came to Baghdad. Yahya said t6 Rabl'ah,
"are you not surprised that the people of this city should 
have agreed upon the opinion of one man, Abu Hanlfah."
Abu Hanlfah heard this and sent Abu Yusuf and Zufar along with 
his other companions to debate with Yahya*. Abu Yusuf went 
to Yahya’ and asked his opinion about a slave belonging to two 
men, one of whom had liberated him - did the slave attain 1 2 3

1. Khaw. II, 220; See also Ibn Jazlah, 207; Ma8*udls,
Muruj, II, 189.

2. d. 136 teachers of Malik and AuzalI. See full accounts in 
Huff. 4, 54; ¥a arif, 249; Fihrist, 285; Cast. 136, ICO.

3. d. 194. See full accounts in Ma'arif, 257; I.S. VI, 277; 
VII, ii, 80; Kh. 363; Huff. 6, 77.
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legal liberty'? Yahya* replied that it was illegal because 
the Prophet had forbidden from creating or causing damage to 
anybody and it was a damage to the other owner of the slave. 
Abü Yüsuf asked what would have been the case had the other 
man liberated him after that. Yahya' replied that the slave 
would become a free man and the liberty would be quite legal. 
Abü Yüsuf said that he (Yahya*) had overlooked his first 
contention. If the first liberation did not emancipate the 
slave how could the second liberation make him a free man, 
because the first act was absolutely without any effect.

u>Yahya was silenced and could not reply. This debate is an 
example of Abü Yusuf’s readiness and proves his tendency to 
deduce points of law by exercising common sense. The same 
tendency and the same trend of argument and the same method 
of applying common sense v<rill be generally found in the 
analogical deductions and Ijtihad of Abü Yüsuf. We have 
given here only one instance to serve as an illustration of 
Abü Yüsuf’s Ijtihad.

Abü Yüsuf had hardly any mercy for other religions.
Once Rashid sent for him to debate with a Zindlq (a man who
had heretical views). He requested Rashid to send for a
sword and put Islam before him. If he embraces it (he said)

(2 )then let him go, otherwise, cut his throat. 1 2

1. Khaw. II, 222.
2. Khaw. II, 238; Kard. II, 141
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His partiality in his judgement as a qadl is shown
(Din the following story. A Muslim had killed a DhimmI, who 

v.ras a Christian. The case was fully proved hy evidence.
Abu Yusuf fixed a date for the kinsmen of the Nasrani to take 
their revenge and put the Muslim to death. The date came 
ahd the Chief qadl took his official seat in the court and 
ordered the petetions of the complaints to be received.
Among these petetions there was a paper, handed over by a poet, 
who had written four verses protesting against the qadl for 
his judgement in which a Muslim was to be put to death for a 
Kafir ^unbeliever). The Chief qadl was very frightened and 
hastened to the Caliph, informed him of the demonstrating 
public outside the court of justice, read out to the Caliph 
the poem and asked him what he should do since he was afraid 
of his life if he allowed the law to take its course. Harun 
advised him to n&nage the situation by means of some diplomacy. 
The qadl returned to the court and took his chair. The 
complainants came forward and again requested to be allowed to 
take their revenge and inflict the legal punishment on the 
murderer. The qadl demanded of them that they should bring 
two reliable witnesses to give evidence to the effect that 
the murdered Nasrani was paying the J'izyah (poll tax) regularly 
up to the time of his death. Naturally such an evidence was 
difficult to secure. The qadl dismissed the case and acquitted 
the Muslim. Such a lamentable miscarriage of justice only 1

1. Khaw. II, 222; Kard. II, 135.
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shows the real character and innerside of things. These 
apparently minor points provide a clue to the understanding 
of the real character of life and administration in their 
general aspect. ’’Tien the Chief qâdï, indeed the minister of 
justice himself, was open to such acts one can understand the 
irresponsibilities of the provincial courts and the petty 
qâdïs. Such events show the vast difference between the 
theory and practice in the administration of the public affairs 
in the ‘Abbaside empire. 1

(1)

1. See the apt comments of Imam Razi when he attacks the
fraudulent trick played on this occasion by Abu Yusuf, Razi, 
Fol. 120.
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SECTION VI.
WAS ABU YUSUF A MURJI.

(1) (2)Ibn Q,utaibah. counts Abu Yusuf as one of the MurjIs
along with other great masters of tradition. Some persons
have rejected the authority of Abu Yusuf, Abu Hanlfah and

—  )his teacher, Hammad, on the grounds of their being MurjIs 
and the remark that Abu Yusuf was a Murjl is found also in 
Mlzan, Tahdhib, Taqrlb etc. in their accounts of Abu Yusuf.
It is important for us to understand exactly what is meant by 
this Irja* and whether it is a disqualification for a Sunni 
jurist to be a Murjl. The essential feature of Murjjite 
doctrine, as is well known, was that sins cannot do any harm 
to a man who has faith (Iman) and that good actions cannot 
benefit one who has no faith. The Murjites also left the 
question of those who had committed mortal sins to be decided 
on the day of Judgement without pronouncing any opinion about 
them in this world; and held that actions (A‘mal) are not 
an integral and essential part of the faith (Iman) and that 
faith cannot increase by good actions, neither it can 
diminish by bad oncea. These views were certainly shared by 
Abu Yusuf and Abu Hanlfah. Biehr b. Ghajyath, one of the 1 2 3

1. Ma*arif, 301.
2. For the origin and different sects and for the founders 

of the doctrine of Irja* see Khitat of Maqrlzl, II, 350.But he does not mention the names of Abu Yusuf and Abu 
Hanlfah among the MurjIs. See also Fisal II, 112;
IV, 204; Milal, 85; 103; 108; Urnmal* I, 30; JurjanI,
631; Aqa’id, 128; Sale, 134; Margoliouth, 224;
Nicholson, 221, Wellhausen, 317, 464, 485, and 488.

3. Ar Rafa*, II.
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disciples of Abu Yusuf, was one of the founders of a Mur jite

passageo of Shahristahl and Maqrlzl, it is relevant to refer
. .(3)here to the view of Abdul Hai al Xukhnawi that there are two

kinds of MurjUtes; Murjites of Islam and thoae of Kufr, and
declares that Abu Yüsuf, Abu Hanifah and Hammäd were all• •

Murjites of Islam. The definition of the Murjls J ren by

has declared that all the sects of the MurjIs are Kafirs except
those who say, 'we leave the matters of the faithfuls to God
and we cannot send them to Paradise or hell.' These only are

(5 ) t (6)Murjis of Islam. TaftazanI states that the Mu tazilah
hold the view that a man who has committed a mortal sin
(Kablrah) and who died before repentance will remain in hell
for ever although he had faith(Iman). They have given the name
of Murjl to one who hold that it is for God to send one to
Paradise or hell. TaftazanI adds that Abu Hanifah and his 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Khitat, II, 350, The first man who proclaimed the doctrine 
of irja* at Basrah was Hasan b. BilEi al Kazinl. Some say 
that he was Abu Salt who died in 152.

2. Milal, 102.
3. ar Rafa ‘, 22.
4. Quoted in ar Rafa1 from his book at Tarlqat al Muhammadiyyall

(Bulaq 1296) See Iktifa. * ' A
5. TaftazanI under Irja* in Sharh al maqasid as cited in ar- 

Rafa .
6. See the full account of them in Fisal, III, 22; IV, 192,

Milal, 29, Qalqashandl, XIII, 251;* Sale, 123; Nicholson, 222.

sect called Mamslyah. (1 )

J2)
In addition to the well-known

Barkall is the same as that given by lAbdul Hai. Barkall
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followers were Murjis according to this view of the Mu4tazilites. 
Thus we can understand that the Mu*tazilitea used to call the 
Ahi as Sunnah Wal Jamalah, or the orthodox followers of 
traditions, MurjIs, because they held the contrary views to 
their own. But there cannot be any doubt that Abu Yusuf and 
his teacher held the views that actions are not a part of 
Faith and that it does not increase or decrease by good or bad 
actions. . tuIt has been related from Yahya b. Adam that

(3)Shuraik did not accept the evidence of Muhammad b. al Hasan 
ash ShaibanI, simply because he was a Murji. This shows that 
the qadl rejected the evidence of such a leading jurist as 
Shaibani because he did not consider him to be a Muslim. The 
qadl said, *1 would not accept the evidence of a man who held 
that the prayer (Salat) was not a part of the Faith (Iman)’.

. ( 4-)This story has been told of Abu Yusuf also in the same words.
But many of the traditionists and learned scholars do not
count this Irja* as a disqualification in any way. Dhahabi

(5)claims that one should not attach any value to what has been 1 2 3 4 5

1. See also al Khairat, page 73.
2. d. 203, author of Kitab al Kharàj. (See Fibrat, 317).
3. qadl of Kùfah, d. 177 or 178. (See al Javvahir, I, 25ò.j
4. Mizàn, II, 612, accounts of Abù Yusuf.
5. Do. 470
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said about Mis ‘ar b. Kidam, Hainmad, Abu Hanifah and so forth, 
that they were Murjis, because the doctrine of Irja' was 
held by so many great and learned men and its holders cannot 
be rejected or objected to in any way.
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SECTION VII.

SHI'AH, MURJI Q, AD AH I AND KHARIJI AUTHORITIES OF ABU YUSUP.
4 (1)Amir All states, "One can find a lot of Shi a 

elements even in the school of Hanifite Law. Abu Yusuf 
generally follows the doctrine of Abu Hanlfah although he 
differs on many points from his master. Abu Hanifah was 
first educated in the Shl'a School and received his first 
instructions in jurisorudence from Imam Ja'far surnamed as 
Sadiq (the 6th Imam of the House of the Prophet). He 
received his knowledge of tradition from ‘Abdallah b. al 
Mubarak and Hamm ad. This great jurist often quotes the 
Fatimid Imam as his authority. On his return to his native 
city of Kufa, though he continued to remain a zealous partisan 
of the House of ‘All, he seceded from the Shi‘a School of 
law and founded a system of his own, diverging completely on 
many important points from the doctrines of the Shi‘as, and 
yet so close is the resemblance between his exposition of the 
lav/ and the Shl‘a*s viev/s that there is no reason to doubt 
the source from which he derived his original inspiration.
The latitude which he allowed to private judgement in the 
interpretation of the law seems to be unquestionably a reflex 
of the opinions of the Fa^imide Doctors." But this statement 
of Amir ‘All does not carry much weight because he does not 1

1. Muh. Law, I, 14; Spirit of Islam, 518.

I
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cite any authority to show that Abu Hanlfah received his early
instructions from the Imam Ja^far as Sadiq. On the contrary,
that he was a disciple of Imam Ja*far as Sadiq or Imam
Muhammad al Baqir has been totally denied by the Shi'ahs.
But we are not concerned here with the Shl^ite sources. It
is true that all the biographers of Abu Hanlfah mention that he
was the disciple of both the Fatiiri.de Imams, and this is denied

(1 )only by Ibn Taimlyah but this cannot refer to his early 
instruction, as Amir lAli states, because no biographer of Abu 
Hanlfah mentions anything about his receiving early instructions 
from these Imams. As a matter of fact Abu Hanlfah received 
his early instruction from Hammad and he is generally called 
his disciple.

Whatever the relations of Abu Hanlfah may have been
with the Imams al Baqir and as Sadiq we do not find Abu
Yusuf quoting from them at all. There are only a few
traditions in Kitab al Kharfij in which the names of these

( 2 )
Imams appear in the isnad. In addition to this Abu Yusuf 
has taken a large amouht of material, in his book, from persons 
claimed or alleged to be Shl‘ah traditionists or jurists.
In fact most of them have been declared 3hl‘ahs by Sunni 1 2

1. Shihll. 45.
2. Five traditions from al Baqir and two from as Sadiq; all 

in indirect authorities. See Kitab al Kharaj’pa&es 23,
257, 100, 155, 255, 270. The direct authorities vary, 
in most cases Muhammad b. Ishaq, and in one case anonymous.
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critics and at the same time the 3hl4ah critics do not 
recognise them aë Shi‘ahs. The following are the names of

u>Abu Yüsuf's traditionists alleged to be the Shi ahs.
(1) al Hârith (No. 143).
(2) Salim b. Abil Ja‘d (204).
(3) ‘Atiyyah b. Sa*d (300-).
(4) Tâûs (236).
(5 ) A 4 mash (28) .
(6) Abü Ishâq as Sabi‘I (109).
(7) Salmah b. Kuhail (218).
(8) al Hakam b. ‘ utaibah (159).

(9) Ibrâhîm an Nakha4! (105).
(10) Habib b. Abl Thâbit (148).
(11) Mansür b. al Mu‘tamir (86).
(12) Shu1bah (30).
(13) Fitr b. Khallfah (61).
(14) ‘auî al A^râbï (333).
(15) Mughïrah b. Miqsarn (85).
(16) Jabir al Ju‘fï (132).

But these râwïs, although alleged to be Shï'ahs 
were absolutely indispensable and neither Abu Yusuf nor any 
one else could have done without them, since with a very few 
exceptions, they form the backbone of the collections of

1. Ma'arif, 301. See the account of Shi ‘’ah in Fiscal IV,
179; Milal, 108, 145; Jurjânl, 624; E. of I.* III, 350; 
Sale, 136; Nicholson, 213; Qalqashandl, XIII, 226; 229.
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Bukhari and Muslim as well. But it is curious to note here 
that those rawis which are accepted by the Shi ah critics to 
be Shi‘ahs most of them are not counted as Shi‘has by Sunni 
critics. Bor example we give here a few names which are 
recognised by the Shi‘aha as belonging to their sect.
(1) Isma4II b. Abi Khalid (6).
(2) Thabit Abu Hamzah ath Thumall (11).
(3) Jabir al Ju‘f I ( 132) .
(4) Abu Dharr al Ghifari (176).
(5) Sa‘id b. Jubair (208).
(6) Sa‘ld b. al Musayyab (211).
(7) ‘Abdallah b. ‘Abbas (263).
(8) ‘Abd ar Rahman b. Abi Laila’ (277).

(9)The following are the names of a few of Murji 
rawis of Abu Yusuf 
*Amr b. Hurrah (Ho. 324).
Hammad b. Abi Sulaiman (165).
Abu Hanlfah (21), Mahammad b. as Sa* ib. (72), Mis‘ar (80), 
Sa‘id b. Jubair (208).

1. Fihri3t Tusi, 55. •
2. Do. 71; Ot. 3548, B. 68.
3. Do. 73; Or. 3576, F. 29; Or. 3575, F. 57.
4. Do. 80.
5. Dr. 3548, F. 26.
6. Or. 3576, F. 75.
7. Generally accepted.
8. Or. 3548, 18. 9. Ma‘arif, 301, Milal,
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Abu Yusuf had no hesitation even in relating from the Qadarx
( 1)rawls. Those days were hard for holders of the Q,adari views,

as they were supposed to be heathens and dissenters, yet we
( 2 )

find a few Qadarl rawis in Kitab al Kharaj as follows:- 
Ghailan (Ho. 59), Fadl ar RaqashI (50), Qatadah (346), Sa*id 
b. Abl \Arubah (25), *Auf b. Abi Jamllah (333), Isma‘ll b. 
Muslim al MakkI (7), Nasr b. ^Asim (402), Makhul (387), Ibn
Ishaq (70).

KharijI Rawls of Abu Yusuf are as follows:- 
4Ikrimah (304), Harlz (12)* 1 2 3

(3)

1. See the account of the Q,udariyah in Fiaal III, 22; E. of I., II, 605; Sale, 126.
2. Ma'arif, 301.
3. Milal, 102. See the account of Khawarij in Milal, 85, 

JurjanI, 629, E. of I., II, 904; Sale, 135; Qalqashandl, 
XIII, 222.
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SECTION VIII.

BOOKS, WRITINGS AND DICTATIONS Qj? ABU YUS UN.

( 1 )According to Ibn an Nadlm Abu Yusuf compiled 
the following books

(1) Kitäb as Salat (Book of Prayer)
(2) Kitäb az Zakät (Book of Alms)
(3) Kitäb as Siyäm (Book of Pastings)
(4) Kitäb al Para*id (Book of Law of Inheritance)
(5) Kitäb al Buyu‘ (Book of Selling)
(6) Kitäb al Hudud (Book of Punishment)
(7) Kitäb al Yfikälah (Book of Guardianship)
(8) Kitäb al 7/asayä’ (Book of Willd)
(9) Kitäb as Said 7/adh Dhaba* ih (Book of hunting and

Sacrifices)
(10) Kitäb al Ghasb Wal Istibrä’ (Book of Üraurpation and

Restoration)
(11) A Compilation containing 36 books dictated by him to 

the qädl Bishr b, al Walld.
(12) Kitäb Ikhtiläf-al Amsär (Book on Traditional and

Juristic Controversy)
(13) Kitäb ar Radd lA15* Malik b. Anas (Book in refutation

and rejection of School of law taught by Imam Malik).
(14) Kitäb al Jawami* This book he is said to have 

written for Yahyä’b. Khälid alBirmakx, contained 40 books.

1. Pihr. 286.
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the difference of opinion among 
In it he discussed /the various jurists, legists and

the conclusions and the views to he adopted from them.
(1 )(15) Kitah al Kharaj (Book of Taxation)

I cannot do more to show the great importance of this 
book than to quote the tribute paid to it by my learned

( B lteacher who say3, "The Second work (first being 
Malik's Muwatta’) is the masterly compilation known as 
the Book on the Land-Tax made for Harun by his Chief 
qadl, Abu Yusuf. Not withstanding its title the work 
covers the whole range of practical administration from 
water-right to the art of War, and is an indispensable
Commentary for every student of early Muslim history."

Except I. Nadlm no early biographer mentions or cites any other
book of Abu Yusuf but Kitab al Kharaj.HajI Khalifah, however,
mentions a number of works attributed to him aa follows;-

(3)
(a) Adah al Q,adl.

* (4)(b) Amali in Fiqh, containing more than 300 books.
, (5) (6)(c) al Jami as SaghTr, which, according to Q.adi Khan 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Translated into French and published in Paris in 1921. (Vide, 
Sarkis, 483), and into Turkish by Muhammad Afandl in 1094 
A.H. (Vide Flueg. H.Kh., VI, 543.)

2. II.A.R. Gibb, Arabic Literature, Page 40.
3. Fluegel H. Khalfa, I., 219.
4. Do. I, 430.
5. Do. II, 555. This is the work most generally attributed to 

ShaibanI.
6. Hasan b. Mansur d. 592
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some scholars attributed to Abu Yusuf.

, (i)Id) Jawami
(2 )

(e) Kitab al Kharaj
(3)(f) Mabsut, called Asl

‘(4)(g) Musnad Abu Yusuf
(5)(h) Nuskhah Abu Yusuf, i.e. the Musnad of Imam Abu Hanlfah

handed down on the authority of Abu Yusuf.
( 6 )

"Fatâwâ Burmakiyyah", says Syid Amir All, is the

1. II, 635.
2 . V, 79.
3. V, 366. This is also the work of Shaibânï.
4. V, 534.
5. V, 537.
6. Muh. Law, I, 14. This assumption of Amir ‘All can be 

corroborated, to some extent, by the account given by I. 
Nadlm and Hâjï l£hallfah, the former of whom mentions one 
Kitab al Jawâmi and states that it contained 40 books and 
was written for Yahyâ' al BurmakI (See Fihrist 286;
Fluege'l H. Khal, it, 635). This alleged KitSb. al Jawami1 
ipight have assumed the title, in later age, given by Amir
All, but we ftave not been able to find out any clue or 
information about the Fatawâ Burmakiyyah in spite of the 
most diligent search. There are hundreds of juristic 
opinions attributed to Abü Yusuf, with which Hi day ah. and 
many other Hanafitelaw books are full, in ritual and 
religious matters, but we do not find any other independant 
book o.ther than Kitaa al Kharaj.
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collection of Atm Yusuf's decisions, published under the 
auspices of Ja*far b. Yahya* the Barmecide Wizier of Harun and 
hence tne name."

( 1 )Mention has been made in Encuc lopae dia of Is lain,
of Abu Yusuf and his Book Kitab al Kharaj, but there is no
mention of the Said Fatawa* or any other work. Brockelmann

(2 )mentions only Kitab al Kharaj and no other work. Von Dyek,
besides Kitab al Kharaj, mentions one more book of Abu Yusuf,
namely, Maqsud, a treatise on Philology; but at the same time
he 3tates that some scholars have attributed the work to Abu 

(3) (4)
Hanlfah. Hamilton, remarking on Qaduri admits one of the
works of Abu Yusuf in the following words, "It is a commentary

(5)upon a previous work of Abu Yusuf, entitled Adab al Kazee, 
or duties of a magistrate and is considered as of high authority, 
by the sect of Hanafee. It was published about A.H. 420, the
place of its publication uncertain." Huhammad Hasan Khan the

( 6 )
qadl of Taunk, corroborates Hamilton in the following words,
"Some doctors of Theology devoted their labour to social affairs 
mainly, without discussing rituals. This particular branch of 
jurisprudence afterwards came to be known by the name of 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. I, ii4; II, 101; II, 256.
2. Brock. 171.
3. Iktifa, pp. 142, 310.
4. The Hedaya, .XXVIII.
5. D'Herbelot also mentions Adab al Qadl. See Vol. II, 279.
6. Islamic culture, Vol. I, No. I, 97.
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lAdab al QacLi’ (Junction of the Judge) , and Imam Abu Yusuf,
the disciple of Imam Abu Hanifah, was the first to dictate a

( 1 )treatise on this subject to his pupil Bashar bin al Walld.”
All these books which have been mentioned by Ibn

Nadlm are also attributed to Mahammad b. al Hasan ash ShaibanI,
\2 )including even Kitab al Kharaj ; but for centuries Kitab al 

Kharaj has been recognised as the work of Abu Yusuf and has 
been quoted ny numerous later authorities, which leaves hardly 
any room for doubt as to its being the real work of Abu Yusuf. 1 2

1. Read Bishr.
2. See Gat. of Berlin Library, IV, 45, No. 4437; V, 108, No. 

5606.
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SECTION IX.

DEATH OF ABU YUSUF u HIS STEALTH, HIS CHILDREN,
HIS RELATIVES, HIS WISE SAYINGS, HIS LAST WORDS ,

HIS WIT AND HUY OUR AND CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Accounts differ as to the date of Abu Yusuf's death.
,According to Ibn Sa d he died on the 5th of Rabí II, 182

(2 )
A.H. (798 A.D.) at Baghdad. Ibn Khallikán differs from
Ibn Sa ld only in month; instead of Rabí* II, he has Rabí4

(3)I, as also has Kardari who adds that Hárün said the funeral
prayers himself and gave orders for public mourning when
Abü Yusuf died. KhawarazmI divided his book (the portion
which deals with the account of Abü Yusuf in Vol. II, 208 -
245) into eight chapters, the last of which was said to be
devoted to the account of Abü Yüsuf's death, but to my great
surprise the book comes to an end with the seventh chapter and
contains nothing about the death of Abü Yüsuf. DhahabI in

(4)
his Mlzan does not mention anything about the death of Abü

(5)Yüsuf; but in his Hruffaz he agrees with Ibn 3a d and states 
that he died in Rabí‘ II, 182 at the age of 69, which shows

1. I.S . VII2, 73, E. of I., I. 114.
2. II, 405. 3. II,
4. II, 612. 5. 6-41

j
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his birth date as 113. In his Duwal also Dhahabi gives

(2 )the same date. Ibn Q,utlubugha quotes the views of Ahmad
b. Ilanbal and Ibn Ma‘ln and agrees with Ibn 5a *3 in date and
month but differs in year and places it one year earlier in

(3) (4)
181. Ibn (¿utaibah and Ibn an Nadim agree with Ibn 3a d’s

(5)date. Ibn Khallikan quotes the view of some persons who 
placed the date of Abu Yusuf’s death as late as 192. I
think thi3 ia confusion with the death date of the son of Abu

i ( o )Yusuf, Yusuf b. Ya qub who died in 192 at Baghdad. '¡'abari
does not mention anything about the death of Abu Yusuf under

(?) (3)the events of either 181 or 182 or 192. Ibn al Athir

(1)

mentions his death in 181 and states that he was the greatest
of the disciples of Abu Hanlfah.

Abu Yu3uf was a very wealthy man at the time of hia
death. He left a large sum in cash and kind. He made a

(9)verbal will ior the distribution of four hundred thousand 9
equally to the people of Malchah, Madïnah, KGfah and Baghdad.
He used to ride his mule with gold stirrups; when people

1. I, 90. 2. Taj. 60; also Or. 1618, F. 59.
3. Ma‘arif, 251 . 4. Pihr, 286.
5. II, 405. 6. I. Kh. II, 405.
7. See pp. 646, 647, 730. 8. Kamil VI, 110.
9. It is not stated whether dirhams or dinars, but the

former is more probable and in accordance with contemporary usage. Kard. II, 120.
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objected to his using gold as being ostentatious he said that
he only wanted to draw the attention of the public towards
the advantages of learning and education; which could bring
to the son of a tailor such wealth that he was able to make

( 1 )this display. Once Abu Yusuf was asked how many animals
he possessed. "I do not exactly know," said he, "the total.
I only know seven hundred mules and three hundred ]hor3es."
We may conclude from these casual stories how Abu Yusuf neglected
in his own case all the obligations and responsibilities
which he imposes upon the qadis in one of the chapters of Kitab

( 2 ) *al Kharaj. He had advised Harun to adopt certain regulations
for the salary and maintenance of the qacli. Under those very
regulations it would be difficult to justify his high salary
and accumulation of such hoards of treasures. His great
brain is always represented as busy in devising means for the
court and the courtiers to gain their ends and at the same
time to receive handsome gifts and magnificent rewards for
himself. Though the qadis were not alLowed to receive gifts

, (* 3)and rewards, as Ma wardl states in the section where he 
deals with the salary of the qadis, the Chief Justice of 
the Harun's empire cared little for all these theoretical 
regulations in real practice amd action. Money was the first

1. Kard. II, 119
3. Ma*wardl, 72.

2 . P. 222
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and the most important matter in Abu Yusuf’s life.

On account of the lact of any connected biography of 
Abix Yusuf we do not know much in detail about his personal 
affairs. This much we can conclude from the various sources 
at our disposal, that he was married long before his appoint
ment as a qâdï of Baghdad, even when his means were very 
small. He had to depend largely upon Abu Hanlfah not only 
for his own livelihood but also for the maintenance of his 
wife. Once he became so furious that he took’a vow to 
divorce his wife and Abu Hanlfah came to his rescue. He had 
a few harsh words with the relatives of his wife when he sold 
some of the fixtures of her house in which he used to live, 
and on account of this he left for Baghdad. In spite of all
these events we know nothing about any of his children except

( 1 )Yusuf. According to some accounts he had lost one of his 
children whose name has not come down to us and whose funeral 
he could not attend for fear of missing Abu Hanlfah's lectures. 
Some say that it was the funeral of his father which he missed. 
This much is sure, that when Abu Yusuf was appointed to the 
qâçliahip of Baghdad, his son Yusuf, was shortly afterwards 
also appointed as a qâdï of Western Baghdad.

(2 )This Yusuf v/as the pupil of Yunus 1 2

1. *Abd al Q,adir mention^ the name of another son of Abu Yusuf,
namely Ibrâhîm b. Ya qub b. Ibrahim and designates him as 
an Imam, son of Imam (Abu Yusuf), oompanion and brother of 
an Imam (Yusuf). No other authority states anything 
about this Ibrahim. See al Jawâhir, I, SO.

2. d. 159 Ma*arif, 230; al Jawâhir, I, 236.
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b. Abi Ishaq as Sabi‘i. He is counted among the upholders of
(1 )opinion, and died in 192. Some say that he was appointed

as the successor of his father when he died, but according to
( 2 )al Khatib the successor of Abu Yusuf was Abul Bakhtari

(3)Wahab b. Wahab.
, (4)^Abdal Q,adir mentions an interesting dream of 

, (5)Ma ruf al Karkhi when he missed the funeral prayer of Abu 
Yusuf. Ma ‘ruf saw a wonderfully decorated palace in Paradise 
which was reserved for Abu Yusuf. Ma‘ruf asked, of course 
in his dream, on what grounds Abu Yusuf deserved all such 
honours; he was informed that it was because of his religious 
teaching and patience.

A few relatives of Abu Yusuf have been mentiohed by 
‘Abd al-Q,adir.

(1) Ahmad b. Yahya* b. Abu Yusuf al qadl, aooointed as
( 6 ) * .

qadl of Baghdad in 254.
(2) Muhammad b. ^Ahd ar Rahim b. Ya ‘qub b. Abu Yusuf al

„ ( 7)ArjanI, of the town of Hamadhan, came to Baghdad, 
d. 605. 1 2 3 4 5

1. tI.Kh. II, 405; Ibn Jazlah, 210T al JawaAhir, II, 234;
Abdal Q,adir adds that Kitab al Athar of Abu Yusuf was 
handed down on his authority. It was a voluminous book. 
(There is a Kitab al Athar of ShaibanI which might have been 
attributed to Abu Yusuf in error.)

2. I.Kh. II, 405.
3. See the account of him in de Slane, III, 673.
4. al Jawahir, I, 308; al3o Ibn Jazlah, 208.
5. d. 200. Ibn Jazlah, 154.
6 Al Jawahir, I, 5-31. This shows that Abu Yusuf had another son named Yahya . 7. al Jawahir, II, 80.
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ABU YUSU?*S SAYINGS.
(a) "Associating with onewho fears neither disgrace nor

shame, will be the cause of disgrace and shame on the 
day of resurrection."

(b) "There are three chief belssings: that of being a
Muslim, without which no other blessing is complete;
that of health, without which there is no pleasure in
life; and that of wealth, without which life cannot

( 1 )be completely enjoyed."
(c) "Science will not give to you a portion of itself

unless you give yourself totally up to it; and if 
you do for the purpose of obtaining a mere portion, 
you commit a grave error."

There are many other wise sayings of Abu Yusuf which have 
been quoted in Khawarazral, Kardarl and other accounts. 1

1. de Slane's words, IV, 279. The last words are character- 
isitc of Abu Yusuf's attitude to wealth. See also Ibn Jazlah, 205.
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LAST WORDS OF ABU YUSUF.
"I declare, my God, that I never pronounced 

intentionally unjust sentence when judging "between two of 
Thy servants; in my decisions I always endeavoured to follow 
the prescriptions of Thy Book and those of the Prophet’s 
Sunnah; in every case which was doubtful, I placed Abu 
Hanlfah between me and Thee, for I solemnly declare that I 
considered him to have been a man well acquainted with Thy
Commandments and never deviating from the truth when he knew

( 1 )it."
Ma^y shocking things have been related about Abu

Yusuf by al Khatlb in his great History of Baghdad. They
. (2)are given on the authority of Abdallah b. al Maharalc 

t (3) (4) (5)WakI b. al Jarrah, Yazld b. Harun al Bukhari and 
(«) 'ad Daraqutni and others.

1. Words of _de Slane, IV,
KhawarazmT and Kardari

233. The same appears 
also.

2. See the account of him in de Slane, II, 2.
3. de Slane, II, 594.
4. de Slane, I, 374.
5. de Slane, II, 594 •
6. de Slane, II, 239.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS.
( 1 )Abu Yusuf was a thin man with a short body, of 

great learning and high intellect, a wonderful memory and 
great presence of mind. He had a sense of humour and a 
ready wit. His vast knowledge of Sirah and Maghazi, Hadith 
and Athar, his speculative tendency of mind, his juristic 
opinions and Ijtihad have made him the central figure in the 
School of Abu Hanlfah of which he is said to be the second 
Imam. He has an equal claim with Abu Hanifah to be the 
founder and consolidator of the ‘Iraq School. He holds the 
foremost position amongst the Ashab ar Ra*y and is at the 
same time held in great esteem by the Ashab al Hadith. His 
marvellous capacity for debates and his intelligence always 
helped him in winning the intellectual battle fields and the 
favour of monarchs. He was a very orthodox Muslim in his 

views, had no soft corner in his heart for other religions and 
had no mercy for his servants and slaves. He was also a 
very clever and cunning courtier, having full knowledge of the 
court life and knew how to keep the quick tempered, haughty 
and weakwilled Harun in good humour. He was very frank and 1

1. So 3mall and physically so insignificant that people used 
to wonder whenever they saw him. He was almost hidden in 
the place where he sat. People used to say that God could 
fill a little bird with great learning if He wished, when 
they found him. such a little man and possessed of great 
learning and vast informations.
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bold in his remarks and theories and at the same time knew 
how to flatter and amuse the Caliph. His avarice for wealth 
and greed for pomp and power always played a prominent part 
in his life, things which still breathe in his wise sayings 
and beautiful proverbs. In short he was a wonderful mixture 
of different attributes and good and bad elements. His 
manysided active mind gives rise to much difference of opinion 
about him. As he is supposed to be authentic by some in 
tradition and unreliable by others, so he is painted in a 
good light by some and in a bad light by others. He was said 
to be the first qadl al qudah and minister of justice, and 
the first reformer of the costumes of the learned men, by 
establishing the use of a certain style of dress for ‘uiama 
and jurists. He was the first writer or dictator on juris
prudence according to the school of Abu Hanifah. His surpris
ing reforms in the ministry of justice with which his immortal 
Kitab al Kharaj is full, show his great statesmanship and 
the extensive knowledge of fiscal and administrative affairs 
for which he deserves every credit considering the age in which 
he lived.

In spite of the horrible things which have been 
said about him Abu Yusuf remains one of the most important 
characters in the early history of Islam.
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SECT I Oil X.

ABU YUSUF'S AUTHORITY AS A TRAD IT I ONI CT Aim JURIST, AMD 
THE RESPECTIVE AUTHORITIES OE THE MASTER AITD THE PUPIL,

There is a certain amount of controversy as to the
position held by Abu Yusuf among the traditionists; but there
are no two opinions amongst the biographers, critics and
tmaditionists about his great learning and high scholarship.
Undoubtedly he held the first position among the disciples
of Abu Hanifah. By the latter he was always held in great
esteem. Once when Abu Yusuf was ill, Abu Hanifah went to
see him, and as his condit. ion was serious, is reported to
have said that if he died the greatest man of learning would

(1 )disappear from the earth. Once there was a debate going
( 2 )on between Abu Yusuf and Zufar and for a long time each

refuted the contention of the other. Abu Hanifah gave his
(3)verdict in favour of Abu Yusuf and said to Zufar that he

should not seek to occupy the first place as a jurist in any
(4)

town where Abu Yusuf might be. According to Ibn Khallikan
(5)nobody was equal to Zufar after Abu Yusuf amongst the 1 2 3

1. I. Kh. II, 402; Ibn Jazlah, 204.
2. A doctor of Hanafite Law, a native and qa$i of Basrah where 

he died in 1^8 at the age of 48. de Slane, IV, 2&6,
al Jawahir, I, 243.

3. Ibn Jazlah, 204. 4. II, 403.
5i. de Slane [IV t 278) has made a mistake here in translating 

the word Ba d", as 'after the death', since Zufar died 
24 years before Abu Yusuf. Ibn Khallikan only refers to
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disciples of Abu Hanlfah.
Abu Yusuf had a thorough knowledge of Sirah and Ma-

ghazi which he learnt from Ibn Ishaq. One can judge his merit
as a man of vast information on Islamic history and its wars
when he uses in Kitab al Kharaj a very large quantity of
materials relating to early Islamic conquests and draws many
juristic conclusions from them. The main portion of the
counsels, which he gives to Harun on the temporal administration
of the State, are due to his profound knowledge of SI rah and
Maghazl. He was the main source of Abu Hanlfah's system of
law. Although the School is known after the name of the
great Imam still Abu Yusuf has an equal claim on the system

(1 )and its title. It was commonly said that but for him Abu
Hanlfah and Ibn Abi Laila* would not have been known to the

(2 )world. 'He have discussed this question elsewhere to some
extent and pass on here to the different opinions held about * 1 2

Footnote Ho. 5. continued from previous page.
the respective ranks they held and means that Zufar held the 
second position among the disciples of Abu Hanifah next only 
to that of Abu Yusuf. Zufar died in 158 while Abu Yusuf died 
in 182 (See de Slane, IV, 286 and I, 533.)

1. Amir lAlI is perfectly right when he says that, "Though called 
after Abu Hanifa, the Hanafi school is in reality the product 
of Rashid's Chief Kazi." (See History of the Saracehs, 252); 
"His two disciples, Abu Yusuf, who became chief kazi of 
Bagdad under Harun and Muhammad, as Shaibani, fixed Abu Hanifa's conceptions on a regular basis. (See Spirit of Islam, 642. )

2. I.Kh. II, 402
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kis authority and authenticity as a traditionists. He has

U)been generally accepted as a Hafiz in traditions, a title
given only to those who held the highest rank among the
traditionists. Although he has been accused by some learned

(2 )men of giving up traditions and adopting the system of Ra y
and Qiyas or rational deduction, still this charge can hardly
be sustained in the face of the extensive traditional sources
of which he has made use in Kitab al Kharaj. Ip this work
he does not appear as a jurist as much as a traditionist pure
and simple. As a jurist too he generally has recourse to
the traditions in controversial matters. When he prefers a
certain theory or when he differs from his master on some
points he mostly depends upon traditional authority rather

< 1 2 3 )  4than upon his own Ra y and Ijtihad. This will explain to
some extent why he makes use of weak traditions; since as
a believer in the traditions he would not forjisake them and
so he cites weak authorities too, like Hasan b. ‘Umarah etc.

, , t ' (4)Yahya b. Ma In, Ahmad b. Hanbal and All b. al MadinI
have agreed upon the trustworthiness of Abu Yusuf as a

1. See Dhahabl’s Huffaz, 6, 41.
2. I.S. VII, 2, 73.
3. "He often refuted the main principle of his sec£, Ashab ar Ra'y* namely opinion and Ra y and followed the Athar*" says 

Nawawl (See his Tahdhlb 289) "His authority can only be 
accepted when he relates from an authentic person and not 
otherwise". We have quoted the remakks of Nawnwl to support 
our views about Abu Yusuf's tendency towards the apostolical 
traditions more than towards his own private judgement and
q iyas.

4. de Slane, II, 242, d. 234. Huff. 8, 15.
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(1)trad.itionist. The number of those who credit Abu Yusuf and
accept his authority as an authentic traditionist is far great-

(2 )er than those who dispute it. Strong memory counts for so
much amongst the traditionists that a great number of them have
been declared unreliable simply because their memories were
weak. Abu Yusuf had a wonderful and retentive memory. He
would attend the lectures of some traditionists and after
hearing from them fifty or sixty traditions would dictate them

(3) ’(4)
to others. Some traditionists mistrusted the traditions 
delivered by Abu Yusuf because he used his own Ra’y in resolv
ing points of law and because he was greatly in touch with the
men in power and because he accepted the po3t of a nadi.

(5)Dhahabi on the other hand, speaks of Abu Yusuf in very laud
atory language which shows the position he held among the

( 6 )traditionists. Dhahabi states that Abu Yusuf was an Imam, 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. I.Kh. II, 400; de Slane, IV, 273.
2. See an interesting remark against Abu Yusuf in Irshad, IV, 

136; Ibn Jazlah, 205.
3. I.Kh. II, 401, de Slane, IV, 274.
4. Ibn Khaliikan attributes it to Tabari, See II, 402.
5. Huff. 6-41; see also MIzan, II, 612, where Jarh and Ta^dll 1both appear about Abu Yusuf.
6. Abu*1 Mahasin, who has taken material chiefly from Dhahabi, 

gives a new title to Abu Yusuf of Shaikh-al Islam’, which is 
never given by any other biographer. I think it is one of 
the honorific titles and not an official one because the 
title of Shaikh al Islam first appeared in the second half 
of the fourth century (Vide E. of I., Ill, 275) See Nujurn, I, 508.
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(or the leader and master of the first rank), ‘Allamah, (a man 
of great learning), and Faqlh al ‘iraqain (the jurist or legist 
of Kufah and Basrah or ‘Iraq of ‘Arab and ‘Iraq of ‘Ajam).
He counts him in the sixth Tabaqah of Huffaz and records the 
opinions of the different great critics of the traditions.

( DAmongst the judgements he cites are those of Mizzl that Abu
Yusuf was the most deserving man among the traditionists whose
traditions should be followed; Ibn Ha‘in that there was no

-one among the Ashab ar Ra y who had more traditions than
Abu Yusuf, nor was there anyone more trustworthy than he.
Again I. Ma‘ln declares that Abu Yusuf was Sihib al Hadlth
and Sahib as Sunnah (a scholar having a technical knowledge
of traditions and acquainted with the usages of the Prophet).
Ahmad b. Hanbal declared that Abu Yusuf was just in Hadlth.
* _ (3) *Fallas stated that he was a truthful man but one who made

many mistakes. Ibn Khallikan records the words of Talhaii
, (4) * * (5)b. Muhammad b. Ja far about Abu Yusuf in the following lines,

the history of Abu Yusuf is well known and his great merit
is evident to all. He was Abu Hanifah’s pupil, the ablest 1

1. d. 742, great critic, author of Tahdhib al Kamal. See Huff. 21, 8.
2. See Milal, 160; Lum a, 7; for the accounts and names of 

Ashab al Hadith and Ashab ar Ra*y.
3. Amr b. ‘All, a. 248. See Khulasah, 247.
4. One of^he witnesses of the document by which the Caliph 

al MutI abdicated in favour of his son at Ta‘l, signed in 363. de Slane, IV, 286.
5. Words of de Slane, IV, 276.
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legist of that time, and none of his contemporaries surpassed 
him in talent. He attained the highest point in learning, 
in wisdom, in authority and in influence. It was he who 
first composed works on the fundamentals of jurisprudence 
according to the Hanafite system. He dictated and developed 
the problems of which that science treats, and he spread

(1 )the doctrines of Abu Hanifah over all oarts of the worId."
Again he states that of all Abu HanTfah's disciples

there was no one who could be compared with Abu Yusuf. Had
it not been for him, no one would ever have heard of Abu Hanifah
or of Mahammad b. Abl Laila. It was he who put their
opinions into circulation and spread abroad their learning.”

, ( 2 )The words of Hilal b. Yahya run as follows; "Abu Yusuf
(3)knew by heart the explanations of the Koran, the history of

the Muslim Wars and the encounters which took place between
the Arabs of the deserts; the science of which he knew the
least was that of law. Among the disciples of Abu Hanifah

(4) *there was not one to be compared to Abu YusufV It is very 
interesting to note her that Abu Yusuf had a full knowledge 
of MaghazI while Abu Hanifah, as the Btory will show, was 
perfectly ignorant of all these historical events. Ibn 1

1. Same remarks in every biography. See Ibn Jazlah, 204.
2. See Section III.
3. Abu Yusuf knew by heart forty thousand manufactured 

traditions. See the Preface of Hidayah, II.
4. de Slane's words, IV, 276.
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Khaliikan quotes the following story from a book called Kitab
( 1 )al Jails Wal Anls that once Abu Yusuf was absent from Abu

Hanlfall's lectures for some days to hear the MaghazI from Ibn
( 2 )Ishaq . When he returned Abu Hanlfah asked him who was the 

standard bearer of Jalut. (Goliath) Abu Yusuf took an oath 
and said that if he would not abstain from such questions he 
would ask him in presence of all his disciples whether the 
battle of Ohud took place first or that of Badr, and as he did
not know anything about them he would be put in a disgraceful

(3)
position. Abu Hanifah kept silence.

A most interesting criticism of Abu Yusuf is recorded
(4)by Ibn Jazlah, which runs as follows: Abu Yusuf was a

Murji and Ibn al Mubarak used to hate a sitting where the 
name of Abu Yusuf was mentioned.

Yahya b. Ma ‘in declared him Thiqah when he related 
from the Thiqat; among the people of opinion no one was more 
trustworthy than Abu Yusuf. Ahmad b. Hanbal declared Abu 
Yusuf a truthful man, but at the same time said that nothing 
should be related from the companions of Abu Hanifah.
Bukhari said that people had rejected the authority of Abu 1

» £11. By Abul Paraj al Muwaffa an Nahrwani. (See de Siane, III, 
374) .

2. Index; de Siane, II, 677.
3. Ibn Kh. 402; de Siane, IV, 277. It is hard to believe this 

story but it has been told on the authority of Imam ash 
Shafii (See his life in de Siane, II, 569).

4. Ibn Jazlah, 207-208
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(1 )Yuauf. ad Daraqutni stated that Abu Yusuf was a better

and stronger authority than ShaibanI, a one eyed man amongst
( 2 )the blind.
The respective authority of Abu Hanlfah and his

pupils:-
Sir William Jones says 'that although Abu Hanlfah

be the acknowledged head of the prevailing sect and has given
his name to it, yet so great is the veneration paid to Abu
Yusuf and the lawyer Muhammad that, when they both dissent
from their master, the Musalinan judge is at liberty to adopt
either of the two decisions which seems to him the more

(3)consonant and founded on the better authority."
(4)

According to Durrul Mukhtar, however, the rule 
has been laid down in the following way that the qadl (judge) 
like the Mufti (jurisconsult) has to adopt and take the 
opinion of Abu Hanlfah absolutely whether the disciples agree 
with him or not and after him that of Abu Yusuf, Muhammad, 
Zufar and Hasan b. Ziyad in that order. But the statements 
of Sir William Jones tally completely with what has been said 1 2 3

1. ‘All b. ‘Umar al Baghdadi, b. 306; d. 380. Huff, 12, 70.
2. This is also a reflection on Abu Yusuf. See AghanI;

XVII^; 61, 63. (Bulaq) where Abu Yusuf has been described 
as A war.

3. Sir William Jones* work Vol. Ill, Page4510; Harington 
Analysis, Page, 228, as cited in Amir ‘Alls* mall. Law.Vol. I, p. 14.

4. Page 523, Hooghly Edition as cited in Moh. Law I, 14
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( 1 )in Hamidia that if Abu HanIfah he of one opinion and his • *
two disciples of another the MuftT is at liberty to choose

either. The rule stated in Durr al Mukhtar, it is added,
should be observed when the Mufti is not a scientific jurist,
and therefore not comoetent to judge the opposite opinions.

_ ( 2 )Sarkhasi declared it safe to rejply upon Abu Yusuf in 
judicial matters, and the learned have followed him in such 
cases though if there be a difference between the two disciples,

(3)that one who agrees with Abu Hanifah should be preferred.
•'It is a general rule of the interpretation of the Hanafl Law
that where there is a difference of opinion between Abu
Hanifah and his two disciples, Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad,
the opinion of the disciples prevails. Where there is a
difference of opinion between Abu Hanifah and Imam Muhammad• •
that opinion is to be accepted which coincides with the 
opinion of Abu Yusuf. When the tv/o disciples differ from 
their master and from each other, the authority of Abu Yusuf

(4 )is generally preferred. But these rules art not inflexible'.' 1

1. See Moh. Law. Amir *A1I JD, 14.
2. See Moh. Law, I, 14.
3. See also Manaqib Imam A*zam by ‘All al Qari at the end of al-Jawahir, Page 456.
4. Mu11a, 14.
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SECTION XI.

EARLY BIOGRAPHIES OF ABU YUSUF.

It is a matter of great regret that nobody cared 
to write an independant life of Abü Yusuf. He is a very 
important jurist and one of the founders of the Hanafite 
System of law a3 we have seen. It is chiefly due to him 
that Abü Hanïfah is known to the world. He consolidated 
the fundamental principles of the Hanafite jurisprudence 
and taking advantage of his high position circulated the 
Hanafite System throughout the length and breadth of the. u>Abbaside empire. Had he contemplated a separate system 
of law entirely different to that of Abü Hanïfah and sought 
to circulate it, giving it his own name and title, he would 
undoubtedly have been successful. But in spite of the 
great services which he rendered towards the System inaugurated 
by hi3 master one cannot withhold surprise at the neglect 
of him shown by the Hanafite doctors of law. I cannot
claim that there is no independant life of Abu Yüsuf in the 
range of Arabic writing but I have failed to discover any 1

1. See Wilson, 19; 21. Abüyüsuf made considerable modifica
tion in the Hanafite Law of which he v/as the second founder.
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reference to such a work in spite of very thorough investiga
tion. One has to corah through a voluminous mass of books 
only to find out a few important - and sometimes unimportant 
materials to throw some light on- the real state of affairs 
with regard to Abu Yusuf’s life. The difficulty cannot be 
removed by the mere acquisition of a few facts and particulars 
of his life. Unfortunately most of the stories told of him 
bear the character of fiction and are far from possessing 
direct historical value. Some of them are self contradictory 
and render it impossible to come to a definite conclusion.
Most of these facta or fictions, whatever they may be, are 
found - or rather hidden in the numerous books which deal 
with the life of Abu Hanlfah, and are full of anecdotes 
exemplifying the miraculous character of the Imam. But in 
the absence of a reliable and indeoendent work on Abu Yusuf 
it has been necessary to go through many of these biographies 
to find out some particulars of his life. I have taken these 
statements as they stand since in the absence of adequate 
materials it has been impossible to apply any logical 
criticism to them. Most of the later sources depend more or 
less on al KhatTb’s great History of Baghdad from which 
Khawarazmi and Ibn Khallikan have quoted verbatim. Unfortunate
ly the volume which deals with Abu Yusuf in al Khatib’s History 
has not yet been published. It is obvious that in the 
absence of this m i n  source, and one of the older authorities, 
no full investigation and criticism can be undertaken.
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I have gained some assistance from Ibn Jazlah'a short History
of Baghdad which is the abridged forn of Khatlb's work.
The still older authorities like Ibn Sa‘d etc. do not give
us any detail; besides, their treatment of the subject is
not scientific and doe3 not take us very far. We are, for

(1 )example, quite in the dark as to what reform Abu Yusuf 
may have undertaken after his appointment as a Chief Justice 
of tne whole *Abbaside empire when the Muslim imperialism 
was in its zenith, while our sources are full of details 
about trivial and unimportant matters.

It is not my intention in the piresent dissertation 
to go into full detail, but I have tried to give the refer
ences to all the sources which I have utilized in order to 
smooth the path for later investigations. As a supplement 
to the foregoing study of Abu Yusuf's life and activities, 
it may be interesting to append a summary of the earliest
biography, namely that contained in the Ltanaqib of Khawarazmi.

(2 )
This work contains a good deal of information about the 
different aspects of Abu Yusuf's character. A similar 
account is given also by Kardarl who is the next important 
authority on Abu Yusuf’s life and is a hundred and fifty nine 
years later than Khawarazmi. We have selected KhawarazmI 1 2

1. See a few reforms of Abu Yusuf in the Preface of Ilidayah 
by Hamilton, XXVII.

2. Obviously taken from al Khatib and Ibn Jazlah,



1 5 4 - (a)

simply because lie narrates the stories with their Isnads and 
deals with the life of Abu Yusuf on rather an elaborate scale; 
at the same time any point or any story about Abu Yusuf which 
can be found elsewhere can also be found in KhawarazmI which 
i3 supposed to be the fullest work on the life of Abu Hanlfah.
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T H E  S U M M A. R Y .
MANAO.IB KHAWARAZIH II, PAGES 208 - 246.

Pages.
209
it

210

ii
211
it
ii

ii

ii

n
it

212

ii

ti

ii

Events.
Abu Yusuf’s genealogy.
The account of Sa‘d b. Bujair.
The services of Sa‘d were not accepted at Khandaq 
as he was a minor.
Teachers and pupils of Abu Yusuf.
Appointed first as a qad.1 by Musa al Hadl.
First Chief Judge.
Declared Thiqah by Ahmad b. Hanbal, Yahya' b.
Ma1in and ‘All b. al Madini.
Appointed his son, Yusuf, as a qad'I on Western side 
of Baghdad; the appointment confirmed by Rashid. 
Rashid made Yusuf the Chief qadl of Baghdad after 
his father's death.
According to some Abul Bakhtarl succeeded AbS Yusuf. 
Abu Yusuf was very poor.
His father's disapproval of his attending Abu
Hanlfah's lectures.•
Abu Hanlfah's financial help to Abu Yusuf.
His father died in his childhood.
Disapproval of his mother at his attending Abu 
Hanlfah's lectures.
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213

214
215

«
n

216 
it

Pages.

217

219
220  
221

*

222

224

Events.
Abu Yusuf gave up the lectures of lb. Abi Laila*
on some misunderstanding and began under Abu
Hanlfah.•
He had many members in his family.
He did not attend the funeral of his father for 
Lear of missing Abu HanIfah’s lectures.
Nobody was so attached to Abu Hanifah as he was.
His wife laid a complaint against her husband 
before Abu Hanlfah.
He had seven hundred mules and three hundred horses. 
His mother employed him on some manual labour, but 
he ra" away to Abu Hanlfah and after Abu Hanlfah 
gave him fifty dirhams, his mother consented to hia 
studying under the Imam.
His judgement against the Caliph al Had! with regard 
to some gardens.
The 3tory of the Blave girl of ‘isa* b. Ja‘far with 
Rashid and the juristic opinions of Abu Yusuf.
The present of Zubaidah and Abu Yusuf's qiyas.
He astonished people when he spoke.
His debate with Yahya* b. Salid, the qadi of Kufah 
and Rabl‘ah.
The story of a Christian and Abu Yusuf's fraudulent 
motive.
His debate with Hajjaj b. Artat, the qadi of Kufah.
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224

225
226 
it

tt
«

227

it

228

230

ii
231

ii

232

Pages. Events.
Both Ashab al Hadith and Ashab ar Ra* y claimed hiip • • • • •
as their own.
Abu Yusuf was a minister of justice.
He adhered to the opinions of Abu Hanlfah.
His bold remarks against Ra3hld when they went 
on pilgrimage together in the dame howdah.
Learning did not remain at Makkah but passed to 4Iraq. 
He rejected the evidence of ‘All b. ‘fsa’ the 
minister of Rashid.
His judgement in the case of al Had! and tile 3lave 
girl.
Rashid suspected a slave girl of the theft of some 
jewellery, Abu Yusuf's device and reward.
Rashid's oath to divorce Zubaidah- Abu Yusuf's 
device and his appointment as Chief qSdi.
Abu Yusuf was learned in Tafslr, MaghazI and the 
Ayyam al ‘Arab, the least of his sciences was 
Fiqh.
His sayings.
At the approach of death he rescinded all his 
judgements except those which were in accordance 
with the Qur’an and Suntiah.
He made two hundred prostrations every day after 
he became a qadi.
Attends the lectures of Ibn Ishaq and leaves Abu 
Hanlfah for some time. Abu Hanlfah's question
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Pasea.
232

II

H

233

234
ii
ti

236

it

237
H
238
239

ii

Events.
as to who was the standard bearer of Goliath and 
the Commander of Saul. Abu Hanlfah’s ignorance of 
Maghazi and Sirah.
Abu Yusuf preferred the opinion of ‘All among the 
c ompani ons.
People found fault with Rashid for honouring Abu 
Yusuf more than was necessary.
His wise sayings. He forgot the Q,ur*an after his 
illness but not the other things.
He was a mathematician.
Zufar wrote the dictations of Abu Yusuf.
Used to fast three months every year.
The pensions of the Ansar renewed on his recommenda- 
t i on.
The Caliph exempted him from paying the land tax 
which he gave in alms.
He used to ride his mule with gold stirrups.
Abu Yusuf was the son of a tailor.
His treatment of a Zindlq.
Abu Yusuf and WaqidI supply informations about the 
important places of Madlnah to Rashid.
His financial difficulties in the reign of al Mahdl, 
his removal to Baghdad and presentation before al 
Mahdl who gave him ten thousand diriiama and made him 
qadi.
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240
Pages.

tl

II

241

ti

242

243

it

245

m

His monthly salary was one hundred and thirty 
thousand dirhams.
He used to enter the royal palace riding and 
Rashid used to salute him first.
Rashid changed his attitude after Abu Yu3uf 
rejected the evidence of one of liia commanders.
Rashid gave orders for the killing of his Farrash,
Abu Yusuf saved him; Rashid bestowed upon the 
qadi fifty thousand and the Farrash forty thousand 
dirhams.
His congratulations on the nomination of al Amin 
as the heir apparent, reward from Zubaidah of 100*000 
dirhams.
His main sources were the Q,ur* an, -Sunnah and Abu
Hanifah.•
lie did not do equity and justice when he allowed 
Rashid to be seated on the chair, when he was a 
party in a case, while the complainant was standing. 
All the shelves in his house walls were full with 
the rulings he gave and judgements he passed.
He circulated the teachings of lb All Laila* and 
Abu Hanifah.
He was the first to write books on Jurisprudence 
according to the System of Abu Hanifah and dictated 
and circulated Masa’il.

Events.
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Pages. 
246

Events.
Among thirty-six important disciples of Abu 
HanIfah Abu Yusuf and Zufar were fit persons to 
control the qadis and Muftis.

o
o
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from page 
matters - 
Page.
117
118 
M

120

it
122
126

143

All this material is repeated in Kardarl Volume II, 
117 to 144, together with the following additional

Material.
Abu Yusuf was born in 113, his genealogy.
His teachers and his pupils.
Appointed qadi by al Had!.
He left four hundred thousand dirhams for the people 
of Makkah, Madinah, Kufah and Baghdad to be equally 
distributed.
He died on the 5th of Rabl‘ I, 182,
His mother apprenticed him to a washerman.
He was a very small man of poor constitution, almost 
hidden in his cushion.
His salary was one hundred dinars and one thousand 
dirhams every month.
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B I B L I O G R A P H Y »

The Arabic sources consulted are arranged in 
chronological order. Manuscripts have been separated 
from the printed works. The list of the modern author
ities appears at the end in alphabetical order. The 
Bibliography of the French translation of Kitab al- 
Kharaj (by E. Fagnan, Paris, 1921) should also be consulted 
for the particulars of Abu Yusuf's life.
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P R I N T E D A R A B I C S 0 U R C E S .

Serial
Number

Author with 
the date of 
his death.

W ork Press and 
date

Abbreviate

1. as Shaf il 
d. 204.

Kitäb al 
Umm

Büläq 1321- 
6.

Umrn.

2. Ibn Sa‘d 
d. 230.

Tabaqät Leiden 
1905, etc. I.S.

3. Ibn *Abd al
Hakam d. 268. •

Sirat
Umar b.‘Abd 
al Aziz.

Cairo 1927. Sirat ̂ Uraar 
II.

4. Ibn Qutaibah 
d. 276.

al-Maarif Göttingen
1850.

Ma *ärif.

5. al Baladhurl 
d. 279.

Futüh• Leiden, 
1865.

Futüh.•

6. do. Ansab al 
Ashräf

Greifswald
1883.

Balädhui«£.!

7. Ya 4qubi 
d. 284.

Ta* rlkh Le ide", 
1883.

Jaqubi.

8. Tabari 
*d. 310.

Ta*rlkh Leiden 
1879, etc.

Tabari. •

9. ad Dulabi 
d. 310.

Kitab al 
Kuna*

Hyderäbäd,
1322.

Düläbl.

10. al Jahshiyarl 
d. 331.

al Wuzarä' Leipzig,
1926.

al-Jah- 
Shiyärl.

11, Masludl 
d. 346.

Murüj Cairo, 
1306.

Murüj.

12. do. At Tanblh 
Wal Ishraf

Leiden, 
1894.

Ishrüf.

13. al Kindi 
d. 350.

al 7/ulah 
V7al Q,udah

Beyrut, 1908.
(GMS XIX)

al Kindl.
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14. Abul Faraj 
Isfahan! 
d. 356.

Aghani Bùlaq, 
1285.

Aghani.

15. do. do. Cairo, 
1927, etc.

do. Cairo.

16. at TusI 
d*. ¿78.

al Luma1 London, 
1914.
(GMS XXII)

al Luma*

17. Ibn an Nadlm
d. 385

al-Fihrist Cairo, 
1348. Fihr.

18. Isfahan! 
d*. 43C.

Tarikh
Isfahan•

Leiden, 
1931.

Abù Nu4aim.

19, as Sa’bl 
d*. 447.

Kitàb al 
Wuzarà*

Beyrut, 
1904.

Sa’bi.•

20. Ma’ ward! 
d. 450.

Al Ahkam 
as Sultani 
yah

Cairo, 
- 1298.

Ma ward!.

21. Ibn Hazm d. 4§6. Fisal• Cairo, 
1899.

Fisal.•

22. Abu Ja "far 
at Tusi, 
d*. 460.

Fihrist. Calcutta, 
1&55.

Fihrist Tus! •

23. Ibn lAbd al- Barr, 
d. 463.

Isti*ab Hyderabad, 1318. Isti‘ab.

24. al Khatlb 
d. 463*.

Ta* rlkh 
Baghdad

Cairo and 
Baghdad, 
1349.

Khatlb.•

25. ShahristanI d. 544. Milal Leipzig, 
1923.

Milal.

26. Sam ‘an! 
d. 562.

Ansab Leiden,1912.
(GMS XX)

Sam'ani.

27. Khawarazml d. 568. Manaqib Imam 
A zam.

Hyderabad, ’ 1321. Khawa.
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28. Don ‘Asakir 
d. 571.

Ta’ri'kh
Dimashq

Damascus, 
1329, etc.

Ibn ‘Asakir.

29. al Farghàni 
d. 593.

Hidàyah Lucknow, 
1301.

Preface of 
Hidàyah.

30. Ibn al JauzI 
d. 597.

Manàqib 
‘Umar b. 
tAbd al 
Azlz.

Le ipzig,
Berlin,
1899-1900.

tSirat al 
Umarain.

31. Ibn al Athlr 
d. 606.

Usd al 
Ghàbah

Cairo, 
1280.

Usd.

32. Yàqut 
d. 626

Mu *jam 
al Buldàn

Leipzig, 
1866.

Jaqut.

33. do. Irshàd Cairo, 
1932, etc. 
(GMS VI)

Jaqut Irshad

34. Ibn al Athlr 
d. 63 0.

al Ki.mil Leiden, 
1866 etc.

Kami1.

35. Nawav.'I 
d. 676. Tahdhib Gbttingen, 

1842-7.
Nawawl.

36. Ibn Khallikan 
d. 681. Wafayàt Bulaq, 

1299.
I.Kh.

37. do. do. Paris, 
1838.

I.Khi Paris.

00CO Ibn Tirtaqa 
' d. 7Ò9.

al Fakhrl Paris, 
1896.

Al-Fakhrl.

39. liar dar I 
d. 727.

Manàqib Hyderabad
1321.

Kard.

40. Abul Fida* d. 732. Ta*rikh Constantinople, Abul Fida* 1286.
41. DhahabI 

d. 748. Huffaz • • Gottingen, 
1833. Huff. -__^

42. do. Mustabah Le iden , 
1863. Musht. •

43. do. Duwal Hayderabad, 
*1327. Duwal.
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44. DhahabI 
d. 748.

Tajrld Hayderàbad, 
1315.

Tajrld.

45. do. Lllzàn. Lucknow, 
1301.

Mlzàn.

46. al KutubI 
d. 764.

Fawat Cairo,
1283.

FawSt.

47. *Abd al Qadir 
d. 775.

al Jawàhir Hyderbàd, 
1332.

al-Jawahir.

48. Taftazánl 
d. 793.

Sharh 
Maqas id 
(as quoted 
in Ar Rafa

Constantinople, Taftazàni 
1277. (2 parta)

1305. (1 part)
)

49. do. tSharh al 
‘Aqa* Idan NasafTyah.

Cairo,
1916.

‘Aqa* id.

50. ad Damiri 
d. 808.

Hayat al 
Èayawàn.

Bülaq, 1284.
Damiri.

51. Syid Sharif 
al Jurjani 
d. 816.

Sharhal- Mawaq if.
Constantinople; Jurjanl. 
1286.

52. Qalqaahandl, 
d. 821.

Subh al 
A ‘sha’

Cairo, 
1331, etc.

Qalqashandl.

53. Maqrlzi d. 845.
Khitat • • Bülaq, 

1270.
Khitat. • •

54. tIbn Hajar 
Asqaiàni 
d. 853.

Taqrlb De lili , 
1308.

Taqrlb.

55. do. Tahdhlb Hyderabad, 
1325.

Tahdhlb.

56. do. 13 ab ah • Calcutta, 
1856.

Isabah.♦

57. Abul Mahàsin 
d. 874.*

An Nujüm Leiden, 
1851.

Nujüm.

58. Ibn Qutlü bughà 
d. 879.

Tájat 
Tráj im Leipzig,

1862. Tàj.
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5 9. Suyutl 
d. 9il.

Ta* rikh-al 
Khulafa*

Cairo, 
1305.

Suyuti.

60. do. Is ‘af Cairo,
1349.

Is ‘af.

61. do. Husnal
Muhadarah • •

Cairo, 
1299.

al Muhadarah. • •

62. al Khazraj I 
d. after 923.

IChulasah• Cairo,
1322.

Kh.

63. Ibn Hajar al 
Makki d. 973..

al Khairat-
al Hisan •

- Cairo, 1304. al Khairat.

64. ash Sha‘ranx 
d. 973.

Mxzan Cairo,
1306.

Sha 'rani.

65. do. Tabaqat Bulaq, 
1870.

Sha*ranl
Tabaqat.

66. ‘All MuttaqI 
d. 975.

tKanzal
Ummal

Hyderabad, 
1894.

1 Ummal.

67. Barkall d. 981.(See Birgilx)
at Tarxq- Constantinople at al- 1260-1270. 
Muhammad lyalx Bulaq,
(as quoted , 1296. 
in ar Rafa ')

, Barkalx.

68. Diyar BakrI
d. 982.

al Khamls Cairo, 
1884.

Khamxs.

69. ‘All b. Sultan 
d. 1014. ’

Musnad 
Ir{iam 
A zam

Lahaur, 
1889.

Q,arl.

70. do. Manaqib Hyderabad,
1332.

Qarl Manaqib.

71. Hajx Khalifah 
d. 1067.

Kashf Leipzig, 
1835, etc.

Fluegel H. Khal

72. *Abd al Ghanx d. after 1174. 4Q,urrat al 
Ain

Hyderabad, 1905. Qurrat.

73. *Abd al 4A1I
d. 1235.

Fawatih 
ar Rahamut 
(as quoted 
in ar Rafa1

Lucknow, 
1878. Bulaq,
') 1327.

Fawatih.
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74. 4Abd al Hai 
d. 1304*.

Ar Rafa 
(at the end 
of Mlzan oi 
Dhahabi)

Lucknow, 
. 1301.

ar Rafa1

75. Hasan
Sufi Zadan 
(thirteenth 
century)

As ami Ruwat
al Bukhari

, Constantinople, Ruwat. 
1865.

76. az Zarkill 
(modern)

al-A1lam Cairo,
1927.

A * lam.

77. Von Dyck Ikti^a’al
P.unu Ca ir. o, 

1330.
Iktifa*

78. Shibll 
(m oderri)

Si^at an 
Nu man (Urdu)

Agra,
1893.

Shibll.

79. Sarkis, 
J.E.
(modern)

Mu jam al Cairo, 
Mat^u at 1928. 
al‘ ArabIyah.

Sarkis.

80. Fischer, 
A.

Traj im Le iden , 
Rijal Muh. b. 1890. 
Ishaq (taken 
from Dhahabi)

Rijal.

M A N U S C R I P T S

81. al Muqadda mi 
d. 301.

Kitab at 
Ta* rlkh

Br. Mus. Or. 3619.

82. Tabari 
d . 3 10. Dhai 1 Br. Mu3. Or. 3011.

83. TabranI
360. al Mu1jam 

as Saghlr
Br. Mus. Add. 18530

84. ‘Abdal Ghani 
d. 409.

Mushtabah 
an Hisbah

Br. Mus. Or. 3057.

85. Ibn Makula* al-Ikmal Br. Mua. Or. 4585.d. 486.
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86. Ibn Jazlah 
d. 493.

al Kukhtar 
min Ta’rikl. 
al Khatito

Br. Mus. 
L- Or. 107

Ibn Jazlali

87. ar RazI 
d. 606.

Manäqib ashBr. Mus. 
Shaft l

Or. 4311.

88. al Mizzi 
d. 742.

Kitab al 
Kamäl

Br. Mus. Or. 3817.

89. Ash-Shibll 
d. 769.

Mahasin 
al’Wasa*il

Br. Mus. Or. 1530.

90. Ibn Shihnah 
d. 815.*

Raudat al
Manazir• Br. Mus. Or. 1618.

91. Ahmad b. 
Sinän, 
d. 1019.

Akhbär ad 
Duwal

Br. Mus. Or. 15 48.

92. Ahmad b. 
‘All al Ast- 
arabädi 
d. 1028.

Manhajal-
Maqa'l

Br. Mus. Or. 3575.

93. do. Talkhi3 al
Maqäi

Br. Mus. Or. 3576.

94. No Name Kitäb a^ 
Du fä* Wal
¿latrukln

Br. Mus. Or. 2711.

95. Yusuf al 
Miläwi 
(N.D.)

Ahsan al 
Masälik bi 
Ahwäl al 
Barämik

Br. Mus. Or. 4642.

96. Muhammad b. 
Umar a1 
KashshT 
(1st half of the 14th century).

Rijal Kashshx Br. Mus. Or. 3548.

M O D E R N  A U T H 0 R I T I E S .
97. Aghnides

N.P.
Muha. Theories New 
of Finance. York,

1916.
Aghnides.
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98. Ahlwardt, 
W.

Berlin Berlin, 
Library 1893, e£c.
Catalogue

B.I..C.

99. Amir *A1I Mull. Law Calcutta, 
1912.

Amir ‘All
Mull. Law.

100. do. History of London, 
the 1899. 
Saracens.

Amir 1All 
Hist.

101. do. Spirit of London, Is lam. 1891. Amir ‘All
Spirit.

102. Carl Brockel- 
mann

Arabische We imar, 
Litteratur 1897, etc.

Brock.

103. Leon Caetani Chr on ogra- R oma,
fia Islajnica 1923, etc.

Caet.

104. Encyclopaedia 
of la lam

Beide» - Leiden - 
Lends«, London,

1913, etc.
E. of I.

105. Gibb, 
H.A.R.

Arabic Oxford, 
Literature 1926.

Gibb.

106. Hamilton, 
0.

Hedaya London, 
Translation 1870. ,

Hamilton.

107. Hughes, 
T.’P.

Dictionary London, 
of Islam 1385.

D.I.

108. Hastings, 
J.

Encyclop- Edinburgh, 
aedia of 1914, e.tc. 
Religion 
and Ethics,
Vol. VII.

E. R.E.

109. D ’Herbelot Bibliothe- Paris, 
que Orient- 1777, 
ale.

D ’Herbelot.

110. Is lamic
Culture, Vois. 
I & II.

Hyderabad, Hyderabad, 1927-28. Horovitz.

111. •Jarre t, A.3. Translation Calcutta, of Ta’rikh 1881. 
al Khalafah 
(History of the Caliphs)

Suyuti Tran
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112. Keene, 

H.G.
Oriental London, 
Biographi- 1894. 
cal Diction
ary.

O.B.D.

113. Margoliouth, D.S. The Early London, 
Develope- 1914. 
ment of 
Mohammad- 
anism.

Margoli outh.

114. Mulla, 
D.F. Principles Bombay, 

of Muh. Law. 1929.
Mulla.

115. Nicholson, 
R.A.

Literary C.U. Press, 
History of 1930. 
the Arabs.

Nicholson.

116. Sale , 
G.

Koran. London,
(frequently 
repr inted)

Sale.

117. De Slane Biograph- Paris - 
ical Diet- London, 
ionary. 1843-47. (Translation 
of Wafayât)

De Slane.

118. Wellhausen The Arab Calcutta, 
Kingdom and 1927. 
its fall.

Wellhausen.

119. Weneinck, A. J. A Hand book Leiden, 
of Early 1927. 
Muh, tradi
tion.

Wensinck.

120. Wilson, 
Sir R.K.

Anglo Muh. London, 
Law. 1903.

Wilson.


